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FURTHER STUDIES ON THE PLEISTOCENE 
GEOLOGY OF NORTHWESTERN IOWA 
lNTRODUCTION 
The Iowa Geological Survey published in 1917 a report by the writer 
entitled The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa.1 This re-
port of 1917 deals with an area of about 9,000 square miles compris-
ing twelve entire counties and halves of four other counties ; four 
rows from north to south, and three and one-half rows from west 
to east. The names and relative locations of these counties are', given 
in figure 1. 
In the report of , 1917 Chapter I gives a summary, of the e,!lr lier work 
on the Pleistocene of northwestern Iowa ; Chapter n treat~ the Wis-
consin drift 'region; Chapter III deals with the Kansan drift region, 
including all of northwestern Iowa west of the Wisconsin boundary; 
' Chapter IV treats the gravels associated with the 'Kansan drift; Chap-
ter V treats the gravels found in valleys of the'k.:insan' region ; Chap-
ter- VI discussd the Nebraskan drift; Chapter VII traces the geologi~ 
history of northwestern Iowa. 
Later work in northwestern Iowa has shown that those parts of the 
report of 1917 having to do with the Kansan drift region, as then~ 
interpreted, should be revised in order to recognize an Iowan drift re-
gion in the eastern part of the area ,there called Kansan. The present 
report is, therefore, to replace Chapters III, IV and V of the report of 
1917. The ,recognition of the Iowan drift region requires so many 
changes that it has been deemed advisable to present again, in rear-
ranged form, most of the data included in these chapters IlL, IV and 
V. ' Small parts of Chapter VII, Geologic History, having to do with 
the Kansan (pages 438 to 440), and of Chapter VIII, Summary and 
Conclusions, having to do with the Kansan (page 443) and the asso-
ciat~d gravels (pages 44,4 to 445\ should also be revised to accord 
with the new interpretation: The chapters on the Wisconsin and the 
N ~braskan inth~ report of 1917 need no revision. The relation of 
this Jowan drift region of northwestern Iowa to the other drift regions 
' I Carma,n, J, Erne. t , The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern I owa: Iowa Geo l. Survey, 
Vol. XXVI , pp, 233-445, 1917. 
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FIG. 1.-OutIine map of northwestern Iowa showing counties and principal towns. The area 
treated in this report is enclosed within the heavy lines. 
of the Mississippi valley is shown in figure 2, which has been published 
by Kay. 
In the present report Chapter I summarizes that part of the earlier 
work in northwestern Iowa which bears directly on the area here called 
Iowan. Chapter II treats the Iowan drift region including certain 
associated gravels. Chapter III treats the Kansan drift region. Chap-
ter IV deals with the loess and Chapter V 'with the gravels in the 
valleys chiefly of the Iowan drift region. The report closes with .a 
\) 
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summary of the conclusions reached concerning the vanous subjects · 
treated in the report. 
In the discussion of seve~al subjects the material of a more detailed 
character is placed in smaller type and may be omitted by the general 
reader without l()~ing the continuity of the discussiiln. 
WISCONSIN 
I I/Om4N NCBRASIfAN 
~ ILLINOIAN 
FIG. 2.-Pleistocene map of the Mississippi valley showing the relation of the Iowan drift 
region of northwestern Iowa (horizontal broken lines) to the other drift regions. (Kay, 
Am. Jour. Sci., vol. XXI,. p. 159, fig. 1.) 
CHAPTER I 
SUMMARY OF EARLIER WORK 
Work Preceding 1909 
The summary which follows <ioes not attempt to review all the geo-
logic work in northwestern Iowa or even all the work on the PleJsto-
, cene but emphasizes particularly those writings which bear in some way 
on the question of the age of the drift of that part of northwestern . 
Iowa west of the Wisconsin boundary. These writings were briefly 
noted as a part of Chapter I of the 1917 report but" because of their 
bearing on the primary problem .of the present report they are here 
discussed much more fully . . : . , 
, , 
Chamberlin in Geikie's Great Ice Age.-The' first assignment of 
some part of northwestern 'Iowa to a 'drift sheet younger than the Kan-
san and older than the Wisconsin was macie by Dr. T. C. Chamberlin 
in his <;:hapter on North America itr'.James, Geikie's "The Greit Ice 
Age" (1894) _ Plate 4V of that work shows an area of Iowan drift 
25 to 30 miles wide west Qf the Des Moines,. lobe' in northwestern 
Iowa, including ,most of the second tier ~f counties east of Big 
Sioux and Missouri rivers. To the west of tJ:1is, belt he mapp~d Kan-
san drift. 
" ..... c .~.' . I 
Preliminary W ark b~ Bain, ,!!96.- Th~~r.st suggested assignment 
of this character in the r.eport§.fbf tl:1e Io~a Geological Survey is in 
Volume VII (1897), in the adn1inistrative report of Doctor Calvin for 
1896. On page 18, in narrating the glacial stages affecting rowa, he 
wrote: "Fourth Glacial Stage, Iowan. During this stage the north-
ern half of Iowa was overrun by glaciers. The southern limit of this 
incursion may be traced a few miles north of aline drawn from Iowa 
City to Des Moines, and then, deflected northwest~ardly to Plymouth 
county." On page 20, he wrote: "Prof. R. D. Salisbury, . . . . 
accompanied Mr. Bain upon a short trip across the northern portion 
of the state;" going as far west as Sioux ' City and ·Rock Rapids. The 
topographic characteristics of the Wisconsin and Iowan were studied 
and the probable equivalence of the drift sheets east and west of the 
Des Moines lobe was tentatively decided upon. The correlation forms 
a good basis for next season's work,". 
1 
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Volume VI of the Iowa Geological Survey bears the publication 
date of 1897, as does Volume VII, but the date of the letter of trans-
mittal is December 31, 1897, 'one year later than that of Volume VII. 
Volume VI apparently came out later for it contains footnote refer-:-
ences to Volume VII. In this Volume VI is a paper by H . F. Baill' 
entitled "Relations of the Wisconsin and Kansan Drift Sheets in 
Central Iowa". On page 462 he wrote: "There is in the northwestern 
portion of the state a drift which in physical constitution and topo-
graphic development resembles the Iowan of eastern Iowa, and it has 
been provisionally correlated with that formation." For this provi-
sional correlation he refers to Plate XV of Geikie's Great Ice Age and 
the statement of Calvin on page 20 of Volume VII of the Iowa Geo-
logical Survey as quoted in the preceding paragraph. 
On a "Preliminary Outline Map of the Drift Sheets of Iowa" form-
ing Plate XXVIII, opposite page 467 of this report by Bain, north-
western Iowa west of the Wisconsin boundary is set off on the south 
by a line labeled "Probable Limit of Iowan Drift". This line leaves 
Big Sioux river in southwestern Plymouth county and runs eastward 
across the south part of this county, the southwest corner of Cherokee 
county, the northeast corner of Ida county, an~ the northwest corner 
of Sac county, to the Wisconsin boundary in northern Sac county. 
This probable Iowan area of northwestern Iowa included all of Lyon, 
Osceola, Sioux and O'Brien counties, the northern four-fifths of 
Plymouth county, practkally all of Cherokee county, the western parts 
of Dickinson, Clay and Buena Vista cQunties, and small areas in north-
eastern Lda and northwestern Sac counties. 
Bain's Work in Plymouth County, 1897.-Volume VIII (1898) 
of the Iowa Geological Survey contains a report on the geology of 
Plymouth county by H. F. Bain. He 'spoke of this as "a report on 
the first area studied by the Survey with especial reference to the drift 
problems of northwestern Iowa;' (page 319). He emphasized the 
freshness of the till below the loess, saying that it showed little sign, of 
leaching or oxidation and had no ferretto zone'. The age of the till ' 
was discussed rather fully (pages 341 to 351) , the following four 
possibilities being considered: ( 1) Kansan, (2) Illinoian, ' (3) Iowan, 
( 4) Extra-morainic Wisconsin. These possibilities were presented 
from the viewpoints of topographic development, physical character, 
alteration, and' stratigraphic relationship, and it was found that some 
viewpoints favored one interpretation, some another. In conclusion 
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he ""vrote (page 350): "The balance of evidence would seem to indi-
cate that the drift is either Illinoian or Iowan, and since it has already 
been provisionally referred to the latter it may for the present rest in 
that category. Clearly it is not Kansan, and while certain elusive 
evidence not yet well enough in hand to discuss, seems at times to link 
it with the Wisconsin, the bulk of the phenomena seems to indicate an 
earlier age." 
In the Administrative Report of the Assistant State Geologist in 
this same Volume VIII Bain listed as one ' of the results of his work 
in northwestern Iowa "the approximate determination b£ the southern 
limits of the Iowan (?) drift sheet in the region" (page 27) and noted 
the presence of Iowan (1) at several places near Rock Rapids in Lyon 
county, (2) in eastern Sioux 'county, (3) in Cherokee county, (4) 
near Storm Lake in Buena Vista county just outside the Wisconsin 
moraine, (5) near Correctionville and at , Sioux City in Woodbury 
county, (6) at Ida Grove and for some considerable distance south in 
Ida county, and (7) at Carnarvon in southeastern Sac county. On 
page 351 in the Plymouth county report he indicated that the boundary 
between this Iowan (?) o{northwestern Iowa and the Kansan farther 
south was difficult to determine because of the thickness of the loess 
and the scarcity of exposures, and it could "only be outlined as running 
from Carroll northwest through the northern tier of townships in 
Crawford county". This indicated boundary is 20 to 25 miles south 
of that drawn by Bain a year earlier as shown on Plate XXVIII of 
Volume VI, and it placed in the Iowan at least the northern part of 
Woodbury county, which he in his earlier report on this. county 
had called Kans,an drift. Bain apparently at this time placed in the 
Iowan(?) all of northwestern Iowa outside the Wisconsin moraine 
which had a relatively fresh drift to the surface. 
Bain's ,Work in Carroll County, 1898.-This interpretation, which 
placed all the fresh drift of northwestern Iowa as far south as central 
Carroll county in the Iowan, was not borne out by the next season's 
work, for in the Administrative Report of the Assistant State Geolo-
gist in Volume IX, Mr. Bain wrote (page 26): l'In Carroll county 
ohe of the interesting results of the season's work has been the demon-
stration that much of the extra-morainic drift, heretofore believed to 
be young and prov:isionally correlated with the Iowan, belongs to an 
anomalous phase of the Kansan. \\That may be the correct age of 
,2 Iowa Geol. Survey. Vol. ' : . p, 279, 1896, 
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the extra-morainic drift north and w~st of Carroll county can not yet 
be stated.'~ 
In this same volume is Bain's report on the Geology of Carroll 
County3 . . He interpreted all the county outside the Wisconsin as 
Kansan, recognizing two types of Kansan outcrops. The first is that, 
typical for the Kansan farther south, which shows ferretto, leaching, 
rotted bowlders, etc., at the top of the drift. The second is an abnormal 
type in which these phenomena are lacking and "fresh till continues to 
the top. He found both types in the same region but in general found 
an increase of the unleached type to the west and the north in the 
county. Both types were overlain by the loess which was deposited 
alter the erosion of the Kansan region and it was evident that they 
were but different phases of the same drift. He recognized the fact 
that the unleached type resembled closely the Kansan drift commonly 
5 to 10 feet below the ferretto and interpreted these abnormal ex-
posures as being due to erosion, which had removed the ferretto and 
leached zone before the loess was deposited. On page 88 he wrote: 
"N 0 attempt can be made here to fix the age of the extra-morainic and 
fresh looking drift in the counties to the north. The work of the pres-
ent field season has shown that the reference.of this drift to the Iowan 
i~ probably wrong." 
Wilder's Work in Lyon and Sioux Counties, 1899.-In Volume X 
appeared a report by Frank A. Wilder on the geology of Lyon and 
Sioux counties4 in the northwest corner of the state next north of 
Plymouth county, which Bain had tentatively interpreted ' as Iowan. 
Wilder noted (page 125) that the drift of northwestern Iowa had 
never been positively identified with any of the established drift sheets 
of other parts of the state and that one of the reasons for undertaking 
at that time the geological study of Lyon . and Sioux counties was to 
obtain, if possible, information that would make such correlation 
possible. He stated that the drift of these counties was the same as 
that in Plymouth and Woodbury to the south and that no line of sepa-
ration had been found between this unleached drift of northwestern 
Iowa and the typical Kansan of southern Iowa, which continued north 
to Carroll county, where exposures of the typical southern Iowa Kan-
san, with ferretto, and of the unleached northwest Iowa till both ex-
3 Bain, H . F., Geology of Carroll County: Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 49·107, 1&99. 
4 Wilder, Frank A., Geology of Lyon and Sioux Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. X, 
pp. 81·184, 1900. 
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·ist€d in the same region.5 He thought that this lack of alteration and 
leaching of the northwest Iowa drift might be accounted for by the 
smaller rainfall of nort4western Iowa as compared with that of south-
ern Iowa and by the nature of the topography. 
Wilder noted (page 132) ,that: "Topographically the drift is, per-
haps, more closely related to the Iowan" but if , as commonly held, the 
loess was relat~d to the Iowan the underlying drift could not be Iowan, 
since evidently a considerable interval elapsed betwe~n the deposition 
of the drift and the overlying loess. In conclusion he wrote: "Con-
sidering everything, it seems safer to consider the loess-covered drift · 
of Lyon and Sioux counties as Kansan until something is found in 
the way of a southern boundary to distinguish it from the recognized 
Kansan farther south." (Figure 3.) 
Wilder mapped the extreme nortlieast corner of Lyon county. ap-
proximately the northeast half of Elgin township, as "Wisconsin 
Drift" with patches of "Altamont Moraine" (page 118) and in the 
text (pages 132 to 138) treated it all under the heading "The Altamont · 
Moraine" stating that all . of this area in Lyon county was morainic. 
He described this region in a very positive way as without a loess 
covering, and with a fresl1 drift, yellow in color, only slightly oxidized, 
invariably unleached. Southwest of the Altamont moraine he mapped 
(page 118) a belt with an average width of about four miles as "Wis-
consin Partially Stratified" and interpreted it as outwash frorn the 
Wisconsin. 
The first interpretation of northeastern Lyon county as Wisconsin · 
was recorded by Bain in V olurhe IX published one year earlier than 
the report by '\Tilder. In his Administrative Report in this volume 
Bain commented on a trip through northwestern Iowa and adjacent 
portions of Minnesota and South Dakota, in company with J. E. 
Todd and Frank Leverett, and wrote (page 26): "Mr. Leverett 
traced the morainic hills of the Wisconsin drift into the northeast 
corner of Lyon county, and it seems probable that other changes in 
the mapping of the drift · sheets of that region will be necessary." 
'Wilder made no reference to this work of Mr. Leverett, but he must 
have known of it because of the close association of Bain with the 
work of Wilder in Lyon county . . 
These interpretations by Wilder were apparently concurred in . by 
Bain, who had previously interpreted differently the drift of Plymouth 
5 Iowa Geo"!. Survey, Vol. IX, pp. 82-85 and map, p. 106, 1899. 
,,\ 4- '.. ' " . ; . : ~ .~ ; ..... 
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county to the south: In the Administrative Report of the Assistant 
State Geologist m Volume X, Bain wrote (page 30): "In company 
FIG. 3.-A map cif northwestern Iowa made by compiling the Pleistocene maps in the county 
reports. 
"Kansan drift" of Woodbury, Ida and Sac counties; "Loess overlying older drift 
(Kansan)" of Cherokee and Buena Vista counties; "Loess overlying Kansan" of 
Lyon and Sioux counties; " Loess overlying older drift" of Osceola and O'Brien coun· 
ties; " Provisionall y Iowan" of Plymouth county. 
"Wisconsin Drift" of Lyon, Osceola, Dickinson, O'Brien, Palo Alto, Buena Vista, 
PocahJ)ntas and Sac counties; "Wisconsin Drift Plain" of Clay county; "Wisconsin 
Plain" of Emmet county. ' 
"Altamont 1vIoraine" of Lyon county; uWisconsin Moraine" of Osceola county; 
"Knobby Drift, Moqinic" of Dickinson county; "Knobby Drift" of Clay county; 
"Wisconsin Drift, affected by Morainic Knobs" of Emmet county; "Morainic De· 
posits" of P a lo Alto county. 
"Wisconsin P artially Stratified" of Lyon , Sioux, Osceola, Dickinson and Clay 
counties; "Wisconsin Gravel Train" of O'Brien county; "Wisconsin Overwash 
Gravels" of Cherokee county; "Alluvial Deposits" of Emmet, Palo Alto, Cherokee, 
Buena Vista and Sac count ies; "Alluvium" of Ida county. 
with Mr. Wilder I made a bicycle journey from Carroll county north-
west as far as Sioux Falls, studying the ·drift of the intervening re-
gion. Mr. Wilder then took up the problem and his report, appearing 
in this volume, shows how successfully he has attacked it. I have been 
over most of the region in his company or alone, and would wish 
heartily to concur in his findings." In the Administrative Report of 
IOWA STATE TRAVELING LIBRARY 
DES MOINES, IOWA 
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the State Geologist, Doctor Calvin wrote (page 15): "Mr. Wilder 
has also shed much light upon the vexed question of the age of the 
drift of the northwestern part ' of the state. His conclusions; while 
differing somewhat from those previously held by the Survey, are 
founded on careful study and seem ~orthy of every confidence. Prob-
ably a final opinion on · the subject can not be rendered until more of 
the region shall have been investigated." 
Macbride's Work in Osceola and Dickinson Counties, 1899.--1n the 
same volume with Wilder's report on Lyon and Sioux counties is a 
report by Professor Macbride on the Geology of Osceola and Dickin-
son Counties6, which lie next east of Lyon county along the state line. 
Macbride continued the mapping units used by Wilder in Lyon county 
eastward into Osceola county (figure 3) . The northwest part of 
Osceola ·county adjoining Wilder's "Wisconsin Drift" of northeastern 
Lyon county, .the southeast part of Osceola county, and the southern 
third of Dickinson county were mapped as "Wisconsin Drift" outside 
the distinctly knobby area to the north which was mapped as "Wiscon-
sin Moraine". The area of "Wisconsin Partially Stratified" which 
was continued from Lyon county with a width of two miles on the 
county litle was mapped as broadening out in the central part of Osceola 
county to an area six to eight miles across and thence narrowing again 
to two to three miles where it strikes ·the south boundary of the county 
west of Ocheyedan river. The southwest corner of Osceola county 
was mapped as "Loess, overlying older. drift" and provisionally re-
ferred to the Kansan (page 218). 
Macbride's Work in Clay and O'Brien Counties, 1900.-In Volume 
XI, one year later, Professor Macbride reported on Clay and O'Brien 
counti~s.7 The eastern' edge of Clay county was mapped as "Knobby ' 
Drift", terminal moraine of Wisconsin age (figure 3). All the rest ' 
of Clay county and all of O'Brien county I except the northwest cor-
ner, were mapped as "Wisconsin Drift". A narrow wedge-shaped 
area in the northwest corner of O'Brien county, 18 miles long from 
east to west and only 50 miles wide at the west line, was map'ped as 
"Loess, overlying older drift (Kansan) " , apparently to match up with 
the similar area of southwestern Osceola county as mapped the pre-
vious year. The unit of "Wisconsin Partially Stratified" used by 
6 Ma :bride, T. H., Geology of Osceola and Dickinson Counties : Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. X, 
pp. 185-239, 1900. 
7 Macbride, T. H ., Geology of Clay and O'Brien Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, 
pp. 461-508, 1901. 
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Wilder in Lyon county and continued by Macbride across Osceola 
county to the O'Brien county line was not used in the mapping of 
O'Brien county. The "Wisconsin Drift" of the O'Brien county map 
joins along the west line of the county with the "Kansan Drift" of 
the earlier Sioux county map of Wilder (figure 3), but no discu·ssion. 
-of the lack of agreement or what caused the change of opinion con-
cerning this region was given. · . 
This mapping of Macbride in Clay and O'Brien counties created a 
large area of "Wisconsin Drift" in northwestern Iowa lying outside 
the Wisconsin moraine, . an extra-morainic vVisconsin drift. In Vol-
ume XI there was published 'as Plate II a "Preliminary Outline Map 
of Jhe Drift Sheets of Iowa," and, in accord with this work of Mac-
bride, a considerable area in northwestern Iowa, including most of 
O'Brien and Clay counties and parts of Osceola, Dickin.son, Cherokee 
and Buena Vista counties, was shown as "Wisconsin" but lying out-
side of the "Wisconsin Moraine." 
Macbride's Work in Cherokee and Huena Vista Counties, 1901.-
Subsequent work to the south evidently did not bear out this conclu-
sion concerning the extra-morainic Wisconsin area, for in his report 
on Cherokee and Buena Vista counties,S which appeared one year later 
in Volume XII, Professor Macbride mapped Cherokee county, which 
• lies south of O'Brien, and the west half of Buena Vista county, next 
south of Clay county, as "L.oess, overlying older drift (Kansan)". 
This abuts on the north at the county lines against the extra-morainic 
"Wisconsin Drift" area of O'Brien and Clay counties, as is shown 
in figure 3. The central and east parts of Buena Vista county were 
mapped as "Wisconsin Drift" but without a morainic belt along the 
boundary. 
The previous assignment of the drift of O'Brien and Clay counties 
to the Wisconsin was questioned (page .3I9), with the suggestion that 
it might prove to be Early Wiscons.in or even older. The problem was 
evidently considered the same as that in Plymouth county, to which 
report the reader was referred for a fuller presentation of the problem. 
In the Plymputh county report the drift had been provisionally referred 
to the Iowan.9 
A second "Preliminary Outline Map of the Drift Sheets of Iowa" 
8 Macbride, T . H " Geology of Cherokee and Buena Vista Counties: Io~a Geol. Survey, Vol. 
XII , pp. 30';';}53, 1902. 
9 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, pp. 341·351, 1898. 
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appeared in 1904 in Volume XIV.lO Like the earlier mapll 'it shows 
an area of "Wisconsin" west of the "Wisconsin Moraine," but the 
west boundary of this area is five to ten miles farther' east inD'Bri~n, 
Cherokee and Buena Vista counties. The area includes most of Clay, 
Osceola and O'Brien counties and' smaller parts of Dickinson, Buena 
Vista, Cherokee and Lyon counties. A very similar map was published 
in 1905 in Bulletin 2 of the Iowa Geological Survey, but on this map 
the Wisconsin Mbraine was not shown and the "Wisconsin Drift" area 
continued unbroken westward to the west boundary of the extra-mo-
rainic Wisconsin of the other map. 
Macbride's Wark in Sac and Ida C aunties.-In Volume XVI · Pro-
fessor Macbride reported on Ida and Sac counties,12 which lie to the 
south of Cherokee and Buena Vista counties. He showed the Wis-
consin boundary extending north-south across Sac county and 'con-
necting up with the earlier tracing in Buena Vista county to the north 
and Carroll county to the south. The west half of Sac county and all 
of lda county were mapped as Kansan drift (figure 3). 
The work in Sac and Ida counties completed the county rep9rt work 
on that part of nort11western Iowa with which we are concerned. 
There is considerable lack of agreement between certain of the county 
maps and some contradictions in the texts. This lack of agreement 
is shown on figure 3, which was made by compiling the Pleistocene . 
maps ' of the county reports. New interpretations were adopted in 
some cases withqut showing that the earlier ones were no longer ten-
able. In some cases divisions were placed upon maps without dis-
cussion, and boundaries were . mapped without being traced in the text 
.and without discussion of the characters upon which the boundaries 
were based. This makes it difficult to determine just what the final 
opinion was on certain points. Thus the matter stood when the writer 
began his studies in northwestern Iowa in 1909. 
Work of the Writer from 1909 to 1916 
The work of the writer in northwestern Iowa began in 1909 with the 
problem of retracing the Wisconsin drift boundary on the west side of 
the Des Moines lobe north of Carroll county. is This retracing left 
10 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XIV, PI. III, 1904. 
11 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XI, PI. II, 1901. 
12 Macbride, T. H., Geology of Sac and Ida Counties: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XV], I1P< 509,_ 
562, 1906 . 
. 1S· Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI , pp. 251·320, 1917. 
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outside the Wisconsin boundary that questionable ar~a which had been 
variously interpreted by earlier writers as Wisconsin, extra-morainic 
Wisconsin, Early \i\Tisconsin, Iowan, or Kansan. This questionable 
area was studied during parts of the field seasons of 1910 and 191 L 
Various lines of evidence, chiefly topographic, suggested that the east-
ern part of this area should be assigned to a separate drift region inter-
mediate between the Kansan on the west and the Wisconsin on the 
east. However, a super-Kansan drift sheet could not be generally sep-
arated and the topography did not seem to afford a consistent boun-
dary line. Further, it was recognized that this questionable area cor-
responded most nearly to the Iowan of northeastern Iowa, ·and the 
identity of the Iowan was at that time very strongly questioned by 
most geologists outside of Iowa and probably by some within the 
state. It appeared, therefore, that to attempt to establish a post-Kan-
san pre-Wisconsin drift region in northwestern Iowa would be to 
create another Iowan p;oblem. The conclusion was reached that all 
of northwestern Iowa west of the Wisconsin boundary was of Kan-
san age and a report was prepared by the writer with this interpretation. 
It was on the basis of this conclusion that the "Map of Iowa Show-
ing Drift Sheets," published as Plate LXV of Volume XXIV (1913) 
of the Iowa Geological Survey, was prepared. This map shows the 
Kansan drift over all of northwestern Iowa west of the Wisconsin 
boundary, as traced in the work of 1909. This map was reproduced 
as Plate XIV of ,Volume XXVI ,(1917). 
During the summer of 1912 Mr. Frank Leverett of the United 
States Geological Survey, working in southwestern Minnesota, recog-
nized a drift region between the Wisconsin and Kansan and traced it 
southward to the Minnesota-Iowa line. This corresponded to the di-
vision south of the state line which had been tentatively considered by 
the writer in 1910 and 1911 as intermediate in age between the Wis-
consin and Kansan. Mr. Leverett found this division very distinct 
in Minnesota and bordered by a moraine ' which he traced from Water-
town, South Dakota; through southwestern Minnesota to the Iowa 
line.14 
In 1913 the writer re-examined this intermediate area in northwest-
ern Iowa and compared it with Leverett's area in southern Nobles ,coun-
ty north of the state line. It was found that the characters of Lc;!ver-
ett's area continued into Iowa with decreased distinctness and that a 
14 Letter from Mr. Leverett to the writer in December, 1912. 
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very indefinite boundary could be traced southward across' eastern 
Lyon, northeastern Sioux, southwestern O'Brien, eastern Cherokee, 
northeastern Ida and southwestern Sac counties to t,he point where it 
passed beneath the Wisconsin boundary'. It was th~n decided to. make 
this the' continuation in Iowa of Leverett's area. In Iowa therecogni-
tion of this intermediate area rested almost entirely on topography. . 
The writer then revised his report on northwestern Iowa on t.he basis 
of the existence of a drift sheet intermediate in age, between the Kan-
San and the Wisconsin. In the manuscript this region was called Iowan 
with a chapter entitled "The Iowan Drift Region." . The reasons for 
using the term Iowan were given but with the qualifying statement 
"a positive correlation has not as yet been made with the Iowan drift 
region of eastern Iowa." , 
Although the writer then agreed ~ith Mr. ~everett in the recognition 
of this intermediate drift region, they did not agree as to its age. The 
writer believed that a loess like clay which exists over the intermediate 
drift region was' the equivalent of and the continuation of the Mis-
souri river loess, which it was generally agreed was the equivalent of 
the Peorian loess of eastern Iowa and, .therefore, that the intermediate 
drift region must be Iowan or older. Mr. Leverett, on the other hand, 
oelieved, in 1913, that this intermediate region was Wisconsin and so 
published cbncer~ing it in 1919.15 ' . 
. The manuscript on notthwestern Iowa recognizing the Iowan drift 
region was submitted to the Director of the Iowa Geological Survey 
in May, 1915, but because of the lack of agreement noted above as ·to 
the correlation of the intermediate. drift region th~ publication of the 
report was deferred from time to time. 
In 1916, the writer, in company with the Directot of the Iowa Sur-
vey, Doctor Kay" returned to northwestern Iowa to attempt to solve 
the .question of the age of the intermediate drift area. A more detailed 
study of the loesslike clay that overlies the intermediate. drift area 
confirmed the earlier opinion of the writer and convinced Doctor Kay 
that this loess like clay is the continuation of, and ·the equivalent of, 
the 10ess of the Kansan region, which was generally considered to' be 
Peorian. ~t was, . therefore, impossi~le to agree with Mr. Leverett · 
that this intermediate drift region was Early Wisconsin in age. 
The writer had always questioned somewhat the identity of the in-
termediate area as a distinct drift region, and after showing in 1916 
15 Minnesota Geol. Survey, Bull. 14, pp. 51-52, and map in pocket, 1919. 
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SUMMARY OF CARMAN'S EARLY WORK 
that it must be , preloess in age he again reviewed the bases for its 
recognition. In view of the fact that ' there was rio generally recog-' 
nizable super-Kansan drift sheet, and that the boundary betvyeen the 
Kansan and the supposed intermediate area was in general indefinite · 
• 
and questionable, the writer returned, at the end of the field season of 
1916, to the conclusion which he held in 1911, that all of northwestern 
Iowa .west of the Wisconsin boundary belonged to the Kansan drift 
region. 
On the basis of this interpretation the manuscript was again revised 
and this time published as "The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern 
Iowa.»16 There are many parts of this. report of 1917 that. might be 
reviewed here, but the more important conclusions bearing on the 
s~bjects with which we are concerned in the present report may be 
shown by a few quotations from the section entitled "Summary and 
Conclusions" (pages 442-445). 
{(Kansan Drift.-All of northwestern Iowa west of the Wisconsin,drift 
. boundary is assigned to the Kansan drift region on the basis of the identity 
of the till and the presence of a mantle of loess over the entire region. 
The absence of leached Kansan till in northwestern Iowa is explained by 
, the removal of this leached zone by erosion of the entire region below the 
original level at which leached till may have formed, 
{(Gravel Bowlders and Gravel Hills.-The gravel and sand masses 
included in the till are parts of frozen gravel deposits which were plowed 
up by the advancing iGe sheet. As is shown by the composition of the 
gravel, by the freshness of the material and by the clay-balls, most of these 
masses are of the ' same age as the inclosing till. They represent deposits 
made in front of the advancing ice sheet, which a litHe later plowed them ' 
up. 
"The gravel hills of the Kansan drift region are included gravel bowlders 
which have been e~posed at the surface by the removal of the inclosing 
till. They come to stand above the surface of the till by the relatively 
greater resistance to erosion of the porous gravel mass. 
{(The Va,uey Gravels.-The valley gravels occupy valleys cut into the 
Kansan drift. The material for these ' deposits was released by erosion 
from the Kansan drift and was accumulated in the valleys during a period 
of time subsequent to the major erosion of the Kansan drift plain and 
. preceding the deposition of the loess." 
16 Carman, J. Ernest, The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa: Iowa Geol. Survey, 
Vol. XXVI, pp. 233-445, 1917. 
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Work Published Since 1916 
In Volume XXVI of the Iowa Geological Survey there appeared a 
report by Alden and Leighton entitled "The Iowan' Dri ft; A Review of 
the Evidence of the Iowan Stage of Glaciation"Y In this report the 
authors reaffirmed the existence-of a post-Kansan pre-Wisconsin drift 
sheet in northeastern Iowa and stated that it is younger than the Illi-
noian and older than the Wisconsin. This essentially reaffirm~d the 
opinion of Doctor Calvin concerning the Iowan drift region and in the 
opinion of most geologists re-established the Iowan as one of the in-
dependent stages of Pleistocene glaciation. It may be ·well to note 
here the bearing of this conclusion on the work in northwestern Iow.a. 
During the progress of the wor-k there the Iowan of northeastern Iowa 
was under severe question and to postulate an intermediate drift region 
in northwestern Iowa on questionable evidence seemed doubly question-
able, for it ~ppeared tllat it would have to stand without the support of 
the type, northeast Iowa region. Now, with the type region reaffirmed, 
it would be much easier to put another questionable area, as that in 
north~estern Iowa, with it. 
In 1919 there appeared a report by Leverett and Sardeson entitled 
"Surface Formations and Agricultural Conditions of the South ·Half 
of Minnesota."18 On the map which accompanies the report there is 
in southwestern Minnesota an area about 10 miles wide, lying t6 the 
southwest of the .morainic belt of unquestioned Wisconsin age. At 
. the state line this is the contir:tuation of the intermediate drift region 
of, northwestern Iowa. This belt is mapped as "Till or boulder plains, . 
clayey," a unit which includes also all the Wisconsin ground morain~ 
farther northeast. In discussing southwestern Minnesota they wrote 
(pages 51-52): "there is a thin sheet of. relatively young gray drift, 
forming a veneer over the eroded surface of the old gray drift, which 
lies outside the well defined moraine of Wisconsin drift. In 
the opinion of the present writers, the drift which veneers the eroded 
district outside of the moraine is not markedly older than that of the 
moraine of Uphaf!1 interpreted to be the outer limits of the younger 
drift, and should, therefore, be included with it.", This statement just 
quoted showed plainly the opinion of Leverett and Sardeson that the 
"intermediate" area was of Wisconsin age. 
In 1922, Leverett, in a paper entitled "Glacial Formations of the 
17 Alden, W. C., and Leighton, M. M., Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vo!. XXVI, pp. 49·212, 1917. 
18 Leverett, Frank, and ·Sardeson, Frederick W., Minnesota Geol. Survey, Bull. 14,1919. 
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Co~eau des Prairies,"19 wrote, "A drift of debatable age, but appar-
ently somewhat older than the Wisconsin drift, and referred provi-
sionally to the Iowan stage of glaciation, extends a few miles beyond 
the undoubted Wisconsin drift in South Dakota, Minnesota, and Iowa 
and covers the Missouri-Mississippi divide nearly half way across 
Iowa." On the accompanying map (page 103) Leverett labeled this 
area "Iowan(.?} Drift". This area in Minnesota is the one which 
Leverett and Sardeson called Wisconsin outside the moraine in 1919 
and in northwestern Iowa it is the intermediate drift region mapped by 
the writer in 1913 and called Iowan in the unpublished manuscript of 
1915. Leverett had now abandoned, or at least questioned, the Wis-
consin age of this area. 
Further Studies in Northwestern Iowa 
In the summer of 1925· Doctor Kay was on a trip in northwestern 
Iowa with Doctors Leverett, MacClintock and Apfel when they found 
an exposure near Sheldon, in northwestern O'Brien county, which ap-
peared to offer very strong evidence in ~upport of an intermediate drift 
sheet. This section has been published by Doctor Kay and will be 
given on a later page of the present report (page 51). . . 
As a result of this trip in northwestern Iowa, and chiefly as a result 
of finding the section noted above, Doctor Kay asked the writer to 
return to northwestern Iowa for a field conference with him and for 
such additional field work as the problem des~rved. It was not pos-
sible to find a time suitable to both Doctor Kay .and the writer until the 
field season of 1927. . 
In the latter part of June, 1927, the writer joined Doctor Kay at 
Iowa City for this study. They began by a trip over the Iowan of 
northeastern Iowa, which the writer had never studied. They then 
spent about two weeks in a review of the evidence' for an intermediate 
drift region in northwestern Iowa. Very few new exposures of any 
consequence were found, but a number of the exposur.es studied by the 
writer in the years between 1910 and 1916 were re-examined in the 
light of ' the reaffirmed Iowan of northeastern Iowa and the new ' in- ' 
terpretations of Doctor Kay concerning the Loveland deposits of 
western Iowa. . As a result of this study it was decided that the evidence 
was sufficient to justify an interpretation of an intermediate drift re-
gion as used in the unpublished manuscript of 1915. 
19 Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. 33, pp. 101 and 103, 1922. 
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It is necessary, therefore, that Chapters III, IV, and V of the report 
of 191720 dealing with the Kansan drift and associated gravels bere-
placed by chapters dealing with the Kansan drift, Iowan drift and the 
associated gravels. The present report is, therefore, in large , part 
from the unpublished manuscript of 1915, which recognized an Iowan 
drift region in northwestern Iowa, modified to include such additional 
evidence as was obtained in 1916 and in 1927. 
20 Carman, J. 'Ernest, The Pleistocene Geology of Northwestern Iowa: Iowa Geo!. 'Survey, 
Vol. XXVI, pp. 233·445, 1917. 
CHAPTER II 
THE IOWAN DRIFT REGION 
The region discussed in this chapter is a post-Kansan~ pre-Wisconsin 
drift region lying to the west of the Des Moineslobe of the Wisconsin 
• drift sheet. It includes most of that questionable area of northwestern 
Iowa which has been variously interpreted as covered with Wisconsin, 
extra-morainic' Wisconsin, Early Wisconsin, Iowan, or Kansan drift. 
_ The extent of this Iowan drift area in northwestern Iowa is shown 
on Plate I. It .covers the major parts of Osceola, O'Brien 'and Clay 
coup ties , considerable parts of · Cherokee, Buena Vista and ~ac coun-
ties, and smaller parts of Lyon, Dickinson, Sioux and Ida counties. 
Its total area in Iowa is about 2,000 square miles and . its eastern limit 
is the margin of the Wisconsin drift as traced in the report of 1917.21 
Its wes'tern boundary, to be traced in detail in this chapter (pages 59 
to 84) , crosses eastern Lyon, . northeastern Sioux, southwestern 
O'Brien, eastern Cherokee, northeastern Ida and southwestern Sac 
counties, and near the south line of Sac county is overlapped by the 
Wisconsin drift. The relation of "this Iowan region 'in northwestern 
Iowa to' the drift sh~ets 'of Iowa is shown on Plate II. The entire 
area of this drift region west of the Des Moines lobe is an elongate 
area extending from Watertown, South Dakota, across southwestern 
Minnesota and northwestern Iowa to the south border of Sac county, 
a distance of more than 20.0 miles. Through Minnesota its width is 
10 to 20 miles. South of the state line the belt widens, b.ecause of the 
eastward swing of the Wisconsin boundary, to 45 miles in O'Brien 
and Clay counties. It na:rrows again to 15 miles in northern Cherokee 
. and Buena Vista' counties and terminates at the south line of Sac 
county (figure 2). 
CO~RELATION 
. This intermediate drift region of northwestern Iowa is here corre-
latecj. with the Iowan drift region of D:ortheastern Iowa. A brief state-
ment of the bases for this correlation is given here, but the evidence for 
the conclusion appears under several headings of this report. 
21 Iowa GeoL Survey, VoL XXVI, PP'. 252-293, 1917. 
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This intermediate region is younger than the Kansan region to the 
.west and older than the Wisconsin region to the east with its distinctly 
glacial topography. In contrast with the Wisconsin, undrained depres-
sions and other pronounced glacia~ features are -absent. However, the 
area has not suffered much erosion and some of its features are con-
structional. 
The position of this intermediate drift region to the west of the 
Wisconsin drift area of north-central Iowa is comparal:lle to the posi-
tiop of the Iowan drift reg~on to the east of the Wisconsin drift area. 
The two Iowan areas of northeaster~ and northwestern Iowa toget1H~r 
outline the limits of a lobe of ice which covered most of northern Iowa 
(Plate II). The general features of the topographies 9f the two re-
gions are the same and the drift of each cannot, in many cases, be posi- . 
tively distinguished from the Kansan drift below. The Iowan area 
of northwestern Iowa is overlain, without evidence of elapsed time, by 
a thin mantle of loess or loesslike clay which, as shown in Chapter IV 
(pages 116 to 136), is the time equivalent of the Missouri river loess, 
which is commonly correlated with the Peorian loess of eastern Iowa, 
which-was deposited soon after the Iowan ice epoch. 
The history of the assignment of .the intermediate region of north-
western Iowa in the Pleistocene time scale was traced in the review of 
the literature in Chapter I. The more recent correlations are: in 1919 
Leverett and Sardeson placed the corresponding area in Minnesota in 
the Wisconsin,22 and In 1922 Leverett placed the area provisionally 
in the Iowan.23 
TOPOGRAPHY 
General Characteristics 
The characteristics which distinguish the Iowan drift topography 
are faint and rather indefinite, and until they are well understood and 
their significance appreciated, this drift region may easily escape recog-
nition. In order to. appreciate and recognize the differences between the 
Iowan and Kansan drift topographies, one must stay with the work 
for some time, must go back and forth across the boundary from one 
drift region to the other, and must compare every minute detail. He 
who expects to see pronounced differences will be disappointed, and he 
who attempts to verify or disprove must beware of a hasty judgmei1t. 
The entire surface of the Iowan drift is in slopes, mostly definite, 
22 Minnesota Geol. Survey, Bull. 14, pp' 51·52, and map in pocket, 1919. 
23 Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. 33, pp. 101 and 103, 1922. 
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but in some cases so. gentle as to be almost imperceptible. The entire 
surface is therefore drain~d, although in some places poorly so. The 
undrained depressions which tharacterize the Wisconsin drift plain 
are entirely absent from the Im\ran drift, but along some of the stream 
courses on the upland there are . marshy areas, and in several places 
the Iowan piain is so flat as to be poorly drained. 
The topography of the Iowan drift presents considerable diversity, 
'ranging from level plains with a telief of only 10 to 20 feet in half a 
mile to rolling regions with c:l relief of 40 to 60 feet, and along the 
larger vaileys t~ere are some sharply dissected, rugged areas. The 
more level areas are chiefly oq the great watershed and along the divides 
between the larger streams, in Clay, O'Brien and Osceola counties. 
Along 'the larger stream's, even in the northern counties, the topography 
has a mode.rate relief, and these areas br-oaden southward at the expense 
of the slightly rolling interstream areas . until the whole is distinctly 
rolling. 
The drainage pattern of the Iowan region is roughly dendritil:;, and 
the valleys are relatively broad and straight. A general view from one 
of the divides where the relief is 20 to 40 feet appears at first to be 
across an erosional topography, for on either side there may be broad 
depressions, ,possibly one to three miles across, and the divides beyond 
rise essentially to the altitude of the one on which the observer stands. 
A closer study shows, however, that the slopes are riot long, smooth 
slopes due to erosion but are somewhat uneven and billowy, and the 
valleys are more or less obstructed. . A view across a Kansan drainage 
basin shows def1nite locations for the main streams and ,trihutaries, 
because the slopes are all smooth and the valleys flaring. A view across 
an Iowan drainage basin does riot show the same definiteness of stream 
courses or smoothness of valley slopes. . . 
It is be~eved that before the deposition of the Iowan drift this r~gron 
had ;tn 'erosional topography developed on the Kansan drift plain, but 
that along the great divide of the state there were considerable areas 
that were nearly level as well as more rolling areas farther from the 
divide. These pre-Iowan features were not completely obliterate·d by the 
Iowan drift sheet and still remain as the greater relief features of the 
region. Upon these larger features the Iowan drift sheet superposed 
a glacial topography with minor ~onstructional features making UIl· 
even billowy slopes. . 
,. 
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Description of the Topography 
Slightly Rolling Areas.-Most of Osceola county outside the Wis-
consin drift boundary is slightly rolling, and the same is true of north-
ern O'Brien county and of western Clay county within the loop of Lit-
tle Sioux river. On the broader of the interstream spaces some areas 
are almost level, with a relief of only five to ten feet. ' A view of one 
of these level areas in northeastern O'Brien county is shown i,n figure 
4. The largest of these areas is in western Clay county, in Lincoln, 
Clay and Lone Tree townships, between Willow creek and Ocheyedan 
river. The . surface is so level that the natural drainage is poor, but 
there is sufficient slope for successful tiling and this is now a very 'pro-
ductive farming region. Most of western Clay county within the 
Ocheyedan-Little' Sioux loop has a slightly rolling topography and 'at 
many places this conies out to the very edge of the valley, and with its 
gentle slopes is in de~ided contrast with the deep, narrow valley of the 
Little Sioux. 
F I G. 4.- Vie w across a level area of the Iowan dr ift plain nor th west of H artley in northeast ern 
O'Br ien county. (Photo hy Lees.) 
Another quite level area of considerable size is fqund along the 
Osceola-O'Brien county line betweeil Melvin and Plessis, and smaller 
areas exist in north-central Goewey, southeastern East Holman and 
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south-centr.al West Holman townships of Osceola county, and in the 
southwest half of Lincoln township, O'Brien county. From the large 
area of slightly rolling topography of northern O'Brien county narrow-
ing areas extend southward along the divides between the Floyd river 
and Mill creek valleys and between the valleys of Mill and Waterman 
creeks. 
A very level area lies just south of the Wisconsin drift boundary of 
southwestern Dickinson and southeastern Osceola counties, and similar 
though smaller areas exist east of Little Sioux river from Milford 
to· Dickens and to Gillett Grove. The evenness of some of these areas 
may have been accentuated by the outwash from the ' Wisconsin ice 
front, but they apparently were level before the Wisconsin ep,och. 
North of Spencer in the adjoining corners of Sioux, Meadow and 
Summit townships is probably the flattest area of the Iowan drift 
plain. It is but little above the Little Sioux valley to the southwest, 
and is so level as to be poorly drained. The poor drainage of this dis-
trict is due partly to a low ridgelike belt of sand hills along the edge 
of the Little Sioux flat which has obs~nicted the drainage from the 
north (page 47). 
Moderately Rplli'ng Areas.-Within the slightly rolling areas of 
Osceola, O'Brien and Clay counties there are more strongly roll~ng 
belts along most of the larger valleys. These broaden southward along 
the valleys until the intervening, slightly rolling areas are entirely elimi-
nated. Along some of the valleys, as the Little Sioux below Gillett 
Grove, and the Waterman, a sharply dissected topography exists. 
Most of the mpte rolling topography lies along the valleys, but there 
are some areas on the upland entirely sU'rrounded by the slightly roll-
. ing tdPography. Such areas are found in north Goewey -and Gilman 
. townships of Osceola co.unty and along the headwaters of Floyd river 
on the county line northeast of Sheldon. Another area lies between 
the Little Ocheyedan and the Ocheyedan valleys in southeastern Osceola 
county and is continued as a narrow belt 'southward along the west side 
of the Ocheyedan and Little Sioux valleys . 
. The Iowan drift region of eastern Cherokee, western Buena Vista, 
western Sac and northeastern Ida counties is, in general, moderately 
rolling but includes small patches of but slightly rolling topography. 
The general relief is 30 to 50 feet and the region is well drained: It 
is an erosional topography mantled by a thin sheet of Iowan drift. 
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. Erosional Topography along Valleys.-Along some of the larger 
valleys of the Iowan drift region there are areas characterized by sharp 
dissection and considerable local relief, giving a very rugged topog-
raphy along the valleys, although the inter-stream areas present rounded 
slopes and slight relief. This topography is found ' along the Little 
Sioux valley in northeastern Cherokee, southeastern O'Brien, and 
southern and eastern Clay counties. It exists also along the lower 
courses of the larger tributaries of the Little Sioux, as Mill, Waterman, 
Willow and Brooke creeks (figure 5),. It has its greatest development 
in northeastern Cherokee and southeastern O'Brien counties, where 
Little SiOux river is 175 to 200 feet below the upland, and where many 
small tributaries have cut three to five miles into the upland, producing 
a much dissected area with a relief .of 125 to 150 feet. The slopes are 
steep, but the divides are level and project as spurs of the upland be-
tween the ravines out to the very edge of the Little Sioux valley. 
FiG. S.-View across a sharply dissected area of the Iowan drift r egion in the lower course 
of Brooke creek in northwestern Buena Vista county. (Macbride, Iowa Geological. 
Survey, volume XII, p. 315.) 
East of southeastern O'Brien county the sharply dissected belt 
along the Little Sioux valley is narrower, and at many places the slight-
ly rolling plain comes up to the very edge of the valley. Good exam-
ples of this condition exist on either side of the valley in the southwest 
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corner of Clay county, in Gillet't Grove township of eastern Clay coun-
ty, opposite Sioux Rapids and elsewhere. Notably sharply dissected 
are~s are present southeast of Cornell in Herdland township, in section 
4 of the same township, in section 27 of Peterson township and at 
other places. . 
The area of ~harply dissected topography along the Little Sioux val-
ley is more extensive at the mouths of the' tributary creeks, and extends 
up the larger of these creeks for a number of miles. It extends several 
miles up Willow creek valley in south-central Clay county but with de-
creasing relief and ruggedness. It continues up Brooke creek valley 
(figure 5) in northwestern Buena Vista county for about four miles 
_and up other smaller creeks to the northwest of ,Brooke creek through 
the north-central part of Brooke township. In southeastern O'Brien 
county where this sharply dissected topography is so wen developed 
along the Littie Sioux, it continues up Waterman creek valley for 
seven to eight miles through central Grant township. The dissection 
here is remarkably sharp, giving a topography that is in striking con-
trast with the level upland to the, east and west. The sharply dissected 
topography extends six to eight miles up Mill creek valley in Cherokee 
county and affects the lower courses of its tributaries. 
If they are viewed from a distance, most of these tributaries of the 
Little Sioux appear to have broad shallow valleys, but as they ar~ 
approached more closely what appeared to be broad shall?w valleys 
are found to be trenched by narrow steep-sided valleys , (figure 6). 
FIG. 6.- Cross profil e of a tributar y va ll ey of the L it t le Sioux showing the trench like inner 
va lley cut into the broader outer va lley. 
This feature is particularly prominent in the lower courses of the tribu-
taries. Farther up these creeks the narrow valleys in the bottoms of 
the older ones grow shallower until they terminate, and above their 
upper ends the streams flow thr,ough broad, shallow valleys similar to 
the wider parts of the valleys fartl;I.er down stream. The valley of a 
small creek which joins Mill creek in section 10 of Cherokee township, 
• 
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and which is followed by the Illinois Central railway northward to-
ward Larrabee, shows well the passage from the sharply dissected topog-
raphy to topography of the upland type. In its lower course the inner 
valley is 60 to. 75 feet deep, but northward it becomes shallower until at 
Larabee it terminates, and north of this place the stream flows in a 
broad, shallow valley charact~ristic of the Iowan upland. 
When the Ocheyedan-upper Little Sioux system was thrown south-
westward across the great watershed into its present course,24 . new 
conditions were established, and the great. quantity of water carried by 
the Little Sioux soon deepened its valley notably and destroyed the ad-
justment between it and its tributaries. The rejuvenated, tributaries 
and the valleys ide gullies then began to carve out the sharply dissected 
topography described above. This sharp dissection is all the work of 
post-Wisconsin time, and cutting in · the tributary yalleys is still in 
progress. 
Aggraded Areas.-At several places within the Iowan regio~ there 
are almost level areas that have been formed by the filling in of low 
areas with gravel. A good example is found west of Priinghar in 
central O'Brien county, where several branches of Mill creek unite 
(page 157). Here a level a:rea several square miles in extent is almost 
wholly underlain with gravel. Another lies east and southeast of. 
Sibley in East Holman township, Osceola county, where areas extend-
ing soine distance back from the present valleys are underlain with 
gr~vel (page 143). . . 
Gravel Hills.-At various places on the Iowan plain there are gravel 
hills or mounds hardly distinguishable from the usual features of the 
region. Some of them are in ' groups, some ·are in rows along the up-
land valleys, and some are single isolated hills. In the nort;heast corner 
of Lyon county north and west of Little Rock there is a group of these 
hills, giving a topography that is plainly .constructional. Along the 
course <?f Willow creek leading west from Calumet in southern O'Brien . 
county there is a row of them. Others either in small groups or 
as single hills are well distributed over the entir:e Iowan drift plain. 
These kamelike hill!! are more fully treated on pages 90 to 102. 
Gravel Benches.-Gravel benches exist along most of the valleys of 
the Iowan drift plain. Some of them are conspicuous topographic 
features, as they are continuous for great distances and stand well 
2, Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 310·318, 1917 • 
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above the level of the streams, but some are merely inconspicuous rem-
nants of ter~aces or shoulders on' the valley sides. They are ~ost 
prominent along the Little Sioux through Cherokee county and in the 
lower courses of Mill and Waterman creeks. The dissection of the 
benches is, as.a rule, much sharper than that of the uplands, being of 
the sharply dissected type of topography described above (pages 44 to 
46). All the small creeks cross these gravel areas in narrow, steep-, 
sided valleys while upstream on the upland they may have broad, open 
valleys. Even the smaller valleys of the Iowan region generally have 
gravel deposits along their courses, even out near , the heads of small 
streams on the upland. Benches may pr may not be present, depend,ing 
-upon the extent to which the stream has cut into the valley filling. 
The valley gravels are discussed more ' fully In Chapter V. 
Sand Hills North of the Spencer Plat.-At a number of places along 
the north side of the Spencer fiat there is a topography characterized 
by low rounded hills, with a relief of only 10 to 20 feet. These hills , 
appear at first sjght to be glacial, but a closer examination shows that 
they consist largely of sand and that sandy roads are common in the 
belt where they are present. As noted on page 43 the poor drainage 
of the plain just north of Spencer apparently is due in part to obstruc-
tion caused by thi$ low ridgelike belt of hills. 
This topography begins at the east end of the Spenc~r fiat just west of ' 
Meadowbrook and extends westward as a low slightly rolling. ridge border-
ing the fiat through the north half of section 9, the south half of section 
5, and the central part of section 6 of Sioux township. , It is present in 
section 1 of Riverton township and in the north half of section 36 and the 
northeast quarter of section 35 of Summit towaship, where some shallow 
road cuts show exposures of sand. The north half of section 32 and the 
adjoining parts of sections 29 and 30, Summit township, on the point of 
upland between the Little Sioux and Stony creek valleys, have a topography 
of slightly rolling hills with a relief of about 10 feet, and the road on the 
north line of section 32 is quite sandy. Similar topography and sandy 
roads are found just north of Everly, and in section 33 and the southwest 
quarter of section 28 of Waterford township are rounded hills half a mile 
back from the valley which are said to be composed Of sand. Farther 
northwest at the southwest corner of Osceola county, along the east bluff 
of the Ocheyedan river valley, there is another belt of low rounded hills 
composed of sand, and similar features are shown faintly northwest for 
several miles across Harrison township. 
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The distribution of these sand-areas to the north of the Spencer 
flat and to the northeast of the Ocheyedan valley ~ccords with the 
usual location of eolian deposits on the northeast side of valleys, due 
to the prevailing southwest wjnds of our latitude. They prob<!.bly 
were formed during the Wisconsin glacial epoch when Ocheyedan river 
was carrying great floods of debris-laden ,water from the margtn of 
the Wisconsin ice sheet. 
All these areas of sand hills are along the course of the "Altamont 
moraine" as mapped by Professor Macbride in his discussion of "The 
Margin of the Wisconsin Drift."25 They resemble a faint glacial to-
pography and may hav€,! been so interpreted by Professor Macbride. 
THE IowAN DRIFT 
General Characteristics 
The differentiation of the Iowan drift region as distinct from the 
Kansan and the Wisconsin 'is' based primarily on its topography. The 
characteristics of the drift itself are so like those of tl1e Kansan drift ' 
that general descriptions of the two would b~ altnost identical. It is 
only by comparing them in detail that differences and distinguishing 
characteristics can be made out. There are some places where the up-
per part of a section of drift is fre!iher than the lower part or differs 
in some other way, and in such places a twofold division of the drift 
is suggested. 
The more general characteristics of the Iowan till are as follows: 
It has a brownish gray color where fresh, and on the faces of dry cuts 
the color is yellowish gray, somewhat lighter than the Kansan till under 
similar conditions. It is strongly calcareous, even to the surface, there 
being no leached zone, but near the surface many of the cuts are char-
acterized by a gray calcareous staining along joints and in streaKs and 
blotches through the till, the beginning of alteration. The Iowan ti1\ 
is more sandy and pebbly than the Kansan and, therefore, less com-
pact. Where it is most compact it breaks out in angular chunks which 
crush down to a mealy clay. The dominant pebble is gray limestone 
which is, as a: rule, fresh and unaltered, although some of the associated 
coarse-grained igneous pebbles are rotted so as to crumble easily. A 
common feature is the presence-of small, brown, ocherous grains from 
a sixteenth of an inch to an inch across. 
Since the Iowan till generally cannot be separated in sections from 
25 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XII, pp. 329 and 333, 1901. , 
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the Kansan beneath, few data exist as to its thickness. Some of the 
sections to be given later show 20 to 30 feet of what may be Iowan 
till, and even more where .interbedded with gravel; but it is ' probable 
that over most of the area concerned Jhe Iowan till is re1atively thin, 
and that it is in large part reworked Kansan till. 
A pronounced characteristic of the till of the Iowan r~gion is its 
association with much gravel. Some of the gravel is in masses in the 
till, some is at the surface of the till, some is in layers interbedded with 
the till, and some is in bedded deposits in the vaileys. The gravel in-
these several positions is very simpar and appears to have had a com-
mon origin. 
Relation to,the Loveland Deposits 
There -are very few exposures of Iowan till associated with other 
deposits in such a way as to fix the age of the tills. The super-Kansan 
gumbotil, which forms such a definite key horizon in the Iowan region 
of northeastern Iowa and in southern Iowa, is not present in north-
western Iowa and there are no other similar, widely distributed inter-
glacial deposits. It is this lack of key horizons that has made It so dif-
ficult to conclusively estab.lish the existence of the Iowan drift region. 
At various places in western Iowa south of our region there are old 
'loess, silt, and sand deposits younger than the erosion of the Kansan 
till and older than the general loess horizon of Peorian age . . These are 
known' as the Loveland, a term introduced by Shimek in 190926 and 
more definitely defined and limited by Kay in· recent years.27 Kay 
has now recognized this unit at various places in southern Iowa, be-
neath the Iowan till of northeastern Iowa and between the Illinoian 
gumbotil and the Peorian loess of southeastern Iowa. So far as west-
ern and southern Iowa are concerned the Loveland could be late Yar-
mouth, Illinoian, Sangamon or Iowan in age, but the relations in east-
ern Iowa, where it rests on an eroded surface cut in the Illinoian gum-
J:>otil in southeastern Iowa and is overlain by the Iowan till in north-
eastern Iowa, seem to limit it to late Sangamon time. It is, of course, 
not necessary that all deposits called Loveland be of exactly the same 
age. 
Deposits which are interpreted as Loveland have b.een found at sev-
26 Bull. Geol. Soc. of America, Vol. ~, Footnote, p. 405, 1909. 
21 Kay, G. F., Recent Studies of the Pleistocene in Western Iowa: Bull. Geo!. Soc. of 
America, Vol. 35, pp. 71·73, 1924. Loveland Loess; Post· Illinoian, Pre~Iowan in Age: Science, 
N. S., Vol. LXV:III, pp. 482·483, 1928: Significance of Post·Illinoian, Pre·Iowan Loess: Science, 
N. S., Vol. LXX, pp. 259·260, 1929. Also Iowa Geo!. Survey. Vol. XXXIV, pp. ,277·281, 1929. 
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eral places in northwestern Iowa and the horizon will appear in some 
sections treated under the discussion of the loess (pages 126 and 130) 
and in some sections treated under the discussion of the Iowan boun-
. . 
dary (pages 73 to 78). A few deposits interpreted as Loveland have 
been found in the Iowan region beneath till which is in turn overlain 
by the Peorian l~ess, and these sections, if correctly interpreted, fix 
very definitely a post-Loveland, pre-Peorian till. These are, therefore, 
the most important exposures in support of an Iowan drift region . 
. In the south partof section 19, Cedar township, Cherokee county, 
the road cut on the south slope of a. deep, narrow ravine showed the 
following: 
FEET 
4. Clay, loesslike. Peol'ian ........ . . . ....... . . . :.. .. . .. . . ... . . . ... . 4 
3. Till, brownish gray, sandy, pebbly, unleached. Iowan ... , .. . . . .. .. . 8 
2. Sandy silts, blue-gray, calcareous. Loveland.. .. . ...... . .... . ..... 8 
1. Till, brown, unleached in upper part, blue-black below. Kansan ... . . 45 
Top . few feet exposed in road cut and exposures exist at intervals ' 
down the ravine to near Mill creek. 
The road cut on the north slope of this ravine, 50 yards from the 
above exposure, showed the following: 
FEET 
4. Clay,loesslike. Peol'ian ..... .... . , .. .... .. . .. . .............. .. . .. . 4 
3. Gravel, fresh, unleached. Iowan . .. .. . . . ..... . ........... . ..... . . . 4 
2. Silts, blue-gray, calcareous. Loveland ... .. .. . ........ . . . . ..... .. .. 1 
1. Till, brown, unleached. Kansan . .. . . . . . .. . . ... . . .. . ... .. ......... 4 
The blue-gray calcareous silts on the south side of 'the ravine very 
definitely separate a thin till above from a thick till below. These silts 
are of the type. generally recognized as Loveland, and the upperj lighter 
colored till must be Iowan. On the north of the ravine the Iowan till 
is absent but the characteristic fresh Iowan gravels occupy this horizon. 
These exposures ' are near the boundary of the Iowan drift region as 
mapped. . 
At the southeast corner of section 13, Liberty township, Cherokee , 
county, a road cut on the east slope of Mill creek valley showed the 
following: ' 
FEET 
4. Gravel, unleached. Iowan . . .. . . . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6 
3. Silty material, unleached, bl,ue-gray, with some oxidized sandy layers. 
Loveland . ............ ...... . .... .. .... . ...... . ... .. .. . .... .. .. . 12 
2. Loesslike clay or silt with some sandy layers, brownish. Loveland. 12 
As a whole it seems to be leached but has a few calcareous concre-
tions in the upper part. Locally it is strongly oxidized. 
1. Till, brown, oxidized, unleached. Kansan . . . .. .. . ... . .... . .. . : . '. . . 25 
This continues below the road level down to the creek. 
I 
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A road cut just north of the southeast corner of the section, just 
,north of the east end of the above exposure, showed the following: 
FEET 
5. Oay, loesslike. P eorian ... • .. . .• • .......••.....••••.•.. • ..••• •••• 5 
4. Gravel, unleached, gray. Iowan . ... .. . . ... ...... : . . ... ... . .. ... " 5 
3. Loess, buff, calcareous. Loveland . . ..... ' .... .... ~ . ... .. .......... 8 
Somewhat banded with bluish and brownish bands. A few snail shells 
were found on the slope. 
2. Loess, blue-gray. Loveland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . • .. 3 
This contains many snail shells. ,It extends to the base of the cut. 
Numbers .3 and 2 of this section are the equivalent of number 3 
and possibly number 2 of the first section. Number 5 is above the first 
section, and the second section does not reach number 1 of the first 
-section. These exposures are at the edge of the Iowan drift sheet as 
mapped. No Iowan till \isshown, but the gravel is a well recognized 
~orizon of this age. , 
A section west of the quarter-corner on the south of section 4, Car-
roll township, O'Brien county, three miles southeast of S}1elq.on, is 
recorded by Kay and Apfel as follows28 : 
FEET 
3. Loess, buff .. . .................... . .. ... . . .. .. .. .. ......... .. . 1 to 3 
2. Till, Iowan, highly calcareous, pebbly and sandy, oXlidized to yel:.. 
lowish brown color ....... .. . .... . .. . ........ ..... . : ...... :. .. 2 to 3 
1. Loess, Loveland, highly calcareous, plowed into base of till, gray 
to buff in color ........ . . ..... .. .. . . .......... . .... . .. ........ 3 to 5 
This exposure was found by Kay, Leverett, MacClintock and Apfel 
in 1925 when the section quoted ab,ove was taken. The writer visited 
this exposure in 1927 in company ,with Kay, at which time it was so 
badly slumped and so overgrown with weeds that the above section 
could not have been made out. However, the several units were dug 
out locally $0 that one could recognize at top a leached buff loess like 
clay; lower down a calcareous, sandy or gravelly till-like material; and 
lower still a gray loess like clay. The writer accepts the interpretation 
given by Kay and Apfel for this section. 
The highway ascending the east bluff of the Little Sioux valley just 
east of Cherokee showed, in 1927, an interesting series of cuts. The 
ascent to the upland is made along a grade which cuts a se!ies of spurs 
between ravines and fills the ravines, and the cuts are successively high-
er to the east. The first two cuts, beginning at the lower or west end, 
showed gray unleached Nebraskan till grading upward to leached N e-
braskan till or gumbotil: The second cut showed an irregular' contact 
28 Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vol. XXXIV, p. 279, 1929. 
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with the Kansan till above, owing to the plowing up of the Nebraskan 
till by the Kansan ice. . This plowing has removed the weathered N e-
braskan at some places. 
The third cut fro~ the west sh.owed the following section: 
, FEET 
4. Clay, loesslike ...... . . . . .. . ..... .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . .... . ... 2 
At crest of cut it is one foot thick and leached. It thickens down the 
slopes of the· cut to 3 feet, with a maximum leached zone of Z feet. 
3. Till, friable, sandy. Apparently I qwan . . ... . . . .... . .. . . .. ... . .... 13 
At top is a pebble band with several cobbles of quartzite. that show 
wind polish. 
2. Till, yellow-brown, unleached. . Kansan . . ...... .. .. .. .. . .... ... ... 20 
Contains several inclusions of Nebraskan till. 
1. Til1, gray. Nebraskan . •... ... .. . ......... ... .. .. .. . .. . ..... . . .. 
The fourth cut showed .only Kansan till. The fifth cut showed 17 
feet of buff a.nd blue horizontally bedded silty material with some sandy 
layers and a few pebbles. It is all calcareous. In the 10wer part of 
the exposure at one place is a carbonaceous soil-like material in which 
a few -shell fragments were found. The cut exposed nothing above or 
below this material, but the elevation of the cut is entirely covered by 
the Kansan till horizon of the next cut on the west and the next cut 
on the east. The silty material evidently occupies a depression in the 
general horizon of the Kansan till. It is interpreted as Loveland ma-
terial and .may be in part eolian. 
The next cut exposed 15 feet of oxidized Kansan till overlain by 
two feet of fresh Iowan gravel and then by four feet of P.eorian loess 
leached to a depth of two feet. The cut at the crest .o·f the valley slope 
showed about seven feet of loess leached to a depth of.four feet. Below 
the loess about four feet of yellow pebbly till was exposed and the lower 
part of this horizon showed a much contorted unit of silty material 
six to twelve inches thick mixed with the till. The till is apparently 
Iowan, enclosing in its base some contorted Loveland silts. 
This series of cuts exposes from the base upward, Nebraskan till, 
Nebraskan gumbotil, Kansan till, Loveland silts, Iowan till and grav- . 
els, and Peorian loess. They are located approximately at the Iowan 
boundary. 
Some Till Exposures Interpreted as Iowan 
Aside from the exposures described above, which include Loveland 
deposits, the best evidence for the recognition of an Iowan till is 
found in northern Cherokee county along the Little Sioux river and 
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Mill creek valleys, and many exposures of this region w,ere studied in 
detail. -Some of the better ones of these exposures wiU be described. 
Doupe Farm.-There are several interesting exposures on the farm of 
M. Doupe, in the north half ~f the northwest quarter of section 13, Chero-
kee township; A sketch map of the area is shown in figure 7. The upland 
o 
Rods 
26 40 80 
o House'--" 
Contour Interval 
20 "ft. 
FrG. 7.-A sket~hed contour map of the northwest quarter of section 13, Cherokee township. 
The loca tions of the sections described in the text are shown by the letters A, B, C, etc. 
lever' over most of this quarter section is a bench at ,an elevation of about 
1300 feet above sea level. A ravine enters near the northeast corner and 
runs southwest across the quarter section as shown in figure 7. ' Where it 
enters the quarter section, this valley is only 25 to 35 feet deep,. but in the 
next quarter of a mile it deepens abruptly so that across the west half of 
the quarter section it has a depth of 80 to 100 feet, and a narrow flood-
plain indicates that the stream ha~ here reached grade. The valley sides 
" 
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are very steep for drift slopes and rise directly to the lev'el of the bench. 
This vaHey is 'a good example of the type of recent dissection found along 
the Little Sioux. 
The west slope of the valley, about 20 rods south of the place where 
the stream turns south in the north part of the quarter section (A, figure 
7), exposed, in 1910, the following section. It is shown diagrammatically 
in A of figure 8. 
D A 
' , " 
c B 
FIG. S.-Columnar sections of exposures on the farm of M. Doupe in the northwest quarter 
of section 13, Cherokee township. The locations of the sections are shown by corre· 
spondi?g letters on figure 7. 
FEET 
4. Gravel horizon below terrace bench . . .... ... ....... " . " . .. , ... " 10 
3. Till, light brownish gray. Iowan ... , .... .. .... . ......... .. ...... 2S 
Above is a till slope of 20 feet with a 5-foot vertical face of till below. 
This till is more sandy and pebbly than the Kansan and therefore less 
compact. The lower part contains' several lenses and seams of sand. 
2. Sand, dirty, yellow, fine- to medium-grained, with a few pebbles and 
s'ome clay-balls of the till above ........ . . . . ..... . ... .. .. .. ...... . 2% 
The contacts with the Kansan below and the Iowan above are sharp 
and horizontal, ami the horizon has a uniform thickness across the 
exposure, a distance of about 40 feet. 
1. Till, dark blue, tough, pebbly, weathers brown. Kansan ... .... :... 25 
At .the top is a' vertical face 10 feet high. Below this, a slumped 
slope of weathered brown till continm,s down 20 feet to the ravine 
bed. 
About 20 rods southwest of the Doupe farmhouse, at the point marked 
B in figure 7, the south slope .of the ravine showed the typical dark brown 
Kansan till rising 25 feet above the ravine bed and overlain directly by 
the Iowan till, a light brownish gray sandy till with brown ' iron staining 
along the joints. This upper till breaks out in angular chunks which break 
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up further ,into small angular fragments and pulveriz'e to a sandy clay. If . 
quite moist' the till is plastic, but the sandy nature is usually evident. Sandy 
or gravelly material is mixed with the till at several places and both the 
till and the gravelly material have many limestone pebbles. As at many 
other places a prominent character of the Iowan is' the presence of small 
reddish brown ocherous ' grains which pulverize to a reddish brown powder. 
The Iowan till was freshly exposed for about 12 feet and a till slope rose 
eight feet higher, giving a total thickness o~ 20 feet. The till was overlain by 
10 feet of fresh gravel rising to the terrace level. The columnar section 
is shown in B of figure 8. The contact of the Iowan ' and Kansan tills was 
exposed at three places covering a distance of about 20 feet and in this 
distance drops about one foot. At one of the places exposed there is a 
- thin seam of sand at the contact, and at another a ' zone about one foot 
thiCk which is a ,mixture of the tills above and below. Where no contact 
phenomena appear, the contact is still distinct, by reason of the contrast 
of the two tills. 
The 'south slope of the valley on the center line 'of the quarter section 
(C, figure 7) exposed the following section, which is shown diagram-
matically in C of figure 8. 
FEET 
4. Pebbly slope with a few exposures of till and sand ... .. . .. . .. . .. . . . 40 
This zone appeared to consist of till with several large included 
masses of sand. The upper part of this slope covers the elevation of 
the usual gravel horizon beneath the terrace. 
3. Till, brownish gray, sandy, with lenses of sand. I owan .. .. .. . .. .. .. 10 
2. Sand and silt .. ................... . .. . ............. . ... . ....... 1~ 
This zone consists of the following: 
I NCH ES 
c. Coarse, ferruginous, laminated sand with a thin . band of 
bl ue silt at the top : . .. .... ..... . . .... .. . .. .. . . .. . . ... 4 
b. Brown and blue-gray sandy silt like the matrix of the . 
layer below .. . . . .. '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
a. Blue-gray sandy sj.)~ with cobbles and some bowlders up 
to 10 inches in diameter . ... . .. " .. .. ... .......... .. .. 8 
The bowlders lie on the Kansan till surface and the silt 
was appa,rently put down around them. 
1. Till , mottled brown and bluish brown. Kansan .... . . . .. .... . ..... 18 
This type of till is produced by the rapid weathering of the blue clay. 
The upper three to four feet was in a cliff exposure. The remainder 
was in a slumped slope extending down to stream level. . 
The sand and silt zone (No.2) was exposed at another place in the 
slide 2S feet away and showed approximately the same succession of . 
bowlders, silt and sand, but all somewhat more ferruginous. The undis-
turbed position of the lamina! of sand and the silt band just below ' the 
upper till show that there was little wear or shoving by" the Iowan ice, 
for such delicate structures would be difficult to preserve eve~ if the 
material were firmly frozen. 
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While ascending the small ravine ,which heads at the center of the 
northwest quarter of section 13 (D, figure 7) many exposures of typical 
brown Kansan till were seen, through a vertical distance of 40 feet, and ' 
at the head of the ravine the Iowan-Kansan contact was exposed at several 
places over a distance of ·25 to 30 feet horizont~lly. The two tills are 
in direct contact or separated by a thin band of. ferruginous sand. 
The Iowan till of this exposure is only a few feet thick, but asi-de from 
some slight surface alteration and discolorations along the contacts it has 
the characteristics common for this till. ,It contains much coarse yellow 
sand and gravel, and at 'one place a vertical section showed ,as much sand 
and gravel as till. At the top of the till there is', at several places, a zone 
6 to 18 inches thick that was either l;iid in water or partly reworked. The 
till is overlain by terrace gravels, and along the contact both the basal 
six inches of the gravel and the top six inches of the till ,are iron stained. 
The terrace-gravel horizon ' is six to eight feet thick in this exposure 
and consists ~£ fresh firie-grained gravel with many pebbles, cobbles and 
bowlders distributed through it. Gray limestone is particularly abundant 
ameng the pebbles. The gravel is in turn overlain by dark brown non-
calcareous loesslike clay which has a 'thickness of about four feet and 
. staf1ds with a vertical face which shows columnar jointing. A columnar' 
, section of this exposure is shown in D of figure 8. 
Besides the exposures already described for the Doupe farm, there are 
a number of other smaller exposures supplementing and confirming those 
already noted. At the gravel pit (E, figure 7) the Iowan till and overlying 
gravels are shown. The road cuts along the north line of the quarter 
section west of the Doupe farmhouse showed a light yellowish gray till 
that was distinctly lighter than the Kansan till. The upper few feet of 
this till contain considerable whitish calcareous material along the joints 
and in streaks through the till. Where the road crosses the ravine, east 
of the Doupe farmh<;lUse, in the northwest cdrner ' of the northeast quarter 
of section 13, both valley slopes show the Iowan till overlain by valley 
gravels. 
Pits of Cherokee Sand and Gravel Company.-Across the Little Sioux 
valley from t!1e Doupe farm, in the northwest quarter of the northeast , 
quarter of section 14, Cherokee township, are the gravel pits of the Chero-
kee' Sand and Gravel Company, in the terrace of the Little Sioux valley. 
Several pits have been worked in the pa~t on the slopes of a ravine that 
cuts into the terrace and a pit just south of the ravine was operated to 
a depth of 40 to 50 feet. All the pits show essentially the same successiop.. 
At the top is a gravel horizon a few feet thick; then comes a till horizon 
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four to seven feet thick; and below this is the great gravel horizon which 
has been. worked to a depth of more than 50 feet. 
Three abandoned pits, each 75 to 100 yards from the others, are located 
on the slopes of the ravines, as shown in figure 9. The .till horizons of the 
RQD:S. 
_ .... ·.0:::. ::i::::::::2=-·0.'· _==40= .. Corito"r:j"tenbl-zoft 
FIG. 9.-Sketched contour map showing the location of gravel pits on the farm of F. R. Turner 
(northwest quarter of the northeast quarter of section 14, Cherokee towriship). The 
pit A was operated by the Cherokee Sand and Gravel CO,mpany. 
three exposures are of practically identical material, are .at approximately 
the same altitude, and have the same thickness, so that there can be little 
doubt that the till was once continuous across the intervening valleys over 
an area at least 75 to 100 yards across. The mass is too large to have 
been floated in by ice and must have been laid directly by the Iowan ice 
'sheet, The till horizon is thinner in the pit on the terrac~ just south of 
the ravine and is said to be absent entirely beneath the terrace a few rods 
farther south. 
This' till has a light brownish gray color, shows brown iron staining 
along the joints, and contains many small, reddish brown ocherous grains. 
Pebbles and cobbles are scattered through the till. Limestone is the 
dominant material among the pebbles, and it is mostly fresh and firm, while 
the coarse-grained i~eous pebbles are decomposed and crumble easily. 
These several till exposures differ slightly because of different conditions . 
of moisture, exposure, etc., yet in the main they are similar and all have 
the characteristics of the Iowan till. 
'. 
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The contact of the till with the gravel below is very sharp and there 
is no alteration whatever, both the till and the gravel being distinct to the 
very plane of contact. In one exposure, extending 30 to 40 feet horizon-
tally, a six-inch layer of coarse sand underlies, the till directly and yet 
not the least distortion or mixing is shown. , The contact does not appear 
to have been produced by planation by the ic~ and may represent an 
aggraded surface covered by till without disturbing the material below. 
The contact of the till with the gravel above is not so well shown as is the 
lower contact, but enough was seen to show it has some irregularities. 
The overlying gravel, where thin and coarse, is weathe:ed and iron-stained 
throughout its entire thickness. 
Other Ex posu1'es.-In the east bluff of Mill creek valley in the west 
half of section ~4, Cherokee township, there are a n'umber of exposures 
showing gravel and till interbedded. The till in the upper, steeper part of 
the bluff is Iowan, a brownish' gray or brownish yellow clay with pebbles, 
cobbles and small ocherous masses. These exposures are more fully dis-
cussed , on pages 84 to 89. , 
Many exposures north of the Cherokee region show a till that is not 
typical Kansan, and yet from the small exposures it was seldom possible 
to identify them positively as Iowan till. They are numerous in north-
eastern Cherokee, southeastern O'Brien, ' southwestern Clay and north-
western Buena Vista counties, and less abundant elsewhere throughout the 
Iowan region. Many of them'will be not~d in connection with the tracing 
of the Iowan drift boundary. 
In Spring township of northeastern Cherokee'county the brownish gray 
Iowa,n till was seen on the south lines .of the sou,theast quarter of section 
31 and the southwest quarter of 32; along the ' road leading down to the 
Little Sioux valley north of the center of section 29, where a IS-foot 
exposure of Iowan till rests on a sand horizon containing a lot of clay 
masses; in the upper part of the bluff south of the center of section 21, 
where it is apparently 50 feet thick; and in the west part of section 12, 
75 to 100 yar<;ls southeast of the point where the road crosses the creek; 
the east slope of the valley shows at the top about 40 feet of Iowan till 
resting on sand, while Kansan till forms the lower part of the slope. 
In Brooke township in northwestern Buena Vista county examples of 
fairly definite Iowan till w~re seen in road cuts on either slope ot a ravine 
near the quarter-corner on the south 'of section 22, in the road cut at the 
top of the east bluff of Brooke creek on the north line of section 25, and 
in the cuts on the east of sections 17 and 8. The west bluff of Brooke 
creek on the north of section 23 showed a mixture of sand and possible-
Iowan till. 
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Probable Iowan till was seen in shallow cuts in various parts of "O'Brien " 
county. , Along Willow creek in Liberty township such exposures were 
found in the south bank of the creek at the southeast corner of section 17 
and in the road cut just east of the quarter-corner on the south of the same 
section. The road cut in the south slope of this vallei on the west line of 
section 20 showed " the typical brownish gray Iowan till, with much gravel 
interbedded and in pockets, while down the slOpe near the creek and north 
of the creek a yellowish brown till that is apparently Kansan was exposed. 
Probable Iowan till was seen in the railway cuts of section 6 and 7, High-
land township; as material thrown from a well in the southwest quarter of 
section 31, Summit township; in excavations at Hartley; and at many other 
places. 
West and northwest of Sheldon there are several exposures of probable 
Iowan till which will be noted in tracirig the Io,wan drift boundary (page 
65). The till exposed in excavations at Sibley is very fresh and, in fact, 
this is the general condition everywhere in the northern part of the Iowan 
drift area. " 
South of the Wall Lake outlet in southern Sac county, in the banks 'of 
a small creek valley which follows the Wisconsin drift boundary in the 
west part of section 20, Viola township, two .tills are exposed. The lower 
is Kansan. 'The upper has ~ yellowish gray color where dry and brownish 
gray where "moist. It breaks into flakelike pieces, crumbles to a mealy 
clay and contains many more pebbles than the Kansan. Its contact with 
the Kansan below is relatively sharp and it has a thickness of more than 
20 feet. This' till is "almost id~ntical with the t"ill that overlies the Kansan 
north of Cherokee and is there called Iowan till. "If seen elsewhere in the 
Iowan area; it would be interpreted as Iowan, but being here so" "close 
to the Wisconsin drift area, there is a possibility that it is Wisconsin 
drift. Near the northeast corner of section 30, Viola town~hip, there is a 
roadside exposure of yellowish gray pebbly till that may be Wisconsin 
drift, but it would fit .the Iowan drift better, and it is one-half mile west of 
the creek valley which ' forms the west limit of the Wisconsin drift 
topography. 
THE IOWAN BOUNDARY 
The discussion of the Iowa.n boundary which follows is based pri-
marily on the . work of 1913 and is essentially as given in the manu-
script of 1915. The tracing of this boundary i1'l: the field progressed 
from north to south and the same order is followed in this "description. 
This order was followed in the field because Leverett had definitely 
established the division in southwestern . Minnesota and because its 
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distinctness is strongest there and near the state line, decreasing south-
ward. 
In order to become familiar with the characteristics of the Iowan 
and its boundary in this more definite region, the writer studied the 
Iowan area from the state line in west~rn Nobles county; Minnesota. 
north beyond Adrian, having at the time a tracing of the boundary as 
mapped by Leverett.29 'The marginal portion of the Iowan region 
through western Nobles county is a broad, elevated ridge having at 
places distinctly constructional topograp?y. In general this marginal 
belt becomes less pronounced from Adrian south to the state line, but 
all the region seen by the writer in Nobles county is' positive, and the 
boundary is definite. 
From the State Line to Little Rock River.- The elevated area that 
runs .southward from Adrian, Minnesota, continues into the north-
. central part of Elgin township in the northeast corner of Lyon county. 
It there becomes indefinite and brokeI1 up, on the slopes qf Little Rock 
river valley, and south of the Little Rock it is no longer sufficiently 
prominent to be-mapped as. a morainic belt separate from the Iowan 
drift plain. In fact, the east boundary of this marginal belt north of 
the Little Rock is quite indefinite, and a marginal belt, separate from 
the Iowan drift plain, is not sh'own on Plate 1. The course of the 
boundary southward through west-central Elgin township is shown on 
Plate 1. . 
To the north and west ·of the village of Little Rock there are a num-
ber of kamelike gravel hills, forming probably the most pronounced de-
yelopment of these features found in the Iowan area south of the state 
line. In general they rise only 10 to 15 feet above their surroundings, 
but one in the southeast quarter of section 23 rises 25 feet above its 
surroundings, so as to be a rather prominent feature, especially' from ' 
the valley to the south. It is figured in the Lyon county report30 and is 
there interpreted as part of the Altamont moraine. In · the southwest 
part of section 27 the topography is plainly constructional, with a num-
ber of gravel hills , and a dozen or more low ·swells with pebbly surfaces 
appear west of the center of section 34. 
The boundary of the Iowan drift crosses the state line into the northeast 
part of section 7 of Elgin township and runs southeast through the south-
29 Later published by Leverett and Sardeson on Map of Surface Formations of Minnesota, 
Sheet 3: Minnesota Geol. Survey, Bull. 14. . 
so Iowa Geol. Survey., Vol. X, p. 133, 1900. 
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west corner. of section 8 and diagonally across sections 17 and 21, the 
boundary lying a short distance to the west of a westward facing slope 
(Plate I). The railway through section 17 follows along the base of this 
slope and along the Iowan boundary. In the southeas,t quarter of section 
21 the boundary , turns southward and through the east part of section 28 
is,one-fourth to one-half mile west of a crest along the section line. West 
of this crest the southwestern part of Elgin township i~ slightly rolling, 
sloping gently to the west: East of the crest the region is' more rolling , 
and the relief, i5 in part at least constructional, including 'the gravel hills 
of sections 26, 27 and 34. Gravelly swells appear also at several places 
in the northeast quarter of section 33, just east of the quarter-corner on 
the south line of section 33, and south of this corner in section 4. The 
boundary runs south through the center of section 33 and section 4, Grant 
township, to Little Rock river valley. 
Along Little Rock River , and Otter Creek.-Crossing to the east 
side of Little Rock river valley in section 4, Grant township, the boun-
dary , follows the valley southward across Grant township and south-
westward across the northwest corner of Dale and the northeast part 
of Wheeler townships to the entrance of Otter creek in s.ection 21 
(Plate I). I~ the southern part of this , course in Dale and \Vheeler 
townships the boundary bends ,westward S0 miles in making 30 
miles to the south. 
in this course along Little Rock river a slight difference in the to-
pography is noted in passing from one side of the valley to the other. 
To the west the region has more open valleys with long smooth slopes 
and definite divides, affording long views either along or across the 
valleys. To the east the larger topographic features still seem to be 
due to pre-Iowan erosion, and the area is well drained, but the valley 
slopes are not so smooth, and the valleys are somewhat obstructed"giv-
ing to the whole region a more billowy surface. The difference is not 
such that one can 'identify each quarter section as belonging , to one or 
the other division, but larger areas must be considered. There is noth-
ing along this margin to suggest the marginal morainic belt that exists 
farther north, and in fact much of the central part of ,Grant township 
has very few constructional features in its topography. More char-
acteristic IowaI} drift topography is found farther east along the 
county line and in West Heilman township of Osceola county. 
Eastern and central Grant township drains by westward flowing streams 
to the Little Rock. The relief is 30 to SO feet and the surface is moderately 
-
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rolling. Although there are quarter sections or even whole sections that 
are indecisive, the whole of the township east of the river has been included 
in the Iowan. Some of the evidence for bringing the boundary westward 
to the valley is as follows: The northwest part of section 9 has an 
undulating surface, with poorly drained depressions, sandy material at 
places, and bowlders on the slopes of the valley. The valley slope on the 
west line of section 9 show~d gravel overlain by a mixture of till and 
gravel, the till being of the type that is considered Iowan. The southwest 
.quarter of section 9 has an undulating surface on the 'valley ,slope and the 
southwest part of section 16 shows the same features to a less degree. At 
the quarter-section corner on the south '0£ section 20, at the very edge of 
the valley is a gravel mound cut by the road grading, and several other 
'pebbly swells are found in , the field just north of the road. There is an 
undulating surface just southeast of the center of section 20. The soil is 
in places sandy, as on the east of section 29, the north of section 20 and 
elsewhere in Grant township, and pebbles appear on many low swells 
or are exposed in shallow road cuts. All these are characteristic features 
of the Iowan drift but ~ot of the Kansan of this regIon. Besides these 
more specific cases alo~g the valley margin there is, as noted ab<,:lve, the 
general undulating surface of all the region to the east of the river. 
Along the east side of the valley through 'Wheeler township there is very 
cbnc1usive evidence that the Iowan region extends to the valley's edge. 
A billowy surface is found' in many places, sandy material is present in the 
soil, and a few bowlders lie on the surface. In the north 4al£ of the 
southeast quarter of section 11, south of George,. the surface is billowy, 
and similar topography appears also in section 23, the east part of section 
21; section 27, the north part of section 35 and elsewhere. Sandy places 
exist along the roads on the west of sections 14 and 23 and on the north 
of section 27, and pebbl;y surfaces were seen in the northeas! quarter 
of section 27, the southwest quarter of section 22, the southeast quarter 
of section 21 and the northeast quarter of section 35. Some of these 
gravelly places are on low swells that are evidently gravel hills. Bowlders 
lie along the fence rows at several places, as near the- southwest and south-
east corners 'of section 22 and around the northwest corner of section 36. 
The evidence therefore seems conclusive enough that the ice pushed out 
to the valleys across Wheeler township, even into section 2l. 
Eastern Wheeler township for several miles east from the valleys is 
much like the central part of Grant towt:J.ship; moderately rolling, well 
drained, and with only the scattered bits of evidence noted above that the 
Iowan ice covered it. To the east the topography becomes less rolling 
and in ,Dale township a typical development of the ,slightly rolling Iowan 
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drift plain with a relief of 10 to 20 feet is found. In no place is there a 
topography of terminal moraine aspect. . 
In section 21 of Wheeler township, Little Rock river is joiried by 
Otter creek, . which enters from the southeast. At the uni~n of these 
valleys the Iowan houndary changes its direction to southeast and fol-
lows up the northeast side of Otter creek valley across southern 
Wheeler township and across the northeast corner of ' Sheridan town-
ship, Si'oux county, a distance of about five miles (Plate ' I). Here, 
in section 7 of Grant township, southwest of Matlock, Otter creek 
changes its direction and heads off to the northeast, but the Iowan drift 
boundary crosses the valley and continues its course southeast. 
_ Gravel deposits appear along Little Rock river and Otter creek val-
leys where they flow along the drift margin and to a less extent along 
Otter creel<: and Rat creek within the Iowan drift area. There are low 
benches at many places along Little Rock river, remnants of the valley 
filling. The gefleral width of the flat of this valley is about half a 
mile, most of which is below the bench level. 
After the change of direction at the mouth of Otter creek the 
Iowan drift boundary holds a regular course east of south across sev-
eraI' co~nties (Plate I) , a course parallel to that across southwestern 
Minne~ota. Between these two parts the boundary curves westward 
in ~astern Lyon county, exten<;ling into the angle betwJen Little Rock 
river and Otter creek. In Minnes~ta the ice which reached the Iowan 
drift boundary had to cross the high · area known as the Coteau des 
Prairies. This high area breaks down in southern Nobles county, and 
south of this region the ice moving obliquely toward. the boundary had 
an easier course and was able to push farther to the west. The ice 
that crossed the line of the Coteau des ,Prairies ,in southern Nobles 
and northern Osceola countie~ probably reached the bouI).dary in south-
ern Lyon cou~ty, causing the westward bend described above. The ice 
found in western Osceola county a rather level upland 'and in Dale 
township a very level plain, so that it was able to push out to the 
valleys of Wheeler township. 
Alternative Boundary in Lyon County.-'-West of the boundary 
traced through Elgin township and extending westward for about 
two mi~es into. Midland township and covering the contiguous corners 
of Liberal and Grant townships to the south, is an indefinite area in-
cluded in Wilder's "Wisconsin, Partially Stratified" unit (figure 3). It 
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has an even surface in part, sloping gently westward, and there is con-
siderable gravel along the stream courses. The topography is, in gen-
eral, more like Kansan than Iowan but somewhat filled up by gravel 
along the stream courses. Till exposures were seen on the west lines of 
sections 20 and 17, Elgin township, but they are of the questionable 
type, neither distinctive Kansan nor Iowan. Some low gravel hills on 
the north of section 36, Midland township, and gravel deposits around 
the northwest corner of the same section suggest Iowan. The west 
half of · Midland township has definite Kansan topography and till. 
It s.eems better to leave this indefinite area of western Elgin and east-
ern Midland townships in the Kansan region, but modified ~y Iowan 
outwash. 
Northwest of George in sections 34 and 27, Liberal township, there 
is a north-south ridge and in section 26 a hill that may be construc-
tional, but they are not positive. A similar northeast-southwest ridge 
exists in section 19, Grant township. These features suggest that the 
Iowan ice sheet crossed Little Rock river valley in Grant township and 
had its edge in eastern Liberal township. A suggested boundary that 
would include these possibly constructional ridges northwest and north-
east of George, as well as some of the indefinite area of western -Elgin 
township, is shown on Plate 1. It is three to four miles west of the 
boundary traced above, in southwestern Elgin and Grant townships. 
It passes along the west side of the ridge northwest of George and 
thence south to join with the boundary traced above, at the mouth of 
Otter creek. 
This alternative boundary would bring within the Iowan th~ pos-
sibly constructional ridges near George but has little else to support 
it farther north. It would not bring into the Iowan the whole of the 
"Wisconsin P~rtially Stratified" unit of Wilder. To do so would re-
quire a north-south boundary through the centers of Liberal and Mid-
land townships. The boundary traced in the foregoing section, which 
follows the Little Rock river valley, uses, more consistently, those char-
acteristics upon which the boundary is based to the north and south. 
From Otter Creek to Floyd River.-After crossing _ Otter creek 
southwest of Matlock, the boundary runs southeast across Grant town-
ship and reaches Floyd river in the northeast corner of Lynn township, 
southwest of Sheldon (Plate I). For most of this distance the boun-
• 
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dary is well defined, being marked either by a southwestward facing 
slope or by a ridge that overlooks the region in either direction. 
To the northeast of the boundary the central part of Grant township 
has a characteristic Iowan drift topography of slight relief and undu-
lating surface,. with locally, as in the east half of section 16, a tendency 
toward marshiness. To the northwest along Otter creek and to the 
southeast along Floyd river the relief is greater and the Iowan drift 
characters are not so well defined. 
Outside the boundary the Kansan drift topography is characterized 
by broad, open valleys with long, smooth slopes. Sheridan township, 
southwest of Otter creek, has a moderately rolling erosional topog-
-raphy near the valley, but to the southwest this passes into an upland 
of slight relief which covers the central part of the township. This 
upland has less relief than most of the areas of Iowan drift, but here ill 
the valleys are broad with smooth slopes and head in a level plain. 
The course of ' the boundary is not well defined through section 7; Grant 
township, just south of Otter creek, but in the northwest quarter of section 
17 a ridge or southwestward facing slope begins and continues southeast 
through the southeast part of section 17, the southwest corner of section 
16 and the northwest quarter of section 21 and dies out in the south part 
of section 21. A similar slope appears again in the northeast quarter 
of section 28 and continu·es either as a front or as a ridge diagonally 
through sections 27 and 35, across the northeast quarter of section 2 and 
the west part of section 1 of Lynn township to Floyd river (Plate I) . In 
the southwest quarter of section 16 the outer slope of the ridge -rises 30 
feet in a short distance, the crest is about 200 yards wide, and a slope 
leads down to the Iowan plain to the east. Through section 27 the front 
has an altitude of 15 to 20 feet. 
Opportunities for observing the drift are few along this part of the 
boundary. In the material thrown from a well on the sO,uth line of section 
6, Grant township, two tills were apparently . represented, and in the south-
west quarter of section 16 ash-colored sandy till with pebbles, apparently 
Iowan, continues to the surface of the ridge which here forms the 
boundary. The sandy material found at many places along the boundary 
farther north does not appear south of Otter creek, but pebbles were found 
along the ridge in the southwest part of section 16. The boundary here is 
largely a topographic boundary, but it is sufficiently well defined, being 
marked by the contrast of the topographies to the northeast and to the 
southwest and for most of the distance by a ridge or a low southwestward 
facing slope. 
• 
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From Floyd River to Mill Creck.-Crossing Floyd river southwest 
of Sheldon the boundary continues southeast across southern Car-
roll, northeastern Baker, southwestern Dale and northwestern Union 
townships, O'Brien county, to Mill creek southwest of Paullina (Plate 
I). On the county line south of Sheldon there is a low ridge along the 
border, and its crest overlooks, to the southwest a thoroughly dissected 
Kansan drift plain, and to the northeast a slightly rolling, billowy 
Iowan drift plain in which the location of -the drainage courses is not 
distinct. The contrast of the views to the southwest and northeast 
from this ridge is one of the best along the Iowan drift boundary. 
In the southwest corner of Dale township the boundary comes into 
the valley of Mud creek and follows down this valley to Mill creek. 
The Iowan drift boundary crosses Floyd river in the northwest quarter 
of section 12, Lynn township, Sioux county. It thence runs southeast 
through the southwest quarter of section 12 and the northeast quarter of -
section 13 along the base of the outer slope of the low ridge noted -above. 
Continuing into Carroll township of O'Brien county, it passes through 
section 18, the nQrtheast part of section 19, and the south part of-section 
20, marked by a low swell with a low front to the southwest. To the north~ 
east, sections 18, 17, 20 and 21 have a slightly rolling, billowy Iowan sur-
face, while to the southwest the valleys are broad and the slopes smooth. 
The boundary through southern Carroll and northeastern Baker town-
ships is' less definite. Low northwest-southeast ridges in the northwest 
quarter of section 27 and the southwest quarter of section 35, Carroll town-
ship, and the 'southwest quarter of section 1, Baker township, suggest a 
boundary along this course, but the topography and an exposure on the 
east line of the northeast quarter of section 33, Carroll township, indicate 
that the ice really advanced one-half fo one mile southwest of the low 
ridges. The boundary is mapped as running southeast through the north-
east part of section 29, the southwest corner of section 28, the northeast 
part of section 33, and the southwest corner of section 34, Carroll town-
ship, and continuing through the northeast quarter of section 3, the south-
west quarter of section 2, the northeast quarter of section II, the southwest 
quarter of section 12 and the east part of section 13, Baker township. In 
these sections there is not even a low front at the Iowan drift m.argin, and 
the Kansan drift region just outside the boundary is only slightly rolling 
and in part is even more level than the Iowan, wh€re the latter has its 
usual development. 
An interesting shallow roadside exposure existed about 80 rods 
south of the northeast corner of section 33, Carroll township, in 1927. 
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The relations of the several parts exposed are shown in the sketch 
forming figure 10. A low mound cut across by road grading consists 
F,G. lO.-Sketch of a roadside exposure about 80 rods south of the northeast corner of section 
33, Carroll township, O'Brien county, showing the relations of Iowan till on the flanks 
of a low gravel mound to the overlying loess and t.o the gravel below. . 
largely of gravel. On the flanks Iowan till overlies the gravel, wedg-
~ng out up the slope before reaching the top. The mound is covered 
with a coat of loess about three feet thick on the lower slopes but thin-
ning toward the top of the mound, as is usual, to less than two feet 
and becoming somewhat sandy. The depth of leaching in the loess is 
about two feet which, over the crest of the hill, is sufficient to go 
through the loess into the gravels. The gravel beneath the till and 
beneath the unleached loess is unleached, but over the center of the hill 
where the loess is' entirely leached the gravel below is leached to a 
depth of four feet below the surface. The relations l?etween the 
leached and unleached gravels and between the other units show clear-
ly that leaching has progressed much more rapidly in the gravel than 
in the loess or other· more compact materials. The till and gravel are 
of the type more definitely recognized as Iowan and show that the ice 
pushed this far southwest. About half a mile farther south on the west 
of the southwest quarter of section 34 the roadside cut showed beneath 
the soil one ·foot of fresh gravel over brown till, with many calcareous 
concretions, which should be Kansan. The boundary is drawn between 
these two exposures. 
A low ridge, barely recognizable on the east line of Baker township, . con-
tinues southeast into Dale township through sections 18 and 19, and in-
creasing in size southward, becomes a ridge of some prominence in the 
. east part of section 30, the southwest quarter of s(!ction 29 and the central 
part of section 32. The topography along this ridge and to the east in 
sections 18 and 19 is plainly constructional. The Iowan drift boundary 
lies along the west base of this ridge across the southwest quarter o.f 
section 18, the west-central part of section 19, the east-central part of sec-
tion 30 and along the line between sections 31 and 32. Near the south-
west corner of section 32 a creek bank showed three feet of loess, leached 
. . 
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nearly to the base, resting on three feet of fresh gtavels of the Iowan type. 
In the northeast quarter of section 31, Mud creek, which has had a north-
easterly course for four miles, is within one mile of Mill creek, from which 
it is separated by the ridge 40 to 50 feet above it which marks the Iowan 
drift boundary: The creek here turns sharply to the south and flows 30 
I , 
miles before joining Mill creek. 
In northern Union township a billowy glacial topography appears on 
the elevated area separating Mud creek from Mill creek, and the boundary 
follows the east slope of Mud creek valley through sections 5, 8 and 17 
to Mill creek valley. Shoulders of sand and gravel begin to appear in Mud 
creek valley in section 5 and become more numerous southward until in 
section 17 an almost continuous bench borders either side of the valley 
at an altitude of 20, to 25 feet above the stream. The road on the east line 
of section 17 is on this bench, and the road cuts show many exposures of 
dirty sand and gravel. Bowlders were seen in the northeast' quarter ' of 
section 17, at the southwest corner of section 9 and along the road south 
of the center of section 9. 
Along Mill Creek in S01tthern O'Brien and Northern Cherokee 
Counties.-In southern O'Brien and northern Cherokee counties the 
region to the east of Mill creek shows in most places the characteristics 
of the Iowan drift plain, while the region to the west shows those of 
the Kansan. The boundary, therefore, for this distance of 15 to 20 
miles from the mouth of Mud creek, southwest of Paullina, southeast 
to Little Sioux river' is placed along the east edge of Mill creek valley 
(Plate I). If this were the margin of a drift sheet of more pronounced 
characteristics the boundary probably would be found to run in general 
along the east side of the valley but not always exactly at its edge; 
but with a drift sheet of this type there is nothing definite enough about 
the boundary to justify minor irregularities, and it has seemed better 
to draw a more generalized boundary, following the valley edge. In 
sever~l places the Iowan topography comes up to the edge of the valley 
and it generally can be r;ecognized within one to two miles of the val-
ley, hut it would not be possible to prove tha,t the Iowan ice reached 
the valley at all places. 
West of Mill creek the well dissected Kansan topography with broad, 
open valleys ,and rounded slopes is found. , Farther back to the south-
west the relief decreases and the topography passes into the more level 
upland type of Kansa:n plain. 
A prominent characteristic of Mill creek valley is 'the presence of 
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great gravel deposits along it. These begin as filled-in areas west of 
Primghar, where the creek has cut little more than a channel into the 
aggraded plain. Southward the cutting below this plain increases and 
shoulder-like benches appear along the valley sides. At the county 
line the benches are 50 feet above the creek, and near the mouth of 
Mill creek they stand 90 to 100 feet above the stream (figure 23). 
The gravels of these benches are discussed further on pages 156 to 158. 
Great quantities of gravel have been removed in the excavation of the 
immediate valley of the present stream, and when these are taken into 
consideration along with that which still remains in the benches, we 
get some conception of the enormous qu'antity of gravel that was de-
posited along Mill creek valley by the waters that flowed out from the 
Iowan ice front. . , 
Mill creek valley was a stream valley in pre-Iowan times, for it has 
a long slope leading down from the west. In two places, however, the 
creek may have been diverted locally. One of these is in southern 
O'Brien county south ot Paullina, from the mouth of Mud creek to the 
mouth of Nelson creek; and the other is in Cherokee township, from 
the north part of section 10 to the mouth of Mill creek. 
Just opposite the mouth of Mud creek, southwest of Paullina, a high 
,ridgelike area begins and continues, with several mino'r offshoots, south-
east through sections 21, 28, 27, 34 and 35, terminating just south of the 
county line. The area is almost surrounded by valleys, has a relief of 30 
to 50 feet, and drains outward in all directions. Its characters are not 
positive and it may be questioned whether it should be included within 
the Iowan. If it is not included, the boundary should pass from the mouth 
of Mud creek east along Mill creek across section 16 and southeast along a 
low course diagonally across section 22 to Nelson creek valley and thence 
down this valley through sections 26 and 36 to Mill creek valley. 
The crests of this high area stand at an altitude of 85 to 100 feet above 
Mill creek, which bounds it on the north, west and south, and above Nel-
son and Willow creeks on the east. Because of this greater relief the 
billowy topography characteristic of the Iowan drift is not present and yet 
the drainage courses are not the broad, open valleys characteristic of the 
Kansan. At several places erosion.has just started to notch the slopes, and 
sections 21, 28 and 27 show faint indications of Iowan drift. After con-
sidering in the field all the possibilities, it seemed best to include this 
elevated area of south-central Union township in the Iowan and place the 
boundary along the east slope of Mill creek valley. 
South of the mouth of Nelson creek there is fairly conclusive evidence 
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that the ice pushed up to the east edge of Mill creek valley, on south to its 
union with the Little Sioux. Central Cedar township has typical Iowan 
topography and in most places this continues to within one to two miles 
of the valley and locally up to its very edge. Along the township line on 
the west of section 18 an area only three-fourths of a mile from the valley 
is slightly rolling over an extent of 40 ' acres; and there are similar areas 
near the valley in the central part of section 19, in the southwest quarter of 
section 28, in the north half of section 33, and in the central part of section 
3 and the southwest quarter of section 11 of Cherokee township. 
A cut on the east side of a rav.ine on the north line of the northwest 
quarter .of section 20, Cedar township, shows lighter colored till, probably 
Iowan, over a yellow-brown tilt" that is certainly Kansan. Other exposures 
of till interpreted as Iowan along or near this boundary are noted on pages 
56 to 58 and 84 to 89 of this report. 
From the Mouth of Mill Creek Southeast ,to Maple River.-At the 
mouth of Mill creek the Iowan boundary comes to the valley 'of the 
Little Sioux, and from here southward past Cherokee and southeast 
to Maple river the location of the boundary is quite uncertain. The 
Iowan ice pushed up to the edge of the Little Sioux valley, southward 
to a point opposite Cherokee, for the billowy Iowan surface is well 
developed in sections 13 and 24, Cherokee township, and in the south-
west quarter of section 25 at the very edge of the valley. The edge 
of the ice probably was within the Little Sioux valley southward across 
sections 23 and 26 to Cherokee, for deposits exposed along· Spruce 
street in the north part of the town appear to.be Iowan drift (page 71). 
The region east and southeast of Cherokee in southwestern Afton 
and northwestern Pitcher townships has a billowy topography of the 
Iowan type, while the region south of Cherokee in northeastern Pilot 
township has a well dissected erosional topography. The boundary 
bet~een the two regions is not very definite but a comparison of the . 
topographies usually serves to locate it within a mile or le~s. The posi-
tion of the boundary as rp.apped on the basis of topography is shown 
on Plate 1. 
The Iowan drift boundary as here mapped leaves the Little Sioux val-
ley east of Cherokee, where the valley swings to the southwest, and runs 
across section 36, Cherokee township, the northeast quarter of section 1 of 
Pilot township, and the southwest quarter of section 6, Pitcher township; 
On the north line of section 7, Pitcher township, the front is marked by a 
rise of 20 to 25 feet where the boundary crosses from the Little Sioux to 
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the Maple river drainage. The boundary thence passes through the west-
central part of section 7 and, with less definite characters, through the east 
part of sections 18 and 19, to the Maple river valley in the southwest 
quarter of section 20 (Plate I). 
Alternative Boundary just South of Cherokee.-The tracing of the 
Iowan boundary from the mouth of Mill creek to Maple river is based 
upon the sam~ criteria as the boundary to the 'north and south. There 
are, however, certain deposits at and south of Cherokee that suggest 
a different boundary farther west than the one traced above. Because 
these deposits bear primarily upon the location of the Iowan boundary, 
they will be discussed here as a basis for the statements concerning an 
-alternative boundary. 
A cut on Spruce street, just east of Second street, in the north part 
of Cherokee, within the area of the higher bench level, showed a great 
diversity of material including gravel, sand, bowlders and till layers. 
There are many alternations of the material horizontally a~d vertically. 
The gravel is coarse, dirty, and contains many large bowlders. Clay-
balls are abundant, and in some horizons there is only a little gravel as 
matrix between the large Glay masses. One bed appeared to be till,. 
but when it was dug into, ~he material separated into rounded masses 
of till which are packed together without matrix. Also there are lenses 
or layers of Iowan till, too large to have been floated in, which must 
have been deposited directly by the ice. The upper seven or eight feet 
of the cut showed the more common valley gravels overlain by loess. 
This exposure, which is in the northwest quarter of the southeast 
quarter of section 27, could ·be accounted for as Iowan by the very 
probable interpretation that the part of the Iowan ice sheet within the 
Little Sioux valley pushed a little farther southward than did the ice 
on the broken edge of the upland just to the east. This outcrop does 
not require an alternative boundary. . 
One hundred yards northwest of the Illinois Central Railway round-
house, in the southwest part of Cherokee, an abandoned .pit on the 
valley slope showed about 10 feet of yellow sand and gravel overlain 
by about 25 feet of till, wh~ch is apparently Kansan. A slope, appar! 
entlY of till, Hses about 20 feet higher to a high bench of the Little 
Si~ux valley, underlain by at least a few feet of gravel. The till is 
chiefly blue-gray pebbly clay as fresh, oxidizing to yellow clay with iron 
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staining along the joints. It contains many calcareous concretions and 
has much sand and gravel mixed through it. 
The possibility of this being an exposure of Iowan till over sand and 
gravel, all taid down in the Little Sioux valley by a slightly greater 
extension of the prong of Iowan ice within the Little Sioux valley 
suggested above, was fully considered in the field. The till, however, 
is not the type commonly called Iowan and its thickness is greater than 
any known thickness of undoubted Iowan. "-
The base of the sand and gravel was not exposed, but the exposure 
is but slightly above the bench upon which Cherokee stands and which 
is underlain by Nebraskan till. The till above the sand and gravel is, 
therefore, at the horizon of the Kansan of this region, with which it 
agrees in its characteristics. Such an interpretation would place the 
sand and gravel at the Aftonian horizon, but they are calcareous and 
not notably. altered at the contact with the till above. They are be-:-
lieved to be outwash in front of the advancing Kansan ice sheet, which 
then deposited a thick till horizon over the sand and gravel. The 
gravel is more highly oxidized than the usual valley gravels and the 
limestone pebbles are more or less altered. In a pebble count of 100 
pebbles, 45 were limestone, but of these only three were classified as 
fresh compact limestone. The till' and the underlying sand and gravel 
are interpreted as Kansan. 
The east-central part of Pilot township south of Cherokee is sharply 
dissected by several smaIl creeks that head in the east part of the town-
ship. Along these creek valleys are a number of exposures of sand and 
gravel, silt, till, etc. The north one of these creek valleys in sections 
10, 11 and 1 heads in the Iowan region as the boundary is traced 
above, but its branches from the south and the other ravines fa,rther 
south do not rea~h the Iowan area as mapped. This is a questionable 
area lving just outside th~ Iowan boundary as traced above, or it may 
be inclu,ded in the Iowan region by placing the boundary farther south-
west. The silts are in general of the type found in valleys at various 
places in northwestern and western Iowa and assigned to the Loveland 
(page 49). With these silts, in the valleys of northeastern Pilot town-
ship, an unusual amount of gravel is associated and interbedded, and 
this gravel is, in general, like that of the Iowan region. 
The most northern one of these creeks heads in the southwest corner of 
Afton township and flows southwest diagonally across section 1, the north 
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part of section 11, and the central part of section 10, Pilot townshiJ;>. Its 
head is within the Iowan boundary as traced above, across the northeast 
part of section 1, and the usual valley gravels are present along the valley in 
section 1, overlain by the loesslike clay. Farther down the valley some 
exposures show a considerable thickness of clean, fine gravel and quartz 
sand, as in the railway cut in the northeast quarter of section 11, and above 
a prominent spring zone on the south side of the valley near the west line 
of section 11. In other exposures silts and silty sands predominate. 
Th~ higher terrace of the Little Sioux valley continues into the lower 
end of the valley in section 10 and is represented by gravel benches up the 
valley almost to the township corner . . Similar benches are also present 
along tributary branches from the southeast in section 11. In its lower 
<:ourse this creek valley is down in the horizon of the Nebraskan till and in 
section 10, where the creek crosses the terrace area of the Little Sioux, there 
are exposures of this till 30 to 50 feet above the creek bed. The gravels 
of the Little Sioux bench here rest on the Nebraskan till. 
In the southeast corner of section 2 at the union of a ravine from the 
north with this creek valley the following section was exposed: 
FEET 
7. Gravel, fresh, unleached .. . ....... : . ..... . . .. .. . . .. . . ... . ... ... . . . . 4 
6. Clay, buff, nonca:1careous, loesslike, silty . . ......... . ......... .. . . .. 4 
5. Loess, blue, nonca1careous, silty . .. . . ... .. . ........... ... . . . . . . .... 1 
4. Sandy silt and fine sand; buff, nonca1careous ... . .. . .. . . . .. . ... .. .. . 2 
3. Silt, dark blue, noncalcareous . ... ...... . .. .... . . ... . ... . ...... . .. . . 5 
2. Sand, brown, nonca1careous, with blue silty bands . . .. . .... .. . .... . . 3 
1. Gravel, coarse, unleached, with cobbles and bowlders . . . .. . .. . . ... .. 3 
The fresh calcareous gravel at the top (No. 7) is interpreted as Iowan. 
Zones 6 to 2 below form a unit of calcareous silts and silty sands 15 feet 
thick and are interpreted as Loveland. It seems more probable that they 
accumulated as noncalcareous sediments derived from leached surface ma-
terials, rather · than that they have been leached in place, especially since 
the next horizon below (No.1) is a calcareous gravel but contains no cal-
careous concretions. Number 1 is also interpreted as Loveland. Its base 
was not exposed, but it probably rests upon till as does the similar horizon 
(No.2) of the succeeding section. 
Farther up this creek near a railway bridge in the southwest ~orner of 
section 1, the bank shows about 12 feet of the Loveland 'horizon consisting 
of blue, silty material above and brownish blue, humus-bearing' material . 
below, with some snail shells. ' 
An exposure in the west bank of the creek south of the east end of a 
railway cut in the. northeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 11 
showed the following: 
I 
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.' FEET 
8. Clay, brown, weathered, including soil above :.. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2~ 
7. Silt, blue-gray, and brown, sandy silt .. ... .... .. . .... .. . . . : . . . . . . . 2 
6. Silt, blue-gray, with some sandy silt . ..... . . . . .......... .. . ; ... . . 3 
5. Sand, yellowish, fine-grained, with a few bands of dark blue-gray silt 2 
4. Silt, dark blue-gray, sandy . . . . . ... . ............ ... ... . ... .. ... .. 2~ 
3. Sand and silty sand with some pebbles . .. . . . ... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 ~ 
2. Gravel, very ' coarse, with cobbles and bowlders .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 5 
1. Till, light brown, gummy. N ebraskan ......... . .. . .. .. .. ... .. ... 13 
The material is quite variable and a section a short distance laterally might 
be quite different in details. Zones 4 to 8 are the type of material that 
cnaracterizes the Loveland and zones 2 and 3 below must go with the 
Loveland also. The whole makes a thickness of 18;;'; feet. The silt zones 
(4 to 8) are noncalcareous, while the gravel zone (No.2) contains lime-
stone pebbles. 
In the creek bank just.south of a railway bx;idge in the northwest corner 
of the southwest · quarter of the northeast quarter of section 11, Pilot 
township, the following section was seen: 
FEET 
4. Gravel, unleached. Iowan . ... .. . . ..... . .... . . . .. .. ... . . ......... . 4 
3. Clay, 'dark gray to dark drab, noncalcareous, compact, silty .. ..... . .. 3 
2. Sand and silty sand, noncalcareous ... . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
1. Till, brown, calcareous. Kansan , .. .. .. ... . .. . ............. . .. ,' .. . 
A few rods farther southeast is a much higher bank, but it was so badly 
slumped that the section could not be made out. It is Kansan till at the 
base, overlain at places by one to two feet of coarse ferruginous gravel 
and then by 12 to 1.5 feet of noncalcareous brown loesslike clay and silty 
sand, which apparently is Loveland but all badly slumped and poorly ex-
posed. A grass-covered steep slope rises 15 to 20 feet higher. 
In the bank of a tributary of this creek valley from the southeast, just 
south of the north line of section 14, the following section was exposed: 
FEET 
5. ' Surface loam, dark yellow '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 6 
4. Gravel, light colored, calcareous . . ... . . . . ..... . . ..... ... . . ....... 12 
3. Silts, brownish yellow, with a strongly ferruginous layer at the top 4~ 
2. Bowlder zone with a pebble matrix ... . ...... .. .. ... .. . ..... . . . . . 1 
1. Till. Nebraskan . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . . .... .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . 10 
Zone 5 is probably surface wash, zone 4 is probably Iowan gravel. Zone 
3 is Loveland and the strongly ferruginous layer at its top may represent 
an old soil zone, or it may be simply a concentration of irony material at 
the top of a relatively impervious zone. 
Near the east line of section 10 in the south bank of the creek is an ex-
posure which was studied in 1910 and again in 1927. At the later date the 
exposure was as shown in figure 11 but was too irregular for a section. 
The till at the base is Kansan. The horizontally bedded gravel at the top 
is Iowan. The irregular unit of gravel, sand, silt and till between cannot be 
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definitely placed. The irregular mass of till at the top of ~his unit is some-
what lighter in color than the usual Kansan, but this is commonly true of 
the till associated with gravel. 
FIG. ll.-Sketch of an exposure in the creek bank near the east line of section 10, Pilot town-
ship, Cherokee county, showing a greatly contorted and mixed sand and gravel mass 
resting on Kansan till and with probable Kansan till above. The horizontally bedded 
gravel and sand at the top is apparently Iowan. 
The irregular character of this unit suggests that a deposit of sand and 
gravel was plowed by an ice sheet which distorted it and introduced the 
till at the top. If the upper fill is Iowan, then the Iowan ice sheet extended 
to this place, overrode and distorted the gravel which had probably been 
deposited just in front of the ice sheet, and introduced the till. If the ~pper 
till is interpreted as Kansan, then the Kansan ice sheet plowed up a deposit 
of gravel which had possibly been formed just in front of the ice sheet and 
incorporated a mass of it in the Kansan till; or a deposit of gravel within a 
moulin up in the Kansan ice sheet might have furnished the gravel. If all 
the till is Kansan, then this mass belongs to the class of included gravel 
masses to be discussed on pages 111 to 115. 
The elevations of the various exposures of unquestioned Nebraskan and 
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Kansan tills along these creek valleys show that the Kansan dri ft sheet was 
laid down on a surface' of Nebraskan till which had a relief of at least 50 
feet. If the upper till is Iowan, then it was deposited down in a valley 
75 to 100 feet deep, cut. through the Kansan drift into the horizon of the 
Nebraskan drift, as shown by the Kansan and Nebraskan exposures on 
the upper slopes of this valley, one-fourth mile to the north. The writer 
interprets all the till of this exposure as Kansan and the irregular gravel 
mass below the upper till as Kansan gravel included in Kansan till. 
The next creek valley to the south in section 23 and the northeast part 
of section 22 has similar deposits. The south slope of this valley in the 
northeast part of section 22 showed the following section. ' 
FEET 
5, Gravel and sand in alternating layers, calcareo.us, with pebbles and 
some cobbles up to 8 inches in diameter .. , , . , . , . ... , . . , . , ... . ... ,. 17 
4, Sand, yellow, calcareous, medium-grained, with coarser ' layers in up-
per part and grading downward to fine-grained sand with silty layers 15 
3. Silt, sandy silt and fine sand in alternating layers, calcareous, blue to 
brown, compact .... , . , . . , ... . , . . . . , ;. ,',., ... " . ".,., . , .,.,',.. 17 
Some of the silt layers contain snail shells, 
2. Sand, coarse, and fine-grained gravel with a layer of bowlders at the 
base . . . , . .. . . ,.,., . . , .. , ." . .. . "."." . , . , . . , .... . " . .. , .. ,.... 5 
Material greatly iron-stained, but calcareous and locally cemented. 
Copious springs issue at the base ·of this zone. 
1. Till, tough, greenish blue, with a very few pebbles. Nebraskan .. ' ... 9 
The principal silt division (No.3) is certainly the same as that called 
Loveland in the valley to the north, but here it is , calcareous and also ap-
pears to grade through sandy silt and fine sand (No.4) to the gravel 
horizon at the top as if the whole belonged to one unit. 
About 150 yards southeast of the large exposure just noted, the south 
bank of the ravine showed the following: 
FEET 
3. Silt, calca.reous, and sandy silt, in alternating layers ., ... " .. ", .... ' 5 
2. Loesslike clay, blue, calcareous, with many snail shells, ..... . .... .. . 5 
1. Gravel, calcareous .. ,: .. , . . , . . .. . ,",.,., . . .. . " . . , .. , ... .... , . . , 4 
Farther up this creek valley near the quarter-section line in the north part 
of section 23 there are several exposures of silts and gravels too badly 
slump<;d to yield sections. . 
In the southeast quarter of the northeast quarter of section 23, about 
100 yards west of the road, the north bank of this valley showed the 
following: 
FEET 
6. Loesslike clay, buff to brown. leached, with a few thin seams of 
sandy material . ,', ., .. , .. ... , . . " . , .. : . . . . , .. .... ,', ., ', ' , .. . ,,' 6 
5. Silts, calcareous, sandy, with a few pebbles , .. ,',., . . . , .. , .. , ... . . . 3 
4, Silts, gray, calcareous, sandy, with a few fossils """"" " " " '" 5 
3. Gravel and sand, mottled dark brown, calcareous, with some black . 
(Mn02) staining, .. .. .. .. . ... .. , . . .. . , , .. , .. , .... ,., ' " ... . . .. , 5~ 
2, Gravel, calcareous, rusty, coarse, with black (Mn02) staining . . , .. . 3 
1. .Silts, dark gray, calcareous, sandy, with carbonaceous material . . .. ,. 2 
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Zone 1 comes down to the base of the exposure at the center, but to the 
east and the west the Nebraskan till appears from below and rises to a 
height of about 10 feet in the bank, with the several lower zones of the . 
above section abutting laterally against the till. On the east there is also 
Kansan above the Nebraskan, but its lateral contact with the silts is con-
cealed. The horizontally bedded silts were evidently laid down in a de-
pression cut through the Kansan into the Nebraskan till. 
The interpretation of the silts, tills and gravels of Pilot township has 
a bearing on the mapping of the Iowan boundary. As noted above the 
, Iowan boundary as traced in the foregoing section would not permit 
Iowan drainage to enter all of these valleys. A somewhat· greater 
.extension of the Iowan region into the east edge of Pilot township 
would permit Iowan drainage to enter all of these valleys; an extension 
of the Iowan region to the Little Sioux, southward from Cherokee to 
the center of Pilot township, would include all the region discussed 
under this heading. These two alternative boundaries are shown on 
Plate I. 
The topography of northeastern Pilot township shows none of the 
characteristics of the Iowan drift region. The two exposures of till 
suggesting Iowan, that near the round-house in southwestern Cherokee 
(page 71) and that near the east line of section 10, Pilot township 
(page 74) , can both be better interpreted as Kansan. There is, there-
fore, no basis for an extension of the Iowan region to the Little Sioux 
valley in central Pilot township. 
The silts and silty sands of Pilot township are not. a characteristic 
feature of the Iowan region, but the associated gravels are like those of 
the Iowan region. However, both types of deposits exist out on the 
Kansan region beyond the greatest possible extension of the Iowan 
region. For example, in a small valley tributary to the Little Sioux 
in the central part of section 6, Silver township, five Il].iles southwest of 
the exposure in section 22 described above, there is an exposure of 
about 15 feet of blue-gray silty material with interbedded layers of 
sand and with some fresh gravel overlying. It is only in the nOfably 
greater development of the silts and sands that Pilot township stands 
out. 
Most of the sections described above under this heading show a hori-
zon of fresh gravel at the top, and it is probable that the Iowan ice 
sheet did cover the divide along the east line of Pilot township south-
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ward to section 24 and furnished the drainage which brought in these 
gravels.- These gravels are not well set off from the silts below and 
in one section (page 76) they appear to grade into each other. It is 
probable, therefore, that the silts repre"sent only a small part of the 
entire Loveland, namely that part just preceding the Iowan ice age. 
In fact, it is possible that the silts of Pilot township were thrown 
down in the slack waters of the tributary valleys of ,the Little Sioux, 
which were ponded by the aggradation of ,the floor of the major valley 
by the Iowan outwash gravels which built the high terrace level of the 
Little Sioux valley. By this interpretation they would be essentially 
Iowan in age. 
Along Maple River Valley.-Southward from southwestern Pitcher 
township the Maple river valley forms the approximate boundary of 
the Iowan drift southward for about 12 miles to Galva in northeastern 
Ida county (Plate I). This again is a generalized boundary as was 
true along Mill creek v;alley, and it would not be possible to show that 
the ice came down to the valley everywhere along this course. Several 
miles back from the boundary in eastern Pitcher and Diamond town-
ships, and on to the east in Buena Vista county, the Iowan topography 
is well developed. -
A number of kamelike gravel hills are found east of Maple river in 
southern Pitcher and in Diamond. townships, and these aid in giving a 
constructional appearance to the topography. They have their best 
development in sections 28 and 33 of Pitcher township and in sections 
4 and 35 of Diamond township (page 97) . 
Besides the gravel hills indicative of Iowan age there are examples of 
the billowy Iowan topography near th~ Maple river valley in the north-
west quarter of section 21 and the southwest quarter of section 33, Pitcher 
township, and in section 4, the west part of section 16, the east part of 
section 28 and the north part of section 34, Diamond township. Pebbly 
swells appear also on the north line of section 16 and in the northeast 
quarter of section 28. -
In Galva township of Ida county the relief for two to three miles back 
from Maple. river is 50 to 75 feet, and in this greater relief the Iowan 
topography does not have its typical development. However, in the north-
east quarter of section 15 and the southeast quarter of section 10 there 
is a group of gravel hills, one of which on the section line has an exposure 
showing a ferruginous, dirty gravel with clay-balls; in the northeast quar-
ter of section 24 there are a dozen or more low swells that show pebbles; 
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pebbly surfaces were seen in the northwest quarter of section 12, the north 
half of section 23 and the northwest quarter of section 25; and slightly 
billowy surfaces suggestive of Iowan drift appear at several places. On 
the whole, the evidence seems sufficient to justify placing the boundary 
along the Maple river valley southward to the mouth of a small creek that 
enters just west of Galva. ' 
Farther eastward the northw~stern part of Sac county shows good Iowan 
drift topography between Early and Schaller and west almost to the 
county line, where the less typical Iowan noted ' above begins. 
At the northwest corner of section 26, Galva township, just southwest 
of the village of Galva, a road cut beneath the railway showed, in 1927, 
le'ached ~uff loess 10 . feet thick, overlying five feet of sand and fine-
grained gravel which is in part leached to a depth of one foot. The ex-
posure is just at the boundary of the Iowan drift area, as mapped, and the 
sand and gravel look like Iowan material, but the thickness of the overly-
ing loess and the depth of leaching is unusual: 
West of Maple river valley in southeastern Cherokee and northern Ida 
counties an erosio,nal topography on Kansan drift is found. On the slope 
of the valley it is not very different from the Iowan to the east, but two 
to three miles to the west the typical J(ani/an topography appears. 
Maple river is bordered by a valley flat one-fourth to one-half mile in 
width which ' is in part at least underlain with gravel, but only at a few 
places do gravel benches appear. The small creek valley of section 23 at 
Galva carries a gravel deposit and there are low benches on either side of 
this valley. A pit has been opened in this deposit just north of the town:, 
exposing ' fresh gravel. The absence of gravel deposi,ts along this portion 
of Maple river is in contrast with their great development along Mill 
creek in northern Cherokee county, and the reason for the difference is 
not evident. 
From Maple River to Odebolt.-At the mouth of the small creek 
west of Galva the Iowan boundary leaves Maple river valley and runs 
southeast through Silv'er Creek and Richland townships toward Ode-
bolt (Plate I). Along part of this course through Galv~ and Silver 
Creek townships the exact location of the boundary is not definite, and 
several alternative courses were considered in the field. Farther 
south in Richland township the boundary is more definite. 
Leaving Maple river the boundary is mapped as passing southeast across 
sections 26, 35 and 36 of Galva township. The southeast corner of Galva 
township and southwestern Eureka township to the east have a topography 
apparently erosional, but there are slight constructional features and peb-
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bly swells in the southwest quarter of section 20 and the north part of 
section 32, Eureka township, and in the northwest quarter of section 25 of 
Galva township. West of the boundary section 35 and the west part of 
section 26 have a rolling Kansan topography and the road along the· west 
line of section 26 shows several exposures of loess. 
Crossing into Silver Creek township, the boundary runs south across 
the west part of section 4 and thence ' southwest across the northwest quar-
ter of section 9 and the southeast quarter of section 8, to the valley of 
Silver creek in the north part of section 17. On crossing this valley the 
bound';lry changes its direction and runs south of east through the central 
part of section 16 and the south part of section 15, where it again takes 
the general southeast direction and crosses parts of ~ections 22, 23, 26 and 
25 (Plate I). The projection of the ice to the southwest into section 17 
was down the valley of Silver creek, which facilitated the ice motion and 
allowed it to ' push farther southwest. The northeastern part of Silver 
Creek township is moderately rolling, with certain parts showing the 
billowy Iowan topography, and there ·are pebbly swells in the northeast 
quarter of section 3, at the quarter-corner on the north of section 9 and 
on the slope of the valley in the southwest quarter of section 9 and the 
southeast quarter of section 8. The western and ·southern parts of the 
township are rolling, with a much more definite erosional topography. 
West of Maple river valley in southern Galva township and through 
Logan township there is a region of higher altitude and more rugged 
topography. West of Galva in sections 27 and 28 this region has a relief 
of 75 to 100 feet, is very rugged, and has a surface covering of loess. 
These conditions continue southward through Logan township. From 
western Silver Creek township, the rugged area across the valley is promi-
nent, rising above the divides on the east, and the contrast between the 
gentle slopes of the moderately rolling topography on the east and the .bold 
rugged topography on the west is very striking. 
In ' southeastern Logan township the area of rugged loess-covered 
topography crosses to the east of Maple river valley and covers the point 
of the .upland between Buffalo creek and Maple river . . Its north edge 
crosses sections 25 and 30 and along this line the rugged topography 
changes abruptly to the gently rolling surface to the north. Exposures 
along the county line road in the southwest quarter of section 30, Silver 
Creek township, show 8 to 10 feet of loess without reaching its base. ' This 
higher rugged topography continues southeast across the southwest corner 
of Silver Creek township and across northern Blaine township, occupying 
the divide between Elk and Odebolt creeks. The decided contrast which 
comes at the northeast edge o.f this higher, more rugged area suggests 
strongly the possibility that the Iowan boundary may lie along this edge. 
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There is, however, a belt of erosional topography about four miles wide 
between this area · and the better developed Iowan drift topography to 
the east. 
Southeast of the center of Silver Creek township in sections 22 and 26 
there is a high, ridgelike area that has chara~teristics similar to those of 
the more rugged area to the southwest. It is loess-covered in part, shows 
till on some of the steeper slopes, and stands well above the surrounding 
region. The Iowan boundary lies along the east slope of this elevated area 
. through sections 23, 26 and 25. . 
In . the southeast corner of Silver Creek township the boundary ap-
proaches Elk creek valley and here there is another slight deflection from 
the general course. The boundary runs south across section . 36 to Elk 
~reek, and thence eastward along the south slope of the valley through the 
northeast part of section 1, Blaine township, and the central part of sec-
tion 6 of Richland township, Sac county (Plate I). In the north part of 
section 8, Richland township, the boundary assumes again the general 
course east of south and passes through the east part of section 8 and the 
west part of section 16. Along this course the Kansan and Iowan drift 
characters are distinct half a mile in either directio{l from the boundary as 
mapped. Sections 4 and 9 to the east show Iowan drift topography, while 
sections ·8 and 17 to the west are distinctly erosional. Good contrasting 
views of the two types may be had from the north line of section 8. 
The rugged loess hills noted above as coming southeastward across 
northern Blaine township cross sections 18 and 20 of Richland township 
and in the west part of section 21 the Iowan dr ft boundary lies along the 
edge of this rugged area, giving a well defined boundary. The contrast 
of the two topographies is well shown from the high area in the west part 
of section 21. The view to the .east, over central and eastern Richland 
township, shows a rolling plain with a relief of 20 to 40 feet. The slopes 
are gentle, the features apparently constructional and the locations of the 
stream courses rather ill defined. The view to the west shows an eroded 
region with steep slopes and sharp crests and a relief ,of 100 to 150 feet. 
One mile to the southwest is the broad, open valley of Odebolt creek and 
beyond this the view extends to the high, rugged divide of southern Ida 
county. This region to the southwest shows the typical Kansan drift 
topography of southern. Iowa which continues on southward beyond the 
southern boundary of the state. 
From Qdebolt to the South Line of Sac County.-At Odebolt th(' 
boundary turns eastward and runs across the end of the Iowan drift 
region toward the Wisconsin drift boundary. This part of the boun"-
dary is more irregular, being across the front of the ice lobe, normal 
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to the general direction of ice motion, and the pre-Iowan topography 
caused a lobate margin. By this course from Odebolt to Boyer river, 
the width of the Iowan drift area is diminished to barely four miles 
(Plate I). The course is then southward along Boyer river valley for 
three miles to the Wall Lake outlet. South of the Outlet the width is 
still further reduced to two miles and a southeastward course soon 
carries the Iowan boundary beneath the Wisconsin drift. 
The Iowan drift area south of Wall Lake outlet is small, comprising , 
an area of only five to six square miles, two miles wide at the south 
border of the Outlet and narrowing to ' a point four miles to the south-
east. No part 0'£ the area is more than a mile from one of the boun-
daries or from the Outlet. The region is moderately rolling, and, lying 
between the rugged loess-covered Kansan drift area on the southwest 
and the slightly rolling Wisconsin driit'area on the east, it is distinct 
from either of them. On the county line on the south of section 34, 
Viola township, the Wisconsin drift topography borders the rugged 
loess-covered Kansan drift, and so it continues on southward across 
Cartoll county. ' 
The erosional topography of western and southwestern Richland town-
ship continues eastward along the south line of this township and in 
Wheeler t~wnshii> to the south, thereby cutting across the general south-
eastward course of the Iowan drift boundary. This boundary passes south-
ward through the east part of section 28; Richland township, and then 
swinging southeastward, crosses the north part of section 34 through the 
S9uth ' part of the town of Odebolt and continues eastward through the 
central part of section 35. 
In northern Wheeler township south of Odebolt there is a high divide' 
region upon which lie some rather level areas about half a mile wide that 
locally suggest Iowan topography. , They are best developed along the 
divide rmming diagonaily across sections 3, 11 and 13, Wheeler town-
ship. The stream courses on the divides are at some places ' broad and 
shallow, but in a short 'distance from their sources ' the valleys become 
deeper and the ,country is more rolling. 
A sewer ditch exposure near the east end of the main street of Odebolt 
showed three feet of mottled, brown loesslike loam overlying six feet of 
yellowish 'sand with a few pebbles and small bowlders. The exposure 
was 100 to 150 feet in length and showed no change laterally and the bot-
tom of the sand horizon was not reached. This sand is just within the 
boundary of the Iowan drift and probably was washed out from the ice 
front and deposited in the waters ponded between the edge of the ice and 
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the divide to the' south. Five miles south of Odebolt, in sections 26 and 
27 of Wheeler township, there are some pits in a gravel deposit in .the 
valley of a southward flowing stream ~hiCh heads in section 3 just south 
of Odebolt, and this gravel also may have been deposited by waters from 
the Iowan ice front, which passed over the divide south of Odebolt and · 
escaped down this valley to Boyer river. 
The region just north and northeast of Odebolt for several miles has 
a well defined Iowan drift topography. The adjoining parts of sections 
35, 26 and 25, just east of Odebolt, lie ' in ·a broad shallow depression, 
draining westward, and constitute the most positive case. of Iowan drift 
topography found near the boundary ih Sac county. From the central 
part of section 35, Richland township, the boundary makes a broad curve 
-to the north, passing through the south part of section 25 and the south 
part of section 30, Clinton township, and in the southwest quarter of sec-
tion 29 comes into the valley of a small creek, down which it runs for a 
distance of about two miles to the northeast quarter of section 4, Levey 
township (Plate I). This northward curve of the boundary is where it 
crosse~ the prominent divide area to the west of Boyer river, and farther 
south, in the northeast quarter of section 31 and the west half of section 
32, this divide area becomes prominent and rugged and continues so south-
eastward across .sections 5, 4 and 10 of Levey township. In section 32 and 
on to the southeast it has a telief of 75 to 100 feet, with very steep slopes 
and sharp crests, and the road cuts expose 15 to 20 feet of loess, without 
reaching its base. Acros's the valley and the boundary, in section 33, the 
general altitude is 30 to 50 feet lower, the . surface is moderately rolling 
with long, gentle, faintly undulating slopes, and the loess is thin. 
In the northeast quarter o~ section 4, Levey township, the boundary 
again bends northward, passes around a rugged area in sections 3 and 34, 
and, running through the west and north parts of section 34, strikes the 
valley of Boyer river in the northeast corner of this section. Its course 
is thence southward down the Boyer valley for more than four miles to 
the Wall Lake outlet. Along this part of the boundary the opposite sides 
of the Boyer valley present a contrast like that described above. 
Clinton township to the north has a relief of 20 to 40 feet and contairis 
some rolling topography and a few gravel hills. The Boyer valley, the 
dominant feature of the township, appears broad and open in a general 
view; but closer study shows that It has undulating slopes, apparently con- . 
structional. The major parts of Clinton, Boyer Valley and Cook townships 
present an indefinite type of Iowan drift topography, but parts of Rich-
land township are much more definite. 
The south part of Levey township, south of the Outlet, has a rough 
topography with a relief of 50 to 100 feet, and roaq cuts show thick 
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loess· exposures. This continues northward to the valley of a small creek 
flowing northwest across the northeast quarter of section 25 and the 
southwest qu~rter of section 24. North of this valley, in section 24 and 
east in section 19 of Viola township, the general altitude and relief is less, 
the topography is less rugged, although the whole is well drained, and 
loess cuts are not found. The Iowan boundary · passes up this valley 
through sections 24 and 25 and continues in Viola township diagonally 
across the south half of section 30, the north half of seCtion 32 and the 
south-central part of section 33 to the Wisconsin drift boundary, under 
which it passes in the southe~st quarter of section 33 (Plate I). In sec-
tions 32 and 33 the boundary follows the base of a slope rising to the higher, 
rugged area to the south. 
INTERBEDDED GRAVEL AND TILL 
Exposures showing till interbedded with sand and gravel were seen 
at a number of places w~thin the I'owan area, especially in northern 
Cherokee county. The sand and gravel are mostly fresh and the gravel 
is mostly fine-grained. Coarse sand with pebbles ~cattered through it 
is common. Some of it is distinctly bedded and some shows no strati-
fication. Locally the gravel is cemented by a .calcareous cement and so 
forms irregular masses of firm conglomerate; or cementation may af-
fect the whole or part of a stratum over a considerable area. Cementa-
tion is more common at the top of the gravel zones than at the base 
and apparently is more common on the face of an exposure than farther 
back from it. 
Distribution and Description of Exposures 
By far the greatest example of the interbedding of gravel and till 
observed was found in the east bluff of Mill creek in the west half of 
section 14, Cherokee township, three miles north of Cherokee. Mill 
creek at this place flows against the base of the east slope of its valley, 
and this slope rises very steeply 100 to 120 feet to the crest of a narrow 
ridge which overlooks the valley of Mill creek on the west and the 
Little Sioux valley on the east. The good exposures were just south 
and north of the line through the center of. section 14, were distributed 
through a distance of about 80 rods, and were found in little gullies 
and slides that gave exposures of the underlying material. The lower 
30 to 40 feet of the valley slope is gentle but showed a few exposures 
of the typical Kan~an till. Above this is a steep slope of 75 to 100 
feet, consisting of about equal parts of interbedded Iowan till and 
gravel which alternate several times in the vertical section. The gravel 
.'J 
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horizons ' range in thickness from mere seams to 20 feet, but a common 
thickness is 10 to 15 feet. 
Most of the gravel is fresh and has a light color owing to the pre-
dominance of gray limestone pebbles. It contains many clay-ball 
pebbles from the associated Iowan till and some of Kansan and N e-
braskan tills. The inter bedding of gravel and till and the presence of 
A B c ' D 
Till 
Un.x~d 
Unexpooed 
River Level 
F,G. 12.-Columnar sections of exposures in the east bluff of Mill creek in the west half of 
section 14, Cherokee township. The probable correlation of the zones of the several 
sections is indicated. 
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the clay-balls of the associated till in the gravel show that the gravel 
belongs to the same stage as the till. ' 
These exposures in the Mill creek ' bluff of section 14 were such good 
ones that the following sections are given, recording in detail the succes-
sion found in several of the better exposures. The exposures were all 
mere gully washes and were partly obscured by slumping and surface ac-
cumulation. The sections are given in order from south to north. 
S ection A.-The most southern exposure, that covered approximately all 
of the height of the slope, was 30 to 40 , rods south of the quarter-section 
line. This. exposure is shown diagrammatically in A of figure 12. 
FEET 
11. Grass-covered, gravelly, clay slope rising to the top of the ridge, 
which is here 106 feet above the creek. Probably Iowan till, but it 
may contain some gravel , layers ............... . ....... . . ........ 12 
10. Till, light brownish gray,: with pebbles and cobbles. Iowan . ...... 18 
The exposure is not entirely continuous and the division may con-
tain some gravel. Numbers 11 and 10 combined would make a till 
zone 30 feet thick, which is greater than for any single zone of till 
known along this bluff. There is also the unexposed zone '(9) below, 
which may be largely till. It is not probable that numbers 11, 10 and 
9 form a single continuous till zone, or even that numbers 10 and 11 
are without a single gravel layer. 
9. Unexposed slope ....... ......... .. ........ . . ....... .. .......... 10 
8. Gravel, light-colored ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
'" 7. Till, light brownish gray, with pebbles, cobbles and small ocherous 
m.l.sses. In some places the pebbles and cobbles make up fully half 
of'~e whole. The basal contact on the grave! is very sharp, without 
any alteration or deformation of the gravel ....................... 3 
6. Gravel with large pebbles and bowlders scattered through it and a 
layer of bowlders about 5' feet above the base. Many included c1ay-
balls and masses of Iowan till are present. The gravel has a light 
color--and limestone is the dominant material. Shale pebbles are 
quite abundant. This is the typical gravel associated with the fresh 
Iowan ' till .. ' .... . . ...... . ..... . ..... . ... .... ..... . " . . ...... ... .. 15 
S. Till, brownish yellow, which breaks into elongate chunks . . . ..... .. 3 
4. Till, brownish blue-gray, sandy ........ ... ........................ ' 2 
3. Sand and gravel; at top a fine-grained, yellow sand; only partly 
exposed .. . .. . .......... . . .. .... ...... .. ..... . .. . ... .. . ...... . .. 10 
2. Slope with several.exposures of oxidized brownish yellow Kansan till 15 
' 1. Unexposed slope to creek level ............. .... .. ........... . . . . 15 
Numbers 1 and 2 of this section are Kansan till. Above these the Iowan 
section gives at least three gravel zones a,nd three till zones, and a better 
exposed section probably would increase the number. 
Section B .-The gully just north of the quarter-section line fence exposed 
the following, beginning 98 feet above the creek and passing downward. 
The columnar section is shown in B , of figure 12. 
FEET 
5. A pebbly clay slope with a' few exposures of brownish gray till ...... 20 
4. Gravel horizon; cemented to a conglomerate near the top .... . . .. ... 15 
3. Till, brownish yellow-gray; harder and more compact than number 
S. Where it is fresh it breaks into irregular chunks and crumbles to 
a sandy clay. The lower 3 feet includes much grave! ............... 13 
OUTCROPS ALONG MILL CREEK 
2. Gravel, light colored, with pebbles, cobbles, day-balls, and some larger 
masses of till ... .. .. . . . . . .. . .. ... . ...... . . . .. , .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 15 
In the gully the upper 2 feet of this horizon is cemented, forming a 
calcareous conglomerate, but this does not continue horizontally be-
yond the gully. The lower part of the slope is so badly slumped that 
the lower contact of the gravel could not be exposed. 
1. Unexposed to creek level, except for one small outcrop of oxidized, 
brown Kansan till at 15 feet above the creek .. . .. ; ....... " ... .. .. . 35 
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This section shows two distinct layers of fresh gravel, each at least 15 
feet thick, and each overlain by Iowan till. A c,emented horizon is found 
at the top of each gravel zone. The cementing material is calcareous and 
the cementation is sufficient to make firm conglomerate, large blocks of 
which lie on the slope below the outcrop. The cemented parts differ in 
thickness .<l:nd seem to be irregular cemented masses rather than continuous 
peds. This cementation is due to the evaporation which takes place when 
ground water percolating downward passes from the compact till to the 
porous gravel. .If the water has become saturated with calcareous mate-
rial this evaporation will cause deposition. 
S ection C.-This exposure was in a gully about 40 rods north of the 
quarter-section line fence. It is shown in C of figure 12. 
FEET 
9. Gravelly clay slope ... . .. .... . ... . . . . . ... .. .. . ......... . . . ..... . 18 
8. Sand, ferruginous, coarse, with pebbles, cobbles and clay masses .. .. 15 
7. Till, sandy, brownish gray, breaks out in irregular chunks and pul-
verizes to a sandy clay .. . .. . . . ... . ..... . .. . .. . . . . . . .... ... . . . . . . 8 
6. Gravel, ferruginous, or coarse sand with pebbles, cobbles and numer-
ous large clay masses, some of which are 2 to 4 feet across . ... .. . .. 20 
5. Till, bluish gray, with brown streaking along joints . . . . .... .... . .. 1 ~ 
4. Sand, coarse, with pebbles, a few cobbles and clay-balls. The lower 
18 inches is about half clay in the form of clay-balls . .. .. .. .. ..... . 6~ 
3. Till, yellowish brown, with many pebbles and pockets and seams of 
sand .. . .... . . . .. . . .. . . . ..... .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . ... . .. ...... !'. . . . 4 
2. Gravel, coa&se, with cobbles and bowlders . . ...... . .. .. . . .. . .... . . 1 
1. Brown Kansan till was exposed for 18 inches below the top of the 
zone and at one point lO feet lower. Remainder of division to creek 
level, unexppsed .... ... . . . . ... ... . ..... . ... ... .. ' . .. . ............ 40 
S ection D.-At the place where the bluff begins to bend to the west there 
is a gully which branches about 50 feet above the creek. The foilowing 
exposure was seen in the north branch of this gully. It is represented in 
D of figure 12. . 
FEET 
7. Pebbly Clay slope rising to the crest at l18 feet above the 'creek .... 25 
6. Gravel with clay-balls .. . .... . ........ . ..... . ....... . ........... 8 
5. Till, brownish gray . .. .. ... . . . . .... ..... . .. .. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . 3~ 
4. Gravel with cobbles and clay masses . . .......... . ... . ............ 15 
3. Till, brownish yellow, plastic, sandy .. . .. . . " . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . ... . . . 1~ 
2. Gravel with clay masses .... . . . . .. . .. .... .. .. .. . . . . ..... . ..... . . lO 
1. Unexposed to water level . . .. . .. ' . . .... . .. . .. . . ..... . .... . ... . .. . 55 
Several other exposures to the north show a part of the section and 
in every case where more than a few feet is exposed an alternation of 
gravel and till is to be seen. 
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The beds of all these gullies are filled with bowlders. Pink and gray 
granite of the fine-grained type predomi~ate, but basalt~ are numerous 
and limestones are more prominent th~n is common among bowlders. 
The sections given above show two, three and four gravel horizons, 
and few of the exposures were continuous enough to demonstrate that 
other thin gravel layers are not present. Some similarities of sections 
which are very close together were noted, but on the whole it appears 
that the individual horizons are not continuous through the length of 
the bluff. Figure 12 shows such correlations as can be made between 
the various members of the several sections. 
The fresher till interbedded with grav.el in the upper parts of the 
exposures just described is interpreted as Iowan. The till exposed in 
the lower 30 to 40 feet of the bluff is darker and firmer than that which 
is associated with the gravel beds and is interpreted as .Kansan. In the 
lower ends of several of the gullies toward the north .end of this bluff 
the N ebt:askan dri ft is exposed. 
At several places in the exposures described above the interbedded 
gravel contains such a great number of clay-balls that they constitute 
a very important part of the whole. These clay-balls indicate that the 
material had not been carried far before deposition, for clay material 
could not have withstood the wear incident to long transportation, even 
though it were firmly frozen. As the clay-balls were formed probably 
on or near the edge of the ice sheet, their presen~e indicates the nearness 
of the ice front at the time of gravel deposition. 
I . 
The banks of the creek valley in section 24 of Cedar township, Cher-
okee county, east of Larrabee, show a number of small e~posures with 
gravel and sand associated with the till. Examples appear a few rods 
to the north and to the south of the east-west quarter-section line. 
None .of these exposures is very extensive, and it is not clear whether 
these gravel zones are within or at the base of the Iowan till. Farther 
down the creek valley exposures of gravel, sand and silt associated with 
till may be seen at a number of places. Some of these gravels evidently 
are included masses; while others may be gravel zones of some extent. 
A conglomerate ledge projects at one place, and elsewhere masses of 
conglomerate lie on the surface. T~e valley slopes are quite complete-
ly grassed over, but if good exposures existed the section might be 
somewhat similar to that of the Mill creek bluffs described above. 
At various other places examples of gravel layers interbedded with 
I. 
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the till were seen, which indicates that the p4~nomenon may have a 
rather general distribution, but nowhere else are the interbedded layers 
known to be so numerous as in the Mill creek bluffs north of Cherokee. 
In the till of northwestern Iowa there is a considerable quantity of 
gravel and sand in the form of inclo?ed masses. Many of these masses 
are in till 'exposures within the area of Iowan drift,but some are in the 
area of the Wisconsin drift and some in the Kansan drift region, All 
these inclosed masses will be treated in the discussion of the Kansan 
drift region (pages 111 to 115). 
Origin 
The advance of the edge of an ice sheet probably is really a succes-
sion of advances and retreats in which the advances are greater than 
the retreats. Likewise the general period of retreat of the ice edge 
may be broken by temporary advances. Between these two general 
periods there is a longer or shorter time when the oscillations approxi-
mately balance each other and the general position of the ice edge re-
mains nearly constant. These oscillations may be due to seasonal 
changes or to changes taking place over longer periods. Gravel de-
posited beyond the front of the advancing ice sheet soon may be over-
ridden by the ice and covered with a deposit of till. If now the ice 
edge withdraws temporarily, gravel may be deposited on top of the till 
only recently laid down. Readvance of the ice would result in a. second 
till horizon, and so with several oscillations several alternations of till 
and gravel might be formed. It is not necessary to assume any great 
oscillations of the ice front, for none of the gravel horizons noted 
above has been shown to cover any considerable area. An oscillation 
of a fraction of a mile, or a few miles at most, would be adequate. The 
greatest known succession of till and gravel h01;izons, that of the Mill 
creek bluffs north of Cherokee, is at the edge of the Iowan drift sheet, 
and it is probable that the greatest and most frequent oscillations would 
take place at the time of maximum extent of the ice sheet. . 
Gravel deposited near the edge of the ice, in the way just outlined, 
would be of the outwash type, consisting of fresh, unweathered mate-
rial with some pebbles of soft rocks, and would rest on fresh till. The 
gravel of these horizons is, therefore, interpreted as having been de-
posited just beyond the front of the ice sheet during the oscillations 
that took place at the general stage of maximum advance or during the 
minor oscillations within the stages of advance and retreat. 
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THE GRAVEL HILLS 
At a number of places w,ithin the area of the Iowan drift there are 
mounds composed of gravel and sand, Their slopes are gentle and few 
of them rise more than 15 to 20 feet above their surroundings. In 
form they resemble the kames of the Wisconsin drift, though .they are 
much less conspicuous. Some of them are isolated, and some are in 
groups. 
Nature of the Gravel 
The gravel of these hills is as a rule fresh or but slightly altered. 
Some of the exposures, however, show highly oxidiz~d and leached 
gravel near the surface and a few show an abundance of chalky? cal-
careous material either as weathered limestone pebbles or as matrix 
between the pebbles. 
As in all types of gravels of our region, gray limestone pebbles 
predominate to such an extent as to make a light-colored gravel. In 
twenty-one analyses made in the gravels of this type the limestone peb-
bles average 55 per cent of the whole. Shale pebbles are present and 
in certain layers are even. abundant. Grains of shale also are abundant 
in the sand. A characteristic and distinctive feature of these gravel 
hills is the presence of small rounded masses of glacial clay (clay-balls) 
among the pebbles. These differ in size from a fraction of an, inch to 
six inches in diameter. They are recorded in nineteen of the twenty-
orie analyses of gravel from these hills and the average for, the twenty-
one analyses is 12 per cent. The percentage is 26 or below in all 
analyse~ but one, where it is 59. The igneous rock content ranges from 
8 per cent to 48 per cent, the lowest percentage being due to the ~arge 
number of clay-balls. Counting the clay-balls as sedimentary the aver-
age total of sedimentary rocks is 76 per cent, and the average total of 
igneous rocks is 24 per cent. The analyses of pebbles from the gravel 
hills are tabulated .1n Table IV, page 175 . . 
The percentage of granite and other igneous pebbles generally is 
low in comparison with that shown in analyses from gravel deposits 
of other types. , This is due to the large number of clay-balls in these 
gravels, which by their presence lower the percentage of all other kinds 
of pebbles. The decrease, however, comes mainly in the igneous peb-
bles, for the comparison is with gravels that have been more water-
worn, and which therefore contain a smaller percentage of pebbles of 
the softer materials. Chief among these softer pebbles are the clay-
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balls, which would be destroyed by wear and thus would increase the 
percentage of all other kinds. But some pebbles of other soft mate-
rials would be destroyed by the transportation, so that the increase 
would be most apparent in the harder types. The increase in the per-
centage of limestone pebbles due to the destruction of clay-balls ap-
parently was offset by the destruction of some of the softer limestone. 
pebbles, with no apparent gain in limestone. 
If these gravel hills are kames or some other type of deposit directly 
associated with the ice, softer material would naturally be more abun-
dat:lt than in gravels that were subjected to longer transportation and 
wear. On the other hand, waters flowing well up in an ice sheet, as . 
~ay be the case with waters forming kames, probably would yield a 
larger precentage of igneous pebbles than waters draining from the base 
of the ice. 
There is in some cases a great range in the composition of the gravel 
in the same hill. This is particularly prominent in the case of shale 
pebbles, for certain layers contain a percentage far above normal. and 
some layers are made up almost entirely of small grains of shale. In 
other constituents also there is in some cases a considerable lrange. N ~ 
differences were detected that differentiate the deposits of different 
localities. Analyses from gravel hills a hundred miles apart are as 
likely to be similar as those from hills near together. 
Distribution and Description of the Gravel Hills 
Many of the graveJ hills of the Iowan drift region are within a few 
miles of the outer edge of . this drift ,sheet and have been mentioned 
under the discussion of the Iowan ·boundary (pages 59 to 84). Some 
of these may come in for fuller treatment under this heading and oth-
ers back from the boundary will be considered. The locations of the 
better developed of these hills, including many of those here discussed, 
are shown on Plate I by a hollow square. 
Northeastern Lyon County.-The northeast corner of Lyon co.unty, 
north, northwest and west of Little Rock, contains the most conspicuous 
examples of these hills in the Iowan area (Plate I). Most of them are 
below the general upland level on the slopes of Little Rock river valley. 
Most of them rise only 10 to 15 feet above their surroundings, but one in 
the southeast quarter of section 23 rises 25 feet apove its surroundings, 
A group of hills just north of Little Rock, near the center of section 26, 
contained several gravel pits in relatively fresh material. A pit in the 
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high hill in the s,outheast quarter of section · 23 showed 15 feet of coarse 
gravel and fine sand with many clay-balls, some of which are six to eight 
,inches in diameter, The gravel is unleached but well oxidized and some 
of the coarse granite and dark igneous pebbles are decomposed, This is 
a good example of a kamelike hill. 
In the southwest quarter of section 27 there are a number of gravel 
hills with a distinct constructional topography, and one at the southwest 
corner of the section shows a coarse somewhat rusted gravel in which · 
the coarse-gra!ned igne~us pebbles crumble readily. The gravel of this 
exposure, as well as that of section 26, contains many clay-balls. Other 
low gravelly hills, without exposures, are found in the west half of section 
34 and the east half of section 33. 
Southwestern Nobles County, Minnesota.-A large number of gravel 
hills are found in the southwest part of Adrian, Minnesota, and in the 
northeast quarter of section 23, . half a mile farther southwest. This is 
within the more hilly belt along the margin of the Iowan drift in Minne-
sota and the kamelike hills here are larger and more prominent than any-
where to the south in Iowa. A road cut in one of these hills on the north 
line of the northeast quarter of section 23 s.howed a great. mixture, includ- . 
ing coarse dirty gravel with clay-balls; ferruginous bowldery deposits in 
which many of the dark igneous bowlders are rotten; fine fresh . sand; 
. great masses of till; and mixtures of gravel, bowlders and till. The areas 
north of Little Rock and southwest of Adrian were interpreted by Pro-
fessor Wilder as parts of the Altamont moraine of Wisconsin age.S1 
Three miles south of Adrian, in the southwest quarter of section 36, 
West Side township, a pit in a low hill on the north slope of a shallow 
. valley showed in part coarse pebble beds and in part fine gravel and sand. 
Clay-balls are abundant in the coarser part, one analysis giving 16 per 
cent. The coarse-grained, dark igneous pebbles crumble easily and most of 
the limestones are c?ated brown. In a part of this hill the layers are 
sfeeply inclined, and in these layers the laminre, locally, have an angle of . 
80 degrees. 
Western Osceola County.-In the west part of Osceola county there 
are low gravel hills on the north slope of a broad, shallow valley in the 
west part of section 5, West Holman township, and 6 miles south in the 
southwest quarter of section 5 and the southeast quarter of section 6 of 
Gilman township. In the hill in southwest 5, Gilman township, a pit ex-
posure showed about three feet of coarse ferruginous gravel resting upon 
fresher finer-grained material. Clay-ballS are very abundant, amounting 
to 25 per cent of the total contents in one analysis, and on the pit face one 
was exposed for each square inch of surface. 
, 
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Northern O'Brien County.-Gravel hills are faund alang the headwaters 
of Flayd river in narthern Franklin towrtship af O'Brien caunty. They 
are present alang a tributary valley in the sauthwest quarter af sectian. 4, 
where same gravel pits have been apened, and alang the main valley in 
-the sautheast quarter af sectian 4 (Plate I). The expasures seen were 
shallaw and ' the gravel was strangly axidized. A law hill just narthwest 
af Sheldan in the central part af sectian 25, Grant township, Siaux caunty, 
is prabably a gravel hill. 
In a pit in a law maund 3 . miles naJ:i:hwest of Hartley, near the center 
af sectian 24, Lincaln tawnship, the gravel had been worked aut in several 
places and there was expased a vertical cantact between the gravel mass 
and the till. This gravel mass, partly inclased within the till, accupies an 
intermediate pasitian between the gravel hills and the included masses af 
gravel. Farther. east, in W.aterfard tawnship af nartheastern Clay cdunty, 
there are several law hills ar maunds· apparently camposed af gravelly 
materiaL' 
;llong Willow Creek in Southern O'Brien County.-One af the regians 
af greatest abundance af the gravel hills is alang Willaw creek west af 
Calumet in sauthern O'Brien caunty, where mare than a daze~ af ' these 
hills are present in the narth parts af sectians 22 .. 21 and 20 and the sauth 
parts af sectian 16 and 17, Liberty tawnship (Plate I). Abaut half ()f 
these have expasures shawing sand and gravel. The twa best expasures 
are in gravel pits in the narth part af sectian 22 and will be described 
samewhat in- detail. . 
N ear the quarter-sectian carner an the north af sectian 22 there is 
a law maund near the top af the valley slape with a pit 20 to. 25 yards 
acrass and 10 to 15 feet deep. The material exposed is sand and fine 
gravel, with same very fine-grained harizons shawing extremely fine 
FIG. 13.-Sketches showing cross-bedding and basin stru~ture of sand exposed iii a pit in a 
gravel hill in the northwest COrner of the northeast quarter of section 22, Liberty town-
ship, O'Brien county. The present inclination of the beds is given in the more promi-
nent figures . The direction of inclination before the tilting of the gravel mass is indi-
cated by the a rrows, and the angle by the less prominent figures . The position of the 
beds at the time of deposition may be shown by tilting the figure ' on the left, to the 
right about 50 degrees, and the figure on the right, to the left the same amount. 
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lamination. Throughout the lower part of the mass the horizons are in-
clined, with a strike N. 25° _30° W. and a dip of 45°-50° in a direction south 
of west. The individual horizons are cross-bedded and laminated. Where 
the tilting of the mass increased the inclination of the cross-bedding laminre, 
these now stand at an angle of 60° -70°. Where the laminre were originally 
inclined in the direction opposite to the direction of tilting of the mass, the 
original inclination was overcome and the laminre are now inclined 20° to 
30° in the opposite direction (figure 13.) 
Gray limestone pebbles are by far the most abundant, fdrming 66 per 
cent in one analysis. A few shale peb):>les appear in all the 'material but 
are most abundant in the finer gravel layers, where they form a third to a 
half of the whole number, and decrease in abundance with the increase in 
size of the pebbles. Interbedded with these layers containing much shale 
are other layers of nearly the same coarseness .that have only a few shale 
pebbles. 
The following section records the material shown In this pit which 
dips to the southwest (figure 14). 
F,G. 14.-Cro,ss ,section of a pit in a gravel hill in the northwest corner of the northeast 
quarter of section 22, Liberty township, b 'Brien county, showing the structure and 
the relation of the parts described in the text. The numbers on the figure are the 
numbers of the zones of the sections recorded i!l the text. ' 
FEET 
7. Reddish gravel, fine-grained ..................................... 4 
6. Sand, very fine-grained, yellowish gray, cross-bedded and finely lami-
nated .. .. ........................ .. . .. .... ... ........... . ..... . 
5. Sand, coarse, and fine gravel; laminated and cross-bedded in part; 
coarse gravel and pebbles at base .. . .. ....... ..... .... ... .. . ..... 7~ 
4. Sand, fine-grained, cross-bedded .. ....... : . ............ ',' . . . . . . . . 1 
3. Sand and fine gravel; some layers contain much shale .. . ..... . .... . 4~ 
2. Slumped slope of fine sand . . .. . .. .... .. ....................... " 11 
l. Sand, coarse, giving place to fine clayey sand ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
~esting across the edges of the lower horizons of the section just noted 
and exposed in the east face of the pit are the following: 
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I NCHES 
3. Sand .. . ... . ..... . .. . ..... . ,... .. . . . .. .. . ... . .... . ..... ... . ... .. 18 
2. Glacial till . . ...... . . . ....... . ... . . .. .... . .. ... .. . . ' . . ..... ... ... : 18 
1. Sand ... .. . . .. .. . .... .... ... .. . .. .... . . . .... . ... ... .... .. .... .. . . 6 
These three members have a strike similar to that of the horizons below 
but dip in the opposite direction (northeast) at an angle of about 50° 
(figure 14). The till horizon thins to left and right, forming in the pit 
face a lens-shaped exposure about 15 feet long. It may be either a mass 
of till put down upon t~e large gravel mass or the thinning edge of 'the 
surrounding till, . which appears partly to inclose the gravel mass. If the 
gravel were entirely worked out the contacts might throw much light on 
the relation of the gravel masses and the till. Above these three members 
in the pit face is a jumbled mass of pebbles, bowlders and clay material 3 
,to 4 feet thick and then a 'sandy, pebbly soil horizon of 2 feet. 
Just south of the. northwest corner of section 22 is a large pit in a gravel 
hill , on the so~th slope of the valley. ' This is the largest of these hills 
along this creek and rises 40 feet above the stream, although its top is only 
slightly higher than the upland just to the so~th. The material here is 
somewhat coarser than that in the last pit described. Clay-balls are quite 
abundant in some zones and average 20 per cent in three analyses. They 
range in size from small pebbles to masses 6 to 8 inches across. The ma-
terial is stratified and th~ horizons are inclined with a strike N. 45°_50° W . 
and a dip of about 20° SW. The following section is exposed in·this pit. 
, FEET 
10. Soil, gt:avel!y . ...... .. .. . . . ... . ... . . . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . ... .. . .. 10 
9. Sand and gravel in alternating layers .. .. . . .. . ... . . .... .. ... . . .. 3 
8. Gravel, coarse-grained, n!dpish ................. .. .. .. ... . .. ,. .. . . 2% 
7. Sand, fine-grained, cross-bedded .... .. . .. . . ....... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . 3 
6. Coarse gravel or pebble horizon . .... ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15 
Contains numerous clay-balls r~nging in diameter from 1 to-8 
inches. This horizon is quite variable and at the east end of the pit 
it contains a 4-foot layer of fine cross-bedded sand, which thins out 
entirely in 40 feet to the west. At the central part of the pit face' 
it is very bowldery. At the west end it is fine gravel with a few 
pebble layers. 
5. Sand; coarse, and fine gravel, poorly exposed. Some of the gravel 
layers are moderately rusted . . ........ .. .... . . . ... .. .. . ..... . .. 15 
4. Sand, fine-grained, with delicate lamination and cross-bedding . . . .. 10 
Horizontally this grades into coarse sand not distinguishable from 
No. 3. 
3. Sand, cross~bedded, grayish, with a large percentage of grains of 
shale. Some layers are so largely of shale that they are sticky like 
clay when moist . .. . ..... ..... . .. ... .. : .... . . ... ... .. .. . . ... . . . 20 
2. Sand, coarse, reddish, cross-bedded, containing clay-balls in upper 
part. Only partly exposed . . . .. , ....... ... . . . . . . . . . . .... .. ... . . 8 
1. Sand, fine, yellow-gray, poorly exposed . ... .. . . . .. : . .. .. , . . . . . . . . . 10 
In the north part of section 21 and. the south parts of sections 16 and 17, 
farther down Willow creek valley, there are more of these hills, several 
of which show shallow exposures of gravel. In the southeast quarter of 
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section 17 a small abandoned pit in one of these hills (figure 15) showed 
gravel, from which a pebble count was made which contained 59 per cent 
of clay-balls. 
FrG. IS,-View of a gravel hill of the Iowan drift region on the north slope of Willow creek 
valley in the southeast quarter of section .17, Liberty township, O'Brien county, 
Northern Cherokee County,-Near the south line of section 10, Cedar 
township, Cherokee county, a mile north of Larrabee, there is a gravel hill 
that has been worked for a number of years. It i~ located on a divide and 
stands 10 to 15 feet above its sur'roundings. Another hill about half a 
mile to the north is of similar size. A pit exposure in the first hill showed 
relatively fresh coarse gravel iri inclined layers. Clay-balls are plentiful 
and some are as much as 6 inches in diameter, and the pit face showed a 
lens of till 5 feet long and 4 ,to 8 inches thick. This hill was mentioned 
by Macbride in his report on Cherokee and Buena Vista counties and was 
interpreted as being "part of a continuous seri<:s of such deposits extend-
i~g from Sibley south and eas~, including the gravel pit at Sheldon and 
similar deposits about Calumet."32 The deposits at Sibley and Sheldon are 
valley deposits, while the "deposits about Calumet" probably refers to the 
82 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XII, p. 322, 1902. 
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gravel hills along the headwaters of Willow creek, described above. The 
suggested "continuous series of deposits extending from Sibley south and 
east" ,does not exist, although there are several points to suggest such a 
senes. 
One mile south of Larrabee, on the east side of the railway, at the center 
of the northwest quarter of section 26, an abandoned pit in one of these 
hills showed a rathel' rusty gravel with many clay-balls. In the north half 
of the southwest quarter of section 34 are several hills, one of which has an 
exposure s~owing the usual · light-colored gravel with clay-balls. 
Southeastern Cherokee County.-In southeastern Cherokee county there 
are gravel hills at many places in Pitcher and Diamond townships. They 
are most numerous along a ridge which .extends from the northwest quarter 
C!f ~ection 28, Pitcher township, southeast across this section and south 
through the east part of section. 33. Pebbly mounds appear on this ridge 
j~st northwest' of the center of ·section 28,· in the southwest quarter of 
section 28, at the northeast corner of section 33, and at a number of places 
in the east part of section 33. A group of hills near the quarter-·corner 
on the east line of section 33 has been worked for sand for many years. 
There are other. pebbly hills near the center of section 21 and in the north-
west quarters of sections 22 and 9. The pebbles, as exposed at the surface 
of the mounds, .show only the hardest varieties of rock, but in the pits 
and road cuts on the east line of section 33 all the usual kinds of pebbles 
are present, with some clay~balls. The material in general is more fer-
ruginous than is common farther north, but in the pits just noted there is 
much fresh fine-grained sand. Gravel hills containing very ferruginous 
sand appear also in the east part of section 4, Diamond township. 
In the northeast quarter of section 35, Diamond township, there is a 
group of gravel hills which extends also into the adjoining corners of 
sections 26 and 25 (Plate I). These hills have been extensively ,used for 
road material and show a number of poor exposures. At several places 
the gravel is very rusty and reddish and at places the coarser material is 
leached to a depth of several feet. Elsewhere it is calcareous to the sur-
face and at no place does the leaching or strong oxidation go to a greater 
depth than 5 feet, even j~ the coarser material. One exposure about 100 
feet across showed essentially horizontal zones, within which are inClined 
laminre and cut-out structures, suggesting deposition in great moulins in 
the ice rather than as kames at the edge of the ice. In the northeast part 
of section 25 ther~ IS an isolated steep-sided kamelike Hill on the south 
slope of Little Maple river valley. 
The great alteration of the gravel of many of the gravel hills of Diap-lond 
township raises the question whether they are of the same age as the 
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hills farther north. Their position would make them Iowan, but · the ma-
terial in some of them -looks older. Howeyer, alteration is not merely a 
matter of age. The more frequent the alternation of the presence of 
water and air in the gravel, the more rapid the alteration. -Neither water 
nor air remaining permanentiy in a deposit ~ill produce much change. The 
hills of section 35 are in a region of considerable relief where there would 
be fairly rapid motion of the ground-water. and a great fluctuation of the 
ground-water table with each successive period of rain. Under these 
conditions oxidation and leaching would be more rapid than in the more 
level regions farther north. 
Ida and Sac Counties.-Gravel hills and pebbly swells exist at several 
places along the Iowan drift boundary through northeastern Ida and 
western Sac counties, all of which have. been considered sufficiently in con-
nection with the discussion of the Iowan boundary (pages 79 to 84) . 
Farther east. just southeast of Early, in the north-central part of Sac 
county, only one to three miles from the Wisconsin drift boundary, gravel 
hills with pit exposures are found in the southwest and northeast quarters . 
of section 10, Boyer Valley township. The material seen in the pit in 
the southwest corner of the section consists of well oxidized gravel and 
fresher cross-bedded sand. The coarse-grained igneous pebbles and cob-
bles and even some of the limestone pebbles are largely decomposed. The 
surface of the hill on which the water tank is located at Early is pebbly, 
and 5 miles south of Early a low gravel hill is located just east of the 
southwest corner of section 34. 
In his report on Sac and Ida counties, Macbride mentions gravel deposits 
in and about Early ;33 gives pit sections from both the gravel hills of 
section 10; and shows gravel pits 'On the Sac county map in section 10 
southeast of Early and in section 31 west 'of Lake View. Concerning 
these gravel deposits, he says they "represent probably an overwash from 
the drainag~ of the Wisconsin front" . All these hills are well up toward 
the top ' of the divide between Boyer river and Indian creek, one to two 
miles west of the Wisconsin drift margin, which lies along Indian creek 
valley. Iowan .drift topography intervenes between this drift margin and 
the gravel hills, and there is no evidence that the Wisconsin ice occupied 
any part of the area west of Indian creek or drained across this divide. 
The topographic position of the hills and their isolation from the Wisconsin 
drift margin show that the material was not derived from the Wisconsin 
ice margin. . 
One mile ' north of Wall Lake, in the central part of section 1, Levey 
township, there is a group of gravel hills, cover~ng 15 to 20 acres, which 
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have been extensively worked for a number. of years for road ballast. The 
material here is light-colored gravel with a high percentage of limestone 
pebbles and is much fresher than most of the material of the hills south of 
Cherokee. In one of the pits there is much light yellow siltlike material 
mixed with the gravel. Gravel hills are present also along the west line of 
section 1. In Clinton township they are present in the northeast quarter 
of section 32, the northwest quarter of section 35 and the southwest and 
northeast quarters qf ,sectio~ 26. 
A few gravel hills are found in the Iowan drift area south of Wall 
lake outlet. In the north part of the. southwest quarter of section 19, Viola 
township, a pit on a valley slope exposes a fine gravel with much limestone. 
Clay-balls are abundant and the material is evidently of the gravel hill 
type. Gravelly swe~ls are found also near the quarter~corner on the south 
of this section. In the northeast quarter of the southwest quarter of section 
20 there is a gravel pit in a shpulder on the east slope of the valley that 
forms the Wisconsin drift boundary. The material is a dirty gravel con-
taining many clay-balls and' masses of till. This appears to be orie of the 
gravel hills ~hich characterize the rowan drift region, although the surface 
just to the east shows Wisconsin drift topography. 
The Origin of the Gravel Hills 
As to the origin of the gravel hills. four hypotheses will be consid": 
ered. (1) The hills are kames formed during the retreat of the Iowan 
ice sheet. (2) They consist of gravel deposited in great moulins or 
well~ in the ice, which, on the melting of ~he ice, was let down on the 
drift surface. (3) They consist of masses of pre-Iowan gravel plowed 
up while in a frozen condition by the Iowan ice sheet and incorporated 
as gravel bowlders with its debris. When the ice melted these gravel 
masses were left at or near the surface of the Iowan drift sheet. (4) 
They consist of masses of gravel plowed up by the Iowan ice sheet 
and left at the surface of the Iowan drift as in (3), but the gravel is 
of Iowan age, having been deposited by th~ waters flowing 'out from 
the front of the advancing Iowan ice sheet, which a little later plowed 
it up. 
Before discussing these hypotheses we will summarize some of the 
evidence which bears upon them. 
Evidenceo! Structure.-Most of the gravel is stratified, and many 
of the individual layers are themselves beautifully cross-bedded and 
finely laminated. Most of the deposits that are adequately exposed 
show the layers inclined at a considerable angle. In the pits just north-
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west of Calumet the gravel layers have an inclination of S8 degrees, 
while some of the cross-lamina! .are inclined as much as 70 degrees 
(figure 13). Other masses showing tilted layers are found in section 
10, one mile north of Larrabee, and in the southwest quarter of section 
36, three miles south of Adrian, Minnesota, where cross-lamina! have 
an angle of 80 degrees (page 92). These angles are well above the 
highest possible angle of deposition, and the strata have come into 
their. present position by a tilting of the mass since the deposition of 
the gravel. The strike and dip of the beds in most cases are uniform 
in a particular g~avel hill, indi~ating that the tilting affected the gravel 
mass as a unit. 
Evidence of Location.-Most of the gravel hills are located along 
valleys or on the slopes of valleys. The most notable instance of their 
location along valleys is along Willow .creek, west of Calumet, in 
southern O'Brien county, but other examples were noted . in northern : 
Franklin township of O'Brien county, five miles west of Sibley, and 
three miles south of Adrian, Minnesota. The pronounced development 
-of these hills north and northwest of Little Rock (page 91) is within 
or on the slopes of Little Rock river valley: From the valleys these 
.hills may appear prominent, but their tops are seldom higher than the 
upland; and from the upland they are hardly recognizable. Some of 
the hills are located on divides, entirely independent of stream courses . 
. No single topographic position will include them all and no hypo~hesis 
that hinges upon a topographic association can meet all the necessary 
conditions. 
Evidence of Material.-One of the characteristics of these gravels 
is the presence of the clay-balls seen in most of the exposures. Balls 
of clay, even when frozen, cannot be supposed to have withstood the 
wear of transportation by running water for a very long time, and' these 
clay-balls, therefore, indicate that the material was not carried great 
distances before deposition. The large percentage of shale and other 
soft materials found in some of the exposures and the prevalent sub-
angular form of the pebbles point to the same conclusion. ' This evi-
dence is against apy hypothesis that would make the gravels interglacial, 
. for interglacial deposits should be of well rounded pebbles . and consist 
of only the harder materials: . 
The clay composing the clay-balls is typical Iowan till, and therefore 
the gravel containing them cannot be older than the Iowan ice sheet. 
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But the gravel containing the clay-balls is at many places partly inclosed 
in Iowan till, and there seems to be no division between these masses 
and those completely inclosed in the till and likewise containing clay-
ball~. The deposit cannot, therefore, be younger than the Iowan ice 
sheet. 
In general appearance these gravels look very much like the gravel 
masses included in the till, like the gravel interbedded with the till, and 
like the valley gravels. The pebbles of the gravel are very mu~h like 
those of the Iowan till, 'and from its general appearance the gravel 
might have been derived from this tiil. 
Conclusions.-The first hypothesis listed above ' (page 99) would 
make the hills Iowan kames. Kames would be largely on the sl,.trface, 
although their basal parts might go down into ' the till sheet, as these 
gravel masses do in most cases. -However, the uniformity of dip 
throughout anyone of the hills, the distinctly bedded character of the 
material, and the well developed lamination and cross-bedding show a 
regularity too great for kame deposits. Some of the more irregularly 
arranged and heterogeneous deposits, as that shown in the road cut 
on the north line of the northeast quarter of section 23, just west of 
Adrian, Minnesota (page 92), may be kames. The north-south 
alignment of the hills north of Little, Rock might also. be explained by 
assuming that they were built where a stream emerged from the ice, a 
position which successively changed as the front of the ice retreated. 
The second hypothesis assumes that the gravels were deposited in 
channels, moulins or other cavities, on or in the ice. When the ice 
melted such masses were left on or in the upper part of the drift sheet, 
bl1t might extend some distance into the drift or even be inclosed in the 
upper part. During the lowering of the mass, or during its transporta-
tion after formation, it might be tilted in the manner demanded by 
these hills. The chances of such deposits being formed were probably 
greatest near the edge of the glacier where the ice was thin, and where 
holes could extend even through it to the ground beneath. It would 
be relatively easy for masses of till to be incorporated in such deposits 
by falling . from the walls of the channels directly into the accumulating 
gravel. 
The third and fourth hypotheses listed differ only in the time of 
deposition of the gravel. Both are alike in so far as the method of 
plowing up the gravel al1d getting it into the Iowan till is concerned. 
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The third makes the gravel of pre-Iowan age, the fourth of Iowan age, 
preceding possibly by only a short it:lter;al the time when it was plowed 
up by the advancing ice sheet. The evidence given above (page 100) is 
almost conclusive for an Iowan age. 
The chief features demanded are that the .gravel be of Iowan age; 
that it be deposited in ~n approximately horizontal position ; that some 
of the masses be tilted to considerable angle and partly inclosed in 
Iowan till, but rising slightly above the general surface. Either the 
second hypothesis, calling for deposition within channels or monlins in 
the ice, or the fourth hypothesis, with deposition just beyond the front 
of the ice, .will fulfill these conditions, since they differ only in the place 
of deposition of the gravel. It is probable that the conditions for the 
development of . cross-bedding and lamination of the 'strata would be 
better met' by deposition just beyond the edge of the ice, but conditions 
for the inclusion of large masses of till in the gravel are best met by 
depQsition in moulins, from the walls of which the till might fall di-
rectly into the accumulating gravels . . The writer belie~es that the ma-
jority of the m~terial had its origin in moulins and channels in the ice, 
as outlined in the second hypothesis, but would not exclude the fourth 
hypothesis. In so far as the hills fulfill the conditions of true kames, 
the first hypothesis may be used. 
CHAPTER III 
THE KANSAN DRIFT REGION 
The Kansan drift region of northwestern Iowa is the area which 
lies west of the Iowan drift boundary. It includes all of \Voodbury 
and Plymouth counties, most of Ida, Cherokee, Sioux and Lyon coun-
ties and small parts of Sac and O'Brien counties (Plate I). To the 
south it broadens out into the great Kansan drift region of southern 
Iowa and northern Missouri. Northward it continues into southwest-
ern Minnesota and eastern South Dakota, occupying the narrow area 
between the Iowan drift region on the east and the Dakota lobe of the 
Wisconsin drift region on the west (figure 2). From the northwest 
corner of Iowa southward to Canton the Wisconsin drift plain lies just 
west of the Big Sioux valley. South of Canton the Kansan plain ex-
tends westward int'O southeastern South Dakota and northeastern 
Nebraska. 
TOPOGRAPHY 
General Characteristics 
The topography of the Kansan drift region is erosional, and the 
greater part of the area is in the mature stage of the erosion cycle and 
presents a rolling or rough topography. The entire surface of the Kan-
san drift is well drained. being characterized by long, direct stream 
courses, which, for any particular locality, generally have a rather uni-
form direction but diverge enough to make a dendritic stream pattern. 
Long, gentle slopes lead down from either side, making a topography of 
broad, open valleys. Most of the divides are rounded without level 
upland areas and all the surface is in slopes. . The lower parts of the 
valley slopes are broadly concave and their upper parts are broadly 
. convex. It is the topography typical of maturity. The relief varies 
from place to place, being only 20 to 40 feet in some places and 125 to 
150 feet in others. The steepness of the slopes varies with the relief. 
The Kansan drift plain includes considerable range in both relief 
and degree of dissection. There are a few quite level or almost flat 
areas; there ar.e areas with slight relief, with long, gentle slopes; areas 
of moderate relief, well drained ; rolling and rotigh areas with steep 
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slop~s; and sharply dissected areas with very steep slopes. These va-
rious types of topography have an orderly arrangement with respect to 
the chief drainage lines and in most cases grade rather gradually from 
one type to another. 
Description of the Topography 
The most typical Kansan topography as judged by the standards of 
southern Iowa is found in the southwest part of our region in \Vood-
bury, Ida, southwestern Sac and western Plymouth counties. Here the 
relief is 100 to 150 feet and the region is rolling to rough, the typical 
Kansan of southern Iowa. To the east and northeast, with increasing 
distance from the great drainage lines, the relief and ruggedness qe-
crease, with prongs of the more rugged topography extending north-
east along the drainage lines and prongs of the more even type extend- . 
ing southwest along the interstream areas. 
Most of the Kansan region of northwestern Iowa has a rolling to-
pography with a relief of 50 to .100 feet. This type covers Lyon, 
Sioux, eastern Plymouth and western Cherokee counties. The drain-
age pattern is distinctly dendritic, the slopes are definite but of moder-
ate steepness, and the region is well drained. This area includes the 
best farm land of northwestern Iowa. 
At several places within this rolling Kansan drift region there are 
areas that have only slight relief. Several or the more prominent .of 
these lie just outside the Iowan drift boundary and have been mentioned 
in connection with .that subject. There are small areas of this type on 
the divide south of Odebolt in southwestern Sac county and on the 
divide around Holstein in northern Ida county. Parts of Marcus 
township of northwestern Cherokee county are only slightly rolling, 
and farther northward along this divide between Mill creek and Floyd 
river there is a considerable area of almost level surface in Caledonia 
and Baker townships of southwestern O'Brien county. Another quite 
level area lies in northern Sheridan township of Sioux ~ounty (page 
65). These more level areas do not seem to .represent the original Kan-
san plain (!.s do the level uplands of southern Iowa, but the whole region 
seems rather to have been eroded beyond the mature stage of the cycle. 
It is this more even or slightly rolling type that exists along most of 
the Iowan boundary, and the Iowan drift region is apparently merely 
this slightly rolling Kansan type veneered by a thin layer of Iowan 
drift. 
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Although erosional features are the dominant ones of the Kansan 
drift reg~on, there is one region with a topography that is in part con-
structionaL This is a belt five to ten miles wide just east of the Mis-
souri river valley through Woodbury and southwestern Plymouth 
courities. The topography is of a bold rugged type,characterized by 
steep slopes which are at many places almost bare of vegetation, by 
pointed hills, and by narrow ridges (figure 16, page 117). This area 
has a thick deposit of loess and the topography is partly loess-formed. 
It continues southward along Missouri river through western Iowa 
and has its best development south of our region. Five to ten miles 
from the Missouri and Big Sioux river flats, with decrease in thick-
ness of the loess, this topography grades into the more typical erosional 
topography of the Kansan drift region. 
East of the region which has the distinctive loess topography, the 
loess is much more extensive as a thinner deposit, mantling the rounded 
profiles of the drift surface but not notably affecting the topography. 
This mantling loess deposit, thinning eastward, covers the entire Kan-
san area. 
THE KANSAN DRIFT 
General Cha.racteristics 
The Kan~an till of northwestern Iowa consists of a clay matrix with 
numerous sand grains, pebbles and bowlders scattered through it. The 
rriatrix is finely ground rock-flour, gritty from the presence of very 
small sand grains, but somewhat plastic if moderately moist. At the 
surface and in exposures of moderate depth the till is oxidized and has 
a yellow or brownish yellow color. Below this is the unoxidized "blue 
clay" phase of the Kansan. The till is cut by numerous joint planes 
belonging to sets that intersect at such angles as to give the clay a very 
characteristic fracture into angular fragments a quarter to three-
quarters of an inch across. Both the oxidized and unoxidized phases 
are strongly calcareous, even up to the surface or up to the base of the 
overlying loess. Calcareous material is present further in the form of 
small grains, pebbles and cobb-Ies of limestone, and, near the surface 
at many places, as small concretions and gray p'owdery material along 
joints. 
The oxidized yellow clay at the surface and on the face 6f cuts is 
moderately loose, but a few inches beneath the surface it is compact 
and harq and if wet is tough and gummy. The oxidized yellow clay 
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horizon has a usual thickness of 15 to 20 feet, with a range from zero 
to probably 40 feet. In general it is thicker in those parts having a 
more rugged topography and thinner in the more level regions. It is 
thicker on the hills than in the valleys, and in some of the marshy flats it 
is entirely absent and blu'e clay iies directly beneath the . soil or alluvium. 
Calcareous concretions one to two inches across exist in the upper 
part of the oxidized Kansan till, in many of the exposures. They are 
not so large as those of the Nebraskan till but are larger than those 
commonly found in the loess. They are formed by the leaching of 
calcium carbonate from the till or the overlying loess and. its concen-
tration in nodules lower down. At a number of places these nodules 
have an elongate form and stand in a vertical position along the joint 
planes. They are more numerous and larger in the Kansan till south 
of our region, as exposed in the cuts of the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. 
Paul and Pacific railway in Carroll county. 
In most exposures the blue clay is plastic and gummy and, if only 
recently exposed, is very tough and ~ard. When dry it has a light 
blue-black or bluish gray color on the face of the exposure, while just 
beneath the surface it is almost black and with greater depth grades 
into the typical blue clay. The b~ue clay is exposed in the banks ' o.r 
beds of many valleys where erosion is now active, and is penetrated by 
all wells of any great de·pth. Its thickness differs with the total thic)<:-
ness of the Kansan. 
,The blue clay is the fresh unoxidized phase' of the Kansan till! and 
the yellow clay is the oxidized form. The transition from the blue to 
the yellow is, as a rule, abrupt or accomplished within a very thin tran-
sition zone, but the alteration to a yellow color may extend down into 
the blue clay along joint platies, affecting the clay for several inches 
from these planes. Where the till is much brokeri. ' by intersecting 
joints and is mixed with irregular pockets and veins of sand which al-
low the weathering agents irregular access to the till, there is, at the 
contact, a zone several feet thick made up of masses of unoxidized till 
enclosed in oxidized till. Where the till is m~ist and where, because 
of recent erosion and exposure, rapid alteration is now in progress, a 
blue-black phase is present in the transition zone between the blue and 
brownish yellow phases. 
Gray limestone is the dominJint rock material among the pebbles of 
the Kansan till, forming more than 70 per cent' of the total number of 
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pebbles: Other types of limestones and a few quartzites and shale peb-
bles increase the number of sedimentary pebbles to about 7S per cent of 
the whole. The remaining 2S per cent consists of igneous pebbles, 
chiefly granites. The large cobbles and bowlders are. dominantly igne-
. . 
ous; quartzite, which is never abundant in the analyses of pebbles, is 
common; while limestone bowlders are rare. The pebJ?les of the Kan-
san drift ar~ in most cases rounded or subangular, but a few are ;mgu-' 
lar. The drift separates cleanly from the pebbles, and the white lime-
stone pebbles show plainly against the darker clay. 
Source of Material for the Drift 
The bedrock of northwestern Iowa belongs to the Cretaceous system, 
whi'ch also is present in great thickness to the north. The dominant 
rock of this system is shale, and the remainder is largely shaly lime-
stone and friable sandstone. Its most notable contribution to the drift 
was the material for the clay matrix, derived largely from the shale, 
but it also yielded much soft limestone which was ground to powder.-
Although they contributed the bulk of the drift material, the Cretaceous 
. rocks are not common among the pebbles and never appear among 
the bowlders. 
The corripact gray limestone pebbles of the till are commonly unfos-
siliferous,_ but a f,ew contain fragments of Ordovician fossils. No lime-
stone of this ag~ is known in the bedrock of northwestern Iowa or for 
sever~l hundred miles to the north along the course followed by the ice, 
but in the northwest -corner of Minnesota and extending northward 
along the valley of Red River of the North through Manitoba to Lake 
Winnipeg and beyond, there is a belt of Ordovician, Silurian and De-
vonian rocks which probably furnished the limestone pebbles .of our 
region. The igneous. pebbles and bowlders were derived from the 
pre-Cambrian rocks of Canada and northern Minnesota and from the 
smaller areas in the Red river and Minnesota river valleys. The large 
amount of calcareous material in the matrix of .the drift was derived 
in part from the impure limestone and calcareous shale of the Creta-
ceous and in part from the Paleozoic formations that furnished the 
I 
limestone pebbles. 
In the extreme northwest corner .of Iowa are a few outcrops of 
quartzite, and to the northwest around Sioux Falls there are consid-
erable areas of this rock. It is very resistant and furnished many 
bowlders for the drift of northwestern Iowa. In decreasing abun-
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dance they occur southward to the limit of glaciation. The largest 
of these quartzite bowlders exposed at the surface in .our region is 
"Pilot Rock" in the southeast quarter of section 15, Pilot township, . 
Cherokee county, four miles south of Cherokee. Here is a great block 
of reddish quartzite about 35 feet by 25 feet and rising 10 to 15 feet 
above the surface. 
Preceding the Kansan epoch, northwestern Iowa had been glaciated 
by the Nebraskan ice sheet, which deposited a thick sheet of ·till. As 
the Kansan ice sheet . advanced over the surface of the Nebraskan till, it 
gathered up great quantities of the older . till and mixed it with such 
new materials as it brought in, making the Kansan drift. It also 
picked up masses of Nebraskan till and incorporated them in the Kan-
san till without . intimate mixing. There are also masses of gravel, 
sand and silt inclosed in the Kansan, and these probably were gath-
ered in a similar way either from interglacial deposits resting on the 
Nebraskan or from outwash deposits laid down in front of the ad-
vancing Kansan ice sheet. These gravel masses and the evidence as 
to their age are considered on pages 111 to 115. 
HISTORY OF THE KANSAN DRIFT REGION 
A ' notable characteristic of the Kansan till of northwestern Iowa is 
the small amount of alteration and weathering which it shows. Oxida-
tion to a yellow color commonly extends to a depth of 1,5 to 20 feet, and 
locally the till is iron stained along the joints, but the degree of this 
oxidation is only moderate. Excessive oxidation of the type · repre-
sented by the iron-stained hori~on (ferretto) present at the top of the 
Kansan till at many places farther south is lacking in northwestern 
Iowa. Further, the Kansan till of northwestern Iowa is commonly 
calcareous to the surface. In only a few places in the south and south-
west part of the region was any leached till found. Even where the 
overlying loess is leached for its entire thickness, the till beneath is 
commonly unleached . . In southern Iowa leached till is commonly pres-
ent and in many places has a depth of several feet. 
In the Kansan drift regi~m of sou,thern Iowa the principal divides 
of a region commonly rise to a uniform altitude and have some level 
surface at their summits. These level' areas are interpreted as rem-
nants of the original Kansan drift plain, which is thought to have been 
relatively level without marked constructional features. 
These level uplands of southern Iowa are covered with about 10 feet 
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of gray to dark colored noncalcareous sticky clay which Doctor Kay has 
named gumbotil84 and interpreted to be the result, chiefly, of the chem-
. . 
ical weathering of Kansaf1. drift35 on the level Kansan drift plain. The 
characteristics and distribution of the Kansan gumbotil are fully 
treated in a report by Kay and Apfel in a recent volume of the Iowa 
Geological Survey.36 Beneath the gumbotil.there is a zone of leached 
Kansan till about 5 feet thick. This leached zone grades upward into 
the gumbotil and downward into unleached till and represents a less 
altered phase of the till. After the development of the gumbotil zone 
aI} uplift is believed to have occurred, and erosion has carved out a 
mature topography and reduced most of the surface below the level of 
the former gumbotil plain. The above interpretation is based on the 
e~idence of the remnants of this plain. 
Remnants of the gumbotil zone are numerous in southern Iowa and 
continue northward to Carroll and Crawford counties, just south of our 
region.37 The most norther:ly known exposure of the Kansan gumbotil 
is in a railway cut two miles e'ast of -Kiron, a few miles south of the 
southwest corner of Sac county. 
N either the level uplands nor the gumbotil have been found within 
our region, although exposures ot" unleached till have been seen on 
most of the high areas. However, it is believed that northwestern 
Iowa has passed through essentially the same history as has been out-
lined for southern Iowa by Kay. That is, . that the Kansan ice sheet 
left a relatively even, drift plain; that the gumbotil and the leached zone 
below were developed over the entire region; that the gumbotil plain 
was uplifted; and that it has since been eroded. This erosion, how-
ever, has been greater in n6r~western Iowa than in southern Iowa, 
so that, although remnant.s of the plain and the gumbotil remain in 
southern Iowa, in northwestern Iowa all the surface has been reduced 
below the level of the gumbotil plain and every remnant of the plain, 
the gumbotil and the leached zone has been destroyed. 
84 Kay, G. F., Gumbotil, a New Term in Pleistocene Geology: Science, Vol. XLIV, pp. 637.638, 
1916. Also Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vo!' XXVI, pp. 216·218, 1917. 
85 Kay, G. F., Bul!. Geo!. Soc. of Amer., Vol. Zl, pp. 115·117, 1916. Also Iowa GeoL Survey, 
Vol. XXV, pp. 612·615, 1916. 
Kay, G. F ., and Pearce, J. N., The Origin of Gumbotil: Jour. of GeoL, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 
89·125, 19~. 
86 Kay, G. F., and Apfel, E. T. , The Pre· lllinoian Pleistocene Geology of Iowa : Iowa Geol. 
Survey, Vol. XXXIV, Chapters VI and VII, 1929. 
87 Kay, G. F ., and Apfel, E. T., Iowa GeoL Survey, Vol. XXXIV, p. 129, Fig. Zl, 1929. 
Kay, G. F ., Pleistocene Deposits between Manilla in Crawford County and -Coon Rapids in 
Carroll (;;ounty: Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 213 to 231, 1917. 
Lees, James H., Geology of Crawford County: I owa GeoL Survey, Vol. XXXII, pp. 322, 323, 
19Z1. 
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Concerning this matter of erosion of the gumbotil plain in Carroll 
county just to the south of our area Kay wrote as follows :88 
"The history of northern Carroll county and farther to the north seems 
to have differed from the history 'of the Templeton region (southern 
Carroll county) in having undergone still greater erosion. Northward 
from Templeton there are fewer and fewer remnants of" the weathered 
zones until none are found. Moreover, in the region of Te~pleton there 
3!Ppears to have been more erosion than farther to the south. In south-
central Iowa the unerodcd remn,,-nts of upland with gumbotil and leached 
drift are a somewhat distinctive feature of the topography}' 
The above explanation includes several points that have not been 
conclusively proved, but the interpretation explains the conditions 
fairly well. It has not been proved that the gumbotil plain extended 
over northwestern Iowa. However, the writer has seen a good deal of 
the evidence ' in southern Iowa and in Carroll and Crawford counties 
just south of our region, upon which Kay bases the gumbotil interpre-
tation, and considers it so strong that he cannot fail to use this inter-
pretation for the southern part of the region here under discussion. , It I , 
is believed that the development o.f the gumbotil to a depth of 10 to 
15 feet over southern Iowa required a very great length of time. 
Such thicknesses are found northward to Carroll county, where a sec-
tion recor.ded by Kay from a railway cut three miles west of Templeton 
shows 15 feet of Kansan gumboti1.39 A deposit of this origin and 
representing such a great lapse of time could not terminate abruptly 
and, therefore, it seems very probable that the gumbotil was developed 
farther northward over northwestern Iowa during this same long 
interval of time. 
The way in which the remnants of the g.umbotil on the 'highest di-
vides become fewer and smaller as 'they are traced northward in west-
central Iowa, and -especially in Carroll county, indicates strongly that 
these remnants have been entirely destroyed farther north; that is, 
that northwestern Iowa has been entirely reduced below the level of the 
gumbotil plain. The unleached Kansan drift at the surface in north-
western Iowa is . similar in all respects to the unleached Kansan drift 
which exists beneath the leached drift and gumbotil farther south. The 
altitude of the remnants of the gumbotil along the divide between the 
Mississippi and Missouri rivers increases gradually northward. from 
88 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, p. 218, 1917. 
89 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. 'XXXIV, p. 226, 1929. 
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about 1,200 feet at Tingley, near the south line of the state, to nearly 
1,500 feet west of Templeton in Carroll county.40 If these altitudes 'are 
used to project the plain northw~rd, it is found that it would pass above 
all the high points of northwestern Iowa. 
An uplift of the r~gion is postulated in order to allow the dissec-
tion of the gumbotil plain. In southern Iowa, where ,remnants of the 
gumbotil plain exist, the postulated uplift rests on firmer basis than 
in northwestern Iowa, where the uplift is merely inferred. The ques-
tion as to why northwestern Iowa was eroded more deeply than south-
ern Iowa, in spite of the fllct that it is farther up the Missouri valley, 
has not been satisfactorily answered. Possibly the uplift in northwest-
-ern Iowa was greater than in southern Iowa; possibly it occurred 
earlier. There exist in northwestern Iowa considerable areas of slight 
relief which by this hypothesis must be interpreted as having been re-
duced below'the original plain, and yet they are not at flood-plain level. 
The origin of these areas is not understood. 
The writer has attempte~ in earlier manuscripts to develop an ex-
planation of the unleached Kansan drift of northwestern Iowa as com-
pared with the Kansan drift farther south on the basis of difference 
in the composition of the drift; difference in topography and relief, 
as affecting the rate of alterations; difference in rainfall and other 
climatic factors. N one of these ~ttempts ha.s been satisfactory. . The 
chief difficulty has been to explain the apparent abrupt dropping out of 
the gumbotil and leached zone horizQns just south of our region. By 
all these interpretations these horizons should pass out gradually north-
ward or grade into some other alteration product. 
GRAVEL AND SAND MASSES INCLUDED IN THE TILL 
General Characteristics 
There is in the till of northwestern Iowa a large quantity of gravel 
and sand in the form of inclosed masses (gravel bowlders). These 
are known in both the Kansan and Iowan drift regions and are appar-
ently inclosed in both the Kansan and Iowan tills, although it is not 
possible in most cases to distinguish these tills. These gravel masses 
we~e observed in cuts and in the fresher· and steeper valley-side ex-
posures. When they are penetrated by bored or drilled wells they are 
usually reported as gravel layers but in dug wells thei~ true nature is 
40 Iewa Geal. Survey, Vel. XXXI~, p. 261, 1929. AlsO' Vel. XXVI, p. m, 1917. 
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revealed in most cases. Most wells which stop in gravel masses fail 
to furnish an adequate supply of water. 
The gravel masses range in size from small pockets a few inches 
across to huge masses 10 to 20 feet or more in diameter. Common 
dimensions are three to six feet. A mass exposed in a railway cut in 
section 6 of Douglas township, Ida county, about 10 miles south of 
Washta, is about 35 feet by 20 feet on the face of the cut and another 
in a Chicago & North Western railway cut just east of Sioux Rap-
ids is 20 to 25 feet across. 
Most of the sand and gravel masses are roughly equidimensional or 
compressed in a vertical direction, but some are irregular in shape. 
Most of them have a rounded form j but several were seen with cor-
ners projecting into the till in such ways as could have been assumed 
only when the gravel masses were frozen, 
The sand and gravel of the bowlders are, as a rule, stratified. The 
beds range in position from approximately horizontal to vertical, . and 
locally the layers are contorted . . The bedding of a particular bowlder 
is usually a unit, but a few'cases were observed which show faulting 
and some crushing, and in many cases the bedding is obliterated at 
the margins of the mass. 
The material of these bowlders is sand, fine gravel, and some silts. 
Most of it is slightly ferruginous so that an iron-stained dust is re-
leased when the gravel is displaced. There are a few masses com-
posed of strongly rusted gravel. In general the coarse gravel is rusted 
and partly decomposed, while the finer material is fresh and unaltered. 
The coarse-grained igneous pebbles are more decomposed than the finer-
grained ones and the darker colored va"rieties (containing mica and 
hornblende) more than the lighter colored. Most limestone peb-
bles are altered slightly at the surface and a few are altered to the. 
center or decomposed to clay ironstones. 
Seventeen analyses of gravel associated with till were made, but 
there is some question concerning the correct interpretation of a num-
ber of these as gravel bowlders. The analyses of the ten positive cases 
average 38 per cent igneous and 62 per cent sedimentary rocks,50 per 
cent being limestone. The average for the seventeen analyses is 41 
per cent igneous rocks and 59 per cent sedimentary. Small rounded 
balls of till (clay-balls) were seen in a few of the gravel bowlders. 
In most cases the till is fresh up to the edge of the gravel bowlder, 
but in a few cases a thin shell, concentric with the border, is stained, 
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altered, and partly cemented with ferruginous material. Also in a few 
cases the gravel- is cemented in a shell around the outside of the 
mass. This alteration and cementation is a contact phenomenon which 
has been produced since the inclusion of the gravel mass. 
Description of Some Typical Gravel Masses 
Little Sioux river valley across northern Buena Vista and southern Clay 
counties has been cut deeply into the till, and both natural and artificial ex-
posures along the valley show many gravel bowlders. This is in the Iowan 
drift region, but an' Iowan drift cannot commonly be differentiated from 
the Kansan, and the till of these bluffs is quite certainly Kansan. A large 
sand bowlder in a cut of the Chicago and North Western' railway just east 
-of Sioux Rapids has been noted .above (page 112), and gravel masses are 
numerous in several cuts a little farther east. In the southeast quarter of 
section 3, Barnes township, Buena Vista county, just east of where the 
railway crosses the terrace area, is a cut which, although old and slumped, 
showed a great number of sand bowlders. 
Near the top of the bluff north of the schoolhouse at Peterson there is 
a pit excavation 30 to 40 feet across and IS-to 20 feet deep. The material 
excavated was supplied by several large sand and gravel bowlders packed 
closely together. Some of the vertical contacts with the inclosing till were 
exposed. Some of the material is coarse gravel, some is fine sand, .and 
some is silt. . The material is stratified, and the beds now stand at various 
angles. N ear the top of the slope leading to the upland southwest of 
Peterson the road cut exposed a lens of sand SO feet long and 10 . feet 
thick. The material is ,slightly iro~-stained and around the edges of the 
mass is somewhat contorted. 
• A large sand bowlder was exposed iii. a road cut ~n the slope toward 
the river in the north half of section 26, Waterman township, O'Brien 
county, and at .about the center of section 14 of the same township the 
east bluff of Waterman creek showed several gravel bowlders, 4 to 10 
feet across, inclosed in ' Kansan till. 
Just east of the center of section 22, Brooke township, Buena Vista 
county, the west bank of a ravine exposed an old-looking ferruginous sand 
and gravel with some fine silty layers. The exposure had a length of about 
SO feet and rose 40 feet above the ravine bed to the top of the slope. In 
. either direction the ravine slope was grassed over . and the basal part of 
the exposure was too badly slumped to show material in place, but Kansan 
till was exposed in the ravine bed just south of. the exposure and rose 6 to 
8 feet above the ravine bed just north of the exposure, There is little 
doubt that this is a ' great gravel mass included in the Kansan till. The 
bedding of the mass dips slightly to the south and apparently back into 
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the bank to' the west. Ferrugino.us co.ncretio.nary cementatio.n has affected 
part o.f the sand and has fo.rmed irregular shaped masses, so.me o.f which 
are mo.re th~m a fo.o.t acro.ss. The material co.mpo.sing this mass is much 
mo.re deco.mpo.sed and altered than is co.mmo.nJo.r the gravel masses. 
In the no.rth bluff o.f Sto.rm lake, near the center o.f sectio.n 4, Hayes 
to.wnship, Buena Vista co.unty, there are several irregular masses o.f lo.ess-
like silt and sand. At several places the layers making up the masses are 
co.nto.ited and crumpled and even bro.ken o.ff, so. that they abut against o.ther 
parts o.f the mass in which the layers have a different angle . . 
In the no.rth part o.f Chero.kee, in an. alley just east o.f Seco.nd street 
and so.uth o.f Spruce street, a bank sho.wed a large mass o.f silt and sand 
partly inclo.sed in till. The material is so.mewhat co.nto.rted and the layers 
are in part steeply inclined. This expo.sure is 'probably · o.f Io.wan drift. 
A series o.f ro.ad cuts in ~ansan till in the no.rtheast quarter o.f sectio.n 28, 
Cherpkee to.wnship, sho.wed in 1916 a large number o.f inclo.sed gravel 
masses. The face o.f o.ne o.f these cuts near the no.rth line o.f the sectio.n 
sho.wed almo.st as much gravel as till. 
Other gravel masses were seen in the so.uth· bluff o.f Mill creek between 
the bridges in the no.rtheast quarter o.f sectjo.n 23, Chero.kee to.wnship.; in 
the bluffs o.f the creek valley o.f sectio.n 24, Cedar to.wnship; alo.ng the creek 
valley thro.ugh sectio.ns 11 and 10, Pilo.t to.wnship, so.uth o.f Chero.kee; 
and at many o.ther places thro.ugho.ut the area. In fact, mo.st large ex-
po.sures o.f till sho.w so.me o.f these gravel masses. Mo.st o.f the gravel ' . 
masses so. far described are in the Iowan drift regio.n, but the Io.wan drift 
is believed to' be very thin and the gravel masses are apparently in the 
Kansan till. 
In the south bank of' a . ravine in· the south part of sectio.n 10, Stockholm 
township, Crawfc;>rd county, about a quarter of a mile west of the railw~y 
there are several gravel bowlders four to ten feet in diameter and some 
smaller o.nes of sandy silt or silt. The material of these gravel bowlders is 
somewhat iron-stained and in o.ne case the gravel aro.und the border is 
partly cemented, while in another the surro.unding clay is iron-stained for 
two. to' three inches, concentric with the border of the bowlder. An analysis 
of pebbles from o.ne o.f these bowlders gave 30 per cent igneous ro.cks and 
70 per cent sedimentary ro.cks, 7 per cent o.f which were clay-balls. The 
layers of the gravel composing the bowlders are inclined. 
In the south bank o.f the ro.ad cut just east of the railway crossing in the 
east part of sectio.n 15, east o.f Sioux Falls, South Dakota, there is a mass 
of gravel completely inclosed in the Kansan till. The gravel is rather 
fresh and contains shale pebbles and dri.ft pebbles. The analyses showed 
49 per cent igneous rocks and 51 per cent sedimentary. The bedding of the 
mass . is inclined. 
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Masses of gravel inclosed in Kansan and Nebraskan till are present 
at many places in western and southern Iowa south of our region. 
Great masses of gravel, formerly interpreted as Aftonian gravels, in· 
Union county in southern Iowa and in Harrison and Monona counties 
in western Iowa, have been recently interpreted by Kay as lenses and 
irregularly shaped masses inclosed within the .tillY 
·The Origin of the Sand and Gravel Bowlders 
The presence of the rounded; rectangular or angular masses, of strati-:-
fied gravel, sand .and silt completely inclosed in the till has been noted. 
It has also 'been noted that some of these gravel masses have 'angular 
_ corners projecting into the till and that the layers of 'the masses have 
various positions. These points indicate that the gravel masses are 
fragments of larger deposits which were ·broken up, probably while 
they were in a frozen condition, and the fragments were incorporated 
like rock bowlders in the till. As to the origin and age of the gravel 
deposit 'that was thus broken up, two hypotheses may be considered. 
(1) It was an interglacial deposit whichexist~d in the region prior 
to the Kansan or Iowan ice epoch. (2) It was an outwash deposit 
laid down in front of the advancing Kansan or Iowan ice sheet, which 
a little .later plowed it up. 
An interglacial deposit should consist largely of well worn pebbles 
of the harder, more resistant types of rock that are left after the 
weaker ones have been worn out or decomposed. It would commonly 
. consist of leached material. By both of these cr~teria the gravel of 
these mass,es does not seem to be interglacial. 
In general appearance and freshness the pebbles of the gravel masses 
bear a close resemblance to pebbles picked directly from the Kansan or 
Iowan till. The clay-ball pebbles which are present in the gravel show 
that the material was not t;anspo~teq. far before its deposition. These 
clay-balls are of Kansan or Iowan till. 
The gravel masses are, therefore, considered to be contemporal'l;eous 
with the till sheet which incloses them and the grav,e1 is interpreted as 
having been deposited beyond the -front of the advancing ice sheet, 
which a little later plowed it up and incorporated fragments of the 
frozen mass in its drift. Deposition in openings beneath the ice or lOw 
~nough in,the ice to become inclosed in the till would a~so suffice. 
4l Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXIV, pp, 184-1~S. 
CHAPTER IV 
' THE LOESS 
General Characteristics and Distribution 
The Kansan and Iowan drift regions of northwestern Iowa are 
covered ",ith a mantle of fine-grained yellow clay known as loess. In 
the southwestern part of the area the loess has a considerable thickness, 
but it thins to the · northeast until it is almost negligible . . It crosses 
from the Kansan region east onto the Iowan area and continues to the, 
Wisconsin boundary. In the· regions where the loess is thick; it is 
commonly calcareous to the surface and in many exposures contains 
calcareous concretions and snail shells. Farther northeast, where the 
sl1rface is more even and the loess is thinner, it is leached in its upper 
part, or po'ssi~ly for its entire thickness, and shells and calcareous con-
cretions ar~ absent. 
The Region of Thick Loess 
The region withi~ which the loess covering is thick includes Wood-
bury county, IdCl;' county except the northeast part, .the southwest part 
of Sac county, and a belt along the east side of the Big Sioux -valley 
narrowing northward through western Plymouth, Sioux and Lyon 
counties. Within this area many road cuts on the, slopes or on the 
crests of the hills eXpose, 10 to 20' feet of loess. It is buff to yellow 
in color, commonly calcareous to the surface, contains concretions at 
many places, and in some · places is fossiliferous with snail shells. 
In the more recent road cuts the loess stands as cliffs. 
, The greatest thickness of the loess is found in a rugged belt five to 
ten miles wide just east of the Missouri ·river valley in Woodbury and 
southwestern Plym<;>uth ,counties: Here exposures of 30 to 50 feet or 
more of loess exist. The topography is rugged, made up of narrow 
ridges andpointed hills (figure 16). The slopes are steep and at many 
places almost bare of vegetation. The more prominent characteristics 
of this topography and much of the relief were produced by the deposi-
tion of the loess. The elevations of the hilltops of this belt are, in 
general, greater than.in the region to the east. It is an area of distinc-
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FIG. 16.-The topography of the loess·covered region north of Turin, Monona county. Snow 
partly covers the surface, especially to the lee, east, of the crests. (Shimek, Iowa 
Geological Survey, volume XX, p. 289.) 
tively loess-formed topography which continues southward along 
• Missouri river across western Iowa. 
The Northeast Border of the Thick Loess 
Along a belt on the northeast, the loess thins abruptly within a dis-
tance of a mile or less, so that there appears to be a loess boundary; 
This belt, within which the loess becomes so much thinner, leaves the 
Wisconsin drift boundary near the south line of Sac county and extends 
northwest across southwestern Sac, northeastern Ida, southwestern 
Cherokee "and southeastern Plymouth counties. West of the Floyd 
river valley it extends west of north through western Plymouth, Sioux 
and Lyon counties. The change is more abrupt in Sac and Ida coun-
ties than farther northwest and more abrupt where this belt follows 
valleys than where it crosses upland country. In some places it seems 
to be a definite boundary, but on the whole it is simply a zone within 
which the thinning of the bess is very marked. 
The zone within which the loess " thins " so notably is quite definite soutH 
of Wall Lake in Sac county through sections 33, 32 and 30 of Viola 
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township and sections 25 and 24 of Levey township. This is along the 
Iowan boundary. To the southwest is rough, Kansan topography with a 
relief of 50 to 100 feet and road cuts at the crests of the hills show 10 feet 
or more of loess. To the northeast the Iowan region is much less rugged, 
the relief is less, and the mantle of loess is only a few feet thick. A 
marked contrast exists along a small valley through sections 33 and 32 
of Clinton township, northwest of Wall Lake. In section 32 on the south-
west of this valley the topoglJaphy is rugged with a relief of 75 to 100 
feet, with very steep slopes and sharp crests, and the road cuts through 
these crests expose 15.1020 feet of loess without reaching its base. Across 
the valley in section 33, the general altitude is 30 to 50 .feet lower, the 
surface is moderately rolling, and loess is not prominent. A similar con- . 
trast exists along the Boyer valley in sections 34 of Clinton and 2 of 
Levey townships. In both of these cases the Iowan drift boundary is also 
the boundary of the thick loess. 
Northwest of Odebolt, toward Maple river, there are several places 
where the border of the thicker loess is definite. but it is not a continuous 
boundary. The loess is thickest on the higher points and there is com-
monly some group of hills or a divide where the thicker loess projects 
farther northeast than is general, and along · the northeast base of these 
hills the marked change is located. The first course of this type northwest 
of Odebolt is along the northeast base of a belt of hills in sections 21, 20 
and 18, Richland township. The base of this ridge at its east end is the 
Iowan boundary, but the boundary thence runs on north and lioes not 
continue along the northeast face of the ridge. This be.!t of loess-covered 
l.tills continues on west through Blain township, Ida county, as the divide 
between Odebolt and Elk creeks. Some hills with thick loess, however, 
exist on the divide north of Elk creek in the southwest corner of Silver 
Creek township and in southeastern Logan township in the angle between 
Buffalo creek and Maple river, where a -very marked contrast exists for 
a short distance. -
A very marked contrast exists along the course of Maple river valley 
from section 25 of Logan township, Ida county, north to section 22 of 
Galva township. Rugged topography with deep loess cuts exists to the 
west of the valley, while to the east it is less rugged and there are few 
. exposures of loess. 
At the south end of the Iowan drift region southeast of Odebolt 
there is a close co-ordination between the Iowan boundary and the edge 
of the thick loess deposit and it appears that the thick loess was depos-
ited. while the Iowan ice sheet protected the area on the northeast. 
• 
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Northwest of Odebolt through northeastern Icia county thes'e boun-
daries are not the same, the Iowan boundar.y as mapped being east of 
the edge of the thick loess. At Galva, the Iowan boundary comes to 
the east side of Mapl~ river valley, while thick loess covers the region 
west of the river. North of Galva there is no further relation between 
the two boundaries. , The Iowan boundary ru~s north-northwest across 
Cherokee and O'Brien counties. The edge , of the thick . loess runs 
west-northwest across northern Ida, southwestern Cherokee and south-
ern Plymouth counties. Westward the transition belt becomes broader 
and less definite and c'an hardly be considered a boundary. 
At a number of places along the north-south valleys more rugged 
topography exists, and the loess is thicker o~ the west slope than on 
the east. This feature is present in the case of several of the parallel 
valleys and is not a characteristic simply of the belt within which the 
loess becomes thinner but of the region of thick loess. This feature 
is shown along the West Floyd and other valleys of west central 
Plymouth county. 
The Region with Loess of Medium Thickness 
Over eastern Plymouth, western Cherokee, most of Sioux and west-
ern Lyon counties the Kaqsan drift region is rolling and the loess has 
a moderate thickness of five to fifteen feet. The relief varies from 
place to place, in general becoming more even to the north and the 
east. The preloess topography was rolling with similar features and 
relief 'and the deposition of the ~oess had little effect upon the topog-
raphy. It is a loess-mantled topography. Roadside exposures of the 
,loess are numerous along graded roads, the loess being commonly 
thicker on the slopes than on the crests of the ridges: On the more 
level surfaces the loes's , is leached for one to three feet, but on the 
steeper slopes where erosion is active it is commonly calcareous to the 
surface. 
The Region of Thin Loess 
The loess continues to thin to the east and northeast, decreasing to 
a mantle of two to five feet. This condition exists over the eastern 
part of the Kansan drift region in central Cherokee, southwestern 
O 'Brien, eastern Sioux and eastern Lyon counties and over all of the 
Iowan drift region east to the Wisconsin boundary. Most of this 
region is quite even, and exposures ov'er the uplands are few and shal-
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low. The natural exposures, being on the lower slopes of the valleys, 
do not commonly show' the loess, which has been removed from such 
positions, and one must depend largely on artificial exposures on the 
level surfaces for data as'to its thickness. 
Within this region the loess is leached in its upper p'art and at many 
places for its entire thickness, where this is less than five feet. Where 
the loess is· thicker than four to five feet, the basal part is unleached. 
The underlying till is commonly unleached even where the loess is 
entirely leached. The contact of the loess and the till is commonly 
definite. 
In Clay, O'Brien, southwestern Dickinson, and southeastern Osceola 
counties the loess is only two to three feet thick and the 'surface is very: 
level. When it is less than 20 feet thick this mantle is commonly not 
definite loess but a loesslike clay which may contain sand ,grains and 
pebbles throughout. When traced from the southwest it is veryevi-
dent that this is the continuation of the loess mantle. 
The very definite and characteristic loess of the southwestern conn-
ties of our area has been recognized as loess from the earliest geologic 
work done in the region. This includes the area of thick loess and 
that with' a mantle of five to fifteen feet. The material which overlies 
the Iowan region and the eastern edge of the Kansan region north 
of Cherokee. county, and which is commonly leached for its entire thick.: 
ness, has not previously been definitely recognized as loess. It was 
called loesslike clay or loam by the writer thrQugh much of the prog-
ress of the field work, and its identity with the loess to the southwest 
was not demonstrated until the summer of 1916, when a series of 
east-west tracings were made across the entire loess-covered region 
with a very careful study of the changes in the loess along these lines. 
In the region of thicker loess the yellow calcareous, concretion-bear-
ing, fossiliferous loess is seen at many places. In the region of thin-
ner loess there are few exposures and these show the noncalcareous, 
brownish yellow pebbleless loesslike clay. But within the region of, 
positive loess there are some exposures in which the upper part of the 
loess is leached and certain level areas' where the leached loess is 
general, and in these places the leached loess is identical with the loess-
like clay (leached loess) farther northeast. Scores of exposures were 
studied by the writer as he passed back and forth from the region of 
thick loess to that of thin loess and in this way the identity of the loess 
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of the entire region was established. The loess like clay of the thinly 
veneered areas is identical in origin with the distinctive loess of more 
deeply covered areas. 
Pebbles Within and on the Surface of the Loess 
In the region of thin loess and to a large extent elsewhere a few 
pebbles 'may be found within the loess, especially in its basal ' part. 
Their dis~ribution is of two types: ( 1) Pebble bands bedded in the 
loess, and (2) occasional pebbles scattered through the loess. Those of 
the first class are restricted to the basal 12 to 18 inches of the deposit 
and are found where the loess overlies gravel in the valleys, or on the 
I_ower slopes of the hills where the loess accumulated on a topography 
of some relief. In the case of the occasional pebbles scattered through 
the loess they are found in large part where the entire thickness of the 
loess is not more than three 'feet. It was found that many of these peb-
bles , could be shown to occupy old burrows of animals, and in many 
cases where the burrow was not at first apparent a careful examination 
revealed it. Not every pebble found in the loess was proved to be in 
a burrow, but a large percentage of them was found to be so located and 
probably practically all have had such an origin. The burrows .go 
from three to five feet beneath the surface and at some places are 
'quite numerous. In some cases where the burrows passed through 
the loess into gravel below, the burrows appeared like tubes of pebbles 
in the loess. Where the loess is more than four feet thick few of the 
burrows go through the loess and there is no opportunity for obtaining 
the pebbles. 
In almost any part of the loess-covered area it is possible to find a 
few pebbles on the surface ~r in the loess soil. They may be found 
along the public roads and less frequently in the fields. Ca'reful search 
along the road enabled the writer to find one or more pebbles along 
practically every quarter of a mile of road where the search was made 
within the loess area. There are several ways by which tht:se pebbles 
may have come to their present location. Where the' loess is thin they 
may be brought up by burrowing animals from the .drift beneath the 
loess. Many of 'the peb~les along the roads have dropped from the 
loads of gravel being' hauled along these roads. The pebbles in the 
fields may come with manure hauled from barn lots, most of which 
have gravel in them. Others may have been carried from neighboring 
valleys in the mud attached to wheels, or to the feet of animals of his-
• 
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to ric or prehistoric times. It may be noted that during a search for 
pebbles, especially along the roads, one also finds nails, pieces of coal, 
cinders, iron, glass and crockery, bottle caps, bases of shot gun shells, 
etc. All these things have come to their present 'location by accident 
and were not derived from the loess beneath and likewise the few peb-
bles are believed to have come by accident' to their position on the sur-
face of the loess and not from within the loess. 
Over much of the loess-covered region the loess does not completely 
. ' 
cover the surface but exists where 'conditions were more favorable for 
accumulation or where . erosion has been slight. The mantle of loess 
completely conceals the till where the surface is level or only slightly 
rolling, but on steep slopes the till is commonly exposed because ero-
sion has removed the loess. The east and north slopes of hills have 
a thicker loe~s mantle than the opposite slopes or the crests of the hills, 
which is explained by the prevailing west and .southwest winds and by 
the greater accumulation of the loess in the lee of the hills. Till is ex-
posed at the crests or on the upper slopes of many hills which farther 
down the slopes have a compi'ete loess covering. Under these condi-
tions pebbles from the drift near the crest of the hill are washed down 
the slope onto the loess. Many examples of this condition were ob- , 
s~rvedj where in ascending a loess-covered slope occasional pebbles were 
found and at the top of the slope the drift is exposed. It is not possible 
inall cases to show that the loess rests on the till, but it is possible to 
do this at man.Y places. An example of this was found west of LeMars 
in Plymouth county west of West Floyd river on the south line of 
section 12, Washington township. Cuts in. the lower slope show six 
to eight feet of loess without exposing the till but occasional pebbles 
are found on the road and in the gutters. Toward the crest of the hill 
just west of the southwest corner of section 12 the loess thins out .and 
the till rises to the surface. 
Another excellent exposure showing the relation of the till and the 
loess was seen in a road cut about 50 yards north of the southwest cor-
ner' of the section 12 noted above. The cut extends north-south and 
is at the crest of a slope leading down to a valley to t~e north. At the 
crest of the hill the Kansan till rises five feet above the base of the 
cut and is overlain by six feet of brownish pebbly leached material 
(fi:gure 17). In either direction from the crest the upper contact of 
the Kansan dips steeply and passes below the road grade, and the 
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brownish leached zone thins to one foot and becomes an old soil. There 
is no true loess in the section at the c~est of the hill, but below the 
crest in either direction it is present above the leached material and it 
Ole/Soil j 
FIG. 17.-Sketch of a road cut exposure 50 'yards north of the southwest corner of section 12, 
Washington township, Plymouth c9ul'ty. The sketch shows the relation of the loess 
to the pebbly leached clay , at the top of a pre loess hill, and to an old soil on the 
slop~s of this hill. 
thickens notably down the slopes, especia11y on the north slope, where 
it attains a thickness of at least 10 ,feet. Pebbles may be found lying 
on the loess on the lower slopes of the hill and no doubt they were 
washed down from the leached pebbly material exposed at the crest of 
the hill. If this were a sha110w cut it would be like scores of others 
which were seen but in which the source of the pebbles was not so 
evident. 
The most indefini~e part of the loess mantle is commonly found near 
the crests of the hills where the mantle is thin. It cannot in a11 cases 
be so definitely related to the till as in the exposure just described, for 
if the cut is sha11ow, the relation of the till to the loess is not evident, 
and the till may appear to be above the loess which covers the slope 
lower down. In a11 cases, .however, where an adequate cut exists it is 
evident that the sandy, pebbly material passes below the loess. This 
material at the crests may be distinctly different from the loess, as 'in 
the cut described above, or it may differ- from the loess only in the 
presence of a few pebbles. In the former case it has been derived from 
the till, while in the latter c31se the bringing in of a few pebbles by bur-
rowing animals or other means would suffice to explain the difference. 
Data Concerning the Nature and Thickness of the Loess 
A great numb'er of exposures showing the loess were studied and a 
few of the better sections, most of· which are artificial exposures, will 
be recorded. They are described in order from east to west along cer-
tain lines extending from the Wisconsin boundary westward across 
the Iowan and Kansan regions. This arrangement is fo11owed in or-
der to bring out the changes in thickness and nature' of the loess along 
these lines. 
• 
• 
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From Wall Lake W est across Southern Sac and Ida Counties.-At the 
town or Wall Lake in southern Sac county, a basement excavation just 
north of the water tank showed the following: 
F EET 
2. Loess, leached; including the soil . .. . . .. .... . .. . . . . . .. . ..... . . . . . . 5 
1. Loess, unleached, with a few concretions and some fine sand in thin 
seams at the base . . .. .. . .. .. . .. ... . . . .. .. ... . .... . . . ... .. ..... ... 3 
Wall Lake is less than two miles from the Wisconsin boundary, yet this 
material is unquestionably loess. . 
At the town of Odebolt, in southwestern Sac county, a basement ex-
cavation in the southwest p~rt of town exposed the following: 
F EET 
3. Loess, leached, and soil . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .... . . . .. . ... . .. ... . . 5 
2. Loess, unleached .... . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. ... . . .... . . . .. ....... . . . . : .... . 1 ~;'; 
1. Till, yellow ... .. ... . .... .. . . ... . . . . . ... .- .. .... . . . . '. . . . . • . . . . . . . .. 1 
,Another excavation one square farther south showed: 
F EET 
2. Loess, leache<,i, and soil ..... .... .. ... ................ .. .......... 4 
1. Till, yellow ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
, A trench on the main street in the east part of town exposed: 
FEET 
2. Loess, leached .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . , . ...... .. . .. ... ,.t . . .. : . . .. . .. . . . 3 
1. Sand, yellow, with pebbles .... : . . ... .. . . . .. : . . . . .... ..... ..... . . .. 6 
The trench exposure was open for 150 feet and showed no changes 
laterally. 
These exposures at Odebolt are just within the boundary of the Iowan 
drift region and the till beneath the loess may be Iowan till but it is not 
possible to differentiate it from the .Kansan tiil. 
Five and a half miles south of Odebolt, near the quarter-corner on the 
west of section 26, Wheeler township, a gravel pit in Porter creek valley 
showed the following: 
FEET 
3. Loess, leached ..... . .. . . . ...... . . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5 
2. Sand with seams of loesslike clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 30 
1. Gravel, fresh, clean .... .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . ... . . . . . . . ..... . . . .. .. 14 
In another part of the exposure the loess is seven feet thick and is leached 
to · a depth of only two feet. This is typical calcareous loess, containing 
concretions and a few small snail shells. This exposure is five miles beyond 
. ' 
the Iowan boundary, out in the rugged Kansan region, but the loess ma-
terial is the same as that at Odebolt and Wall Lake. The valley in which 
these gravels are located continues southward to Boyer river at Boyer, in 
Crawford county, and in its' lower course gravel material overlain by fossil-
bearing, calcareous loess is exposed in several railway and other cuts. 
At Arthur, in eastern Ida county, a basement excavation in the north . 
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part of town showed 40 feet of leached loess to the base of the opening. 
Arthur is three miles beyond the Iowan boundary in the region ,of un-
questioned Kansan drift and loess. yet this leached loess is identical with-
that found farther east at Odebolt and Wall Lake. The loess thickens to 
the west across southern Ida and Woodbury counties and is exposed in 
many road cuts. In many of the exposures on the slopes where erosion 
is active the unleached concretion-bearing loess comes to the surfa,ce. 
From Early W est across Northern Sac and Ida Counties.-At Early 
in west-central Sac county an excavation at the schoolhouse in the north-
west part of to:wn showed the following: 
F EET 
2. Loess, leached . . . ... . . . ......... ... . . ... . . ... .. ... , . ..... ; . ... ... 3 
1. Till, unleache~, yellow . . . ,... . . . ....... .. .... . ...... . ... . .. .. .. . . 4 
Early is less than two miles from the \Visconsin boundary, and exposures 
along the road leading north from Early show that the leached loess, about 
three feet thick, continues to the edge of the Wisconsin drift. 
About five miles northwest of Early a railway cut at the southwest 
corner of section 28, Eden township, showed the following : " 
FEET 
3. Loess, leached · . . ....... .. . . .. . .. . ... .. ............. . .. : . . . . . . . .. 3~ 
2. Loess, unle,ached . ... .. . ... .. ... .. . . • . .. . . ... . . .. ..... . .. . . . ... . . ~ 
1. Till, yellow-brown, with concretions ; apparently Kansan . ... '. . . . . .. 6 
At Schaller in northwestern Sac county the following section was meas-
ured: 
FEET 
4. Loess, leached ; including the soil . ... . . .. . .. ... .. . ....... . .. . ... . 3~ 
3. Loess, unleached .... .......... .. . .. .... . . . ...... . . . ..... . ..... . . ~ 
2. Sand ... . ... . . ... . .. . . .. . . . ..... . . . .. . . . .... . . . .. . .. ... . ... ... . ~ 
1. Till, unleached, yellow~brown . : . . . . : .. .... . . ... .. . .. .. .......... . . 2 
At Galva in northeastern Ida county a trench in the road in the south 
part of town showed the following: . . 
FEET 
4. Loess, leached ... . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. ... ,. .. .. ... . ... . . . . . . . . .. .. . 6 
3. Loess, unleached . . . .... . . .. .. . ..... ... ....... .. ... . . .. ...... . .. .. ! 
2. Sand with cobbles . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
1. Till, unleached, yellow .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . ... . ..... .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. ... 1 
Another exposure in the east part of town showed leached loess to the' 
bottom of a trench four feet deep. 
These exposures at Early, Schaller and Galva are within the Iowan drift 
region and , show the loess with thicknesses ranging from three to seVelt 
feet resting upon till which should be 'Iowan, but which could not be 
positively differentiated from Kansan in any of the exposures. 
West of the Maple valley at Galva is the unquestioned loess region and 
the unleached loess is exposed in many road cuts. N ear the northwest 
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corner o~ section 27, Galva township, on the west slope of the Maple river 
valley, a highway cut exposed, in 1927, the following section. 
FEET 
6. Loess, buff, leached } ...... ... . . .. .. .. .... .. ... . .. ... . '. . . . . .. 3 
5. Loess, buff! unleached P eorian .",.............................. 10 
4. Loess, gray, unleached . '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 
3. Loesslike material, brown, leached. Loveland..................... 2 
2. Till, leached. Kansan.................... . ...... . ...... . ... ..... 3 
1. Till, unleached. Kansan.... ..... . . ..... ... .... .. ..... . .... . .. .. .. 4 
This is a very interesting exposure in that it shows a leached zone at 
the top of the Kansan, and the overlying leached, loess like material, 
interpreted as Loveland, below the unleached base of, the Peorian loess. 
Exposures of this type are more usual in the, typical Kansan region of 
western Iowa farther south, but this is the most northern known exposure 
of this type in northwestern Iowa. 
At Holstein in north-centr.al Ida county a trench exposure on the street 
showed the following: 
FEET 
4. Loess, leached, including black soil .......................... . .. .. 4~ 
J. Loess, unleached, yellow-brown, mottled, with a few concretions .... 4~ 
2. Seam of sand.... .• . . .. ...... . .. . .... ......... . .. ... . ........... ~ 
1. Till, unleached, yellow., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
The divide cut on the railway one mile east of Holstein exposed the follow-
ing: 
FEET 
3. Loess, leached ..... . .... .... ...... .. . ... . .. . ..... .. ............ .. 4 
2. LQess, unleached ....... ....... . .... .... .... ... . ....... .. .... . .... 2 
1. Till, yellow, with concretions .... . .. .. . . .... . ......... . .... ... .... 3 
This series of exposures from Early through Schaller and Galva to 
Holstein extends from the Wisconsin boundary across the Iowan area into 
the unquestioned loess-covered Kansan. The loess is thicker to the west, 
and with this increased thickness the unleached zone appears, but the 
leached loess is the same at all places. Within a short distance west of 
Holstein the country is rugged and loess exposures are common in the 
road cuts, The · loess thickens to the west across Woodbury county , to 
Sioux' City, where loess .exposures 30 to SO feet deep may be seen. 
From Storm Lake across Buena Vista, Cherokee and Plymouth Coun-
ties.-At Storm Lake a basement excavation on the main street showed 
the following: 
. FEET 
4. Soil . . . .. . .. ... . .... .... . .. .. . .... .. ........ . .. ..... ... . . . ... . . .. 2 ' 
3. Loess, leached .............. . .................................... 2 
2. Loess, unleached .............................. ... ... .. ........... 1 
1. Till, yellow, unleached ... . . ... . . . ...... . . . ...... .. . .. ...... .. .. . .. . 2 
This exposure is within one mile of the Wisconsin boundary and in other 
exposures in the east part of town the loess 'may be found to, ,and possibly 
beneath, the Wisconsin drift. 
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At Alta excavations along the railway just west of the station and in the 
divide cut in the west part of town showed three feet of leached loess with 
soil overlying unleached grayish yellow till with some concretions. This is 
at the crest of the great divide. The till exposed here and at Storm Lake 
is the light yellow till phase that is interpreted as Iowan; 
. In southwestern Buena Vista county, in the southwest quarter of section 
21, Maple River township, a well boring passed through five feet of loess, 
and at th~ time of the writer's visit the well had been sunk to a depth of 
50 feet, all in yellow till. This is an exceptional thickness for the oxidized 
zone of the till. This locality is within the Iowan drift region, but most of 
this thickness probably is Kansan till. 
Just . east of the Little Sioux east of Cherokee along the south line of 
sections 25 and 30 there are a number of 'cuts which exposed four to six 
f~et of loess, and in at least two cases about a foot of unleached loess con-
taining concretions was shown beneath the leached material. The first cut 
east of the southwest corner of section 30, .Afton township, showed at the 
center till overlain by two to three feet of dark loesslike clay which contains 
some pebbles. . In either direction down the slope this material becomes 
thicker and grades into typical loess without pebbles. An exposure on the 
south side of the road east of a ravine on the north line of the northeast 
quarter of section 36, Cherokee township, showed a mantle of about three 
feet of leached loess resting directly on the unleached till. At the contact 
are several gravel masses partly inclosed in the till and overlain by the loess. 
These are included gravel masses in the till which were exposed at the 
surface at the time the mantle of loess was deposited . . 
At Cherokee, at the new hospital in the north part of town, about 50 
yards northwest of the building, a trench showed the following: 
FEET 
4. Soil .. . . . .. . ...... . .. . . .. . . .......... . ....... . ...... . .......... 2 
3. Loess, leached .. . .... : ... . ............................. . ........ 2~ 
2. Loess, unleached, with a few concretions and containing thin layers 
of fine sand at base . .... .. ............. . .. . .. . .. . . . ... . .. .. . . .... 1 
. 1. Sand with pebbles .. . ... .. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 2 
This exposure is on the high gravel be~ch of the Little Sioux valley, 
about 125 feet above the river. The position of the loess over the sand 
and gravel of the bench area shows that the gravel deposit of the high 
benches' is older than the loess. . A cut on Spruce street in the nortp .part 
of town just east of Second street shows thre~ feet of loesslike material 
overlying the gravel. The upper two ,feet of the zone is leached. 
In 1916 a road in the northeast part of section 28, Cherokee township, 
had been recently graded and showed a number of good sections. The first 
cut north of the Cherokee water tank showed the following: 
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FEET 
4, Loess, leached ; including the soil "" "" . . . ... : . . ..... . . .. . . .. . .. 4 
3. Loess, unleached .... . ..... . . . ... . .. . .... . .. . . . . . . . . .. . ... .. .. . . . 2 
2. Sand and pebble layer ...... ... . .. ..... ... . . . .. .. ... , .. ... .. . . ... ~ 
1. Till, yellow-brown, with concretions. Kansan . . .. .. ' . .. ... ..... . . . , 2 
The third cut north of the water tank, at a bend of ,the road, showed the 
following: 
FEET 
5. Loess, leached ; including the soil .. ...... ..... . .. . .. .... .. ........ . 4Yo 
4. Loess, unleached .................. .. .. .. ...... ........ .. ........ 1 Yo 
3. Loess, sandy .. .. .......... .. .. .. .... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. ...... ... 1 Yo 
2. Pebble and sand layer . ...... . .... .. .' . . .. . ... . . .... .. ........ .. .. Yo 
1. Till, yellow, with included gravel masses. Kat~san .. .. .. .. . ... . .... 2 
In the loess zone of this exposure a section of a small elephant tusk about 
six inches long was found. Other cuts northwest to the viaduct 3;cross the 
spur of the railway show similar exposures. The first road cut east of 
this viaduct showed : " ' 
F EET 
3. Loess, leached " .......... : ... .. ...... . .... J • • .' • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • . .. 6 
2. Loess, unleached . .. . .. ........ .. .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. . .. ... . .. ....... 2 
1. Sandy material, fine-grained, clayey · ... . .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. '.' . . .. .. .. 2 
A railway spur in the southeast quarter of section 21 and the north part 
of section 28, on the grounds of the Cherokee State Asylum, showed in 
1916 some newly made cuts. At the edge of the creek valley in the south-
east quarter of section 21 the cuts showed 30 feet of typical brownish 
yellow Kansan till with large included sand and gnivel masses. A thin 
.zone of leached loess was exposed at the top of the cut. 
The largest cut along this spur is at and just south of the north line of 
section 28. The Kansan till rises 15 to 20 feet in the cut and has included 
in it as lenses much material that is not typical Kansan . . Just south of the 
section line there are several masses of Nebraskan , till included in the 
Kansan. One of these, an elongate lens, is more than 50 yards long and six 
to eight feet thick and is somewhat mixed with yellow Kansan till. Another 
smaller mass consists of leached Nebraskan till. The upper contact of the 
till in this cut shows some small relief features not expressed in the present 
topography; that is, certain small irregularities in the till surface were 
filled in and obliterated by the sand and loess. 
At one place in this cut a section exposed by cleaning a strip down the 
face of the cut was as follows ': 
FEET 
9. Loess, leached ; including the soil ........ . .. ... ... . . .. ........ . . . . 6 
8. Loess, unleached .. . . ... .. . . ... . . . . .. . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 
7. Loess and fine sand in alternating layers . . . : ... .. . . . .. .. ....... . . . 4 
6. Pebble layer .. . .. ... .. . .... . ...... . : . . :.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
5. Till, unleached, yellow, with concretions .. .. . . . ...... . . . . ... : . . .. . 3 
4. Till, unleached, blue-gray, pebbly, with a few concretions ..... ...... 2 
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3. Clay, no~ca1carous; dark brown, 'pebbleless . .. .. ... .... : ........ . .. 3Y. ' 
2. Till, blue-gray, simtlar to No. 4 ... . .. : . .. . ... ... ... . .. .. . . .. . . '" 2Y. 
1. Till, yellow. Kansan .. .. . .. .... . .. . ' . ...... . .. . ... ..... . . . ... .... 2;~ 
• t ' 
All the material belpw the pebble layer (No.6) probably is Kansan drift, 
numbers 4, 3 and 2, ' which are not typical Kansan, being interpreted as 
included material. It appears that the noricalcareous brown clay (No.3) 
is material gathered up from some surface by the Kansan ice sheet. The 
marginal parts of this included mass became mixed with the Kansan till, 
forming horizons 4 and 2 above and belo~ it. The exposure was so badly 
slumped that it was not possible to determine the lateral extent of zone 3, 
but it is not present generally throughout the· cut. 
An alternative interpretation for the foregoing exposure is to extend 
the Iowan west of Mill creek and Little Sioux river and make zones 5 and 
4. Iowan till. Zone 3, the brown noncalcare~us, pebbleless clay, would then 
be the leached Loveland loess resting on Kansan till. An exposure along 
the highway in the northeast part of section 28 also showed some dark 
leached clay, but its relation to the till could not be determined. However, 
if ,the Iowan is extended west of Little Sioux river at Cherokee, one cannot 
see' why it should not extend on west across western Cherokee and Plym-
outh counties. It,seems better to interpret the noncalcareous material as an 
inclusion: 
Near the south end of this large cut, where the till had passed below the 
grade, the following section was measured. 
FEET 
3; Loess, leached ; including the soil ....... .. ... . . . ..... . . . ... ",... . .. 6 
2. Loess, unleached .... . .. . ...... ' . " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
1. Loess and fine sand in alternating layers . .. '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
A small cut at the level 9f the upl~nd just northwest of the , buildings 
showed: 
FEET 
3. Loess, leached; with soil .. . ... : . .. . .. . . . .. ... .. " . ... ': .. .. . .. . . ... 4Y. 
2. Loess, unleached- .. . . .. .. ...... . .. . .. . ....... .. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 1 
1. Till. Kansan .. ... . . . ... . . ... ... .. . . . . . ' . . .. .. . . . . .. . , ... ' .... . ... 2 
This illustrates the usual thinning of the loess on the hilltops as compared 
with the east or north slopes. 
AbOut a mile southwest of Cherokee, in the north part of the southeast 
quarter of section 33, on the north slope of a ravine valley, are some 
abandoned day pits which show the following section. 
FEET 
4. Loess, leached; including the soil . . . ... .. . .. . . . ... .. .. .. ...... .... 5 
3. Loess, unleached, containing a few concretions . ....... . ' . .. . .. . . . ... 15 
2. Loess, sandy, silty, with a few layers of fine sand .. . ... ... .... ..... 5 
1. Slumped to bottom of pit .... .. .. . . .. .. .... ... . . . .. . .. .... . . .. . . . 10 
The material in the lower part ~f the exposure (No.2) has a faint hori-
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zontal banding and may be partly water laid. It grades upward into the 
more typical loess, which here has an exceptional thickness for this region. 
Thl'! u~l~ach~d loe~~ (No.3) is filled with the ,brown threadlike roOtlet 
ihtpressions wp'ich-ar~ ddracteristic of the loess. Th'e top zone of leached' 
l~~s~ is the same as tli£t which is found in most road cuts. It 'is l>elieved~ 
that nudtber 2 ~lid p04ibly part o~ all of number 3 represent the Loveland': 
her~ dii-ec~ly overlain' by the Peorian. loess. This deposit was formerly! 
used 'for the manufacture of brick and tile. r 
Western Cherokee and eastern Plymouth counties have a loess mantle 
0'£ sufficient thickness to conceal the till on all but the steeper slopes. . The: 
shallow road cuts show dark soil passjng into the leached loesslike clay r . 
below. Some cuts of four feet or more in the loess show the unleached 
phase. An expos~re just south of the northwe'st corner of section 29,. 
She~idan township, Cherokee county, showed the usual horizons. 
FEET 
4. Loess, leached ........... . ....... .... ............ . .. .... ... . .... .. 3% 
." 3. Loess, . unleached ... ..... . .. . ...... '. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... 2 /.. 
. 2. Sand, fine, yellow .. .. .............. . .. . ... .......... ...... . . .... 1~2 
Jot 1. Till, yellow. Kattsa''l ........ . .... . .. . .. .... . ............. ... . .. . 1 
. ' On the west ~ide of the West Fork ~f Little Sioux river in the south part 
of section 23, Amherst township, a gravel pit showed the following sec-
tio!)" . which includes the horizons commonly existing along the valleys. 
FEET 
S. Loess, leached .... ........ . .. .. ........ . ............ : ...... .. .... 3 
4. Loess, unleached, with pebbles in basal 6 inches .. ... .. . .. ....... . . . 1 
3. Sand with pebbles and becoming more oIayey above . .... . .... .... .. 4 
2. Gravel, medium-grained, with .a few cobbles ....................... 5 
1. Till, fresh, yellow. Ka1l-Sa1l .... . ...... ... ... .. .. . ... .... .... ..... . 2 
Similar conditions continue for several miles west of LeMars, but· 
within the more rugged country the loess is thicker and the unleached · 
concretion-bearing phase is at the ,surface. 
About 40 rods south of the northwest corner of section 32 of Henry 
~ownship, Plymouth county, the following section was. e~posed. 
FEET ' 
2. Loess, buff, calcareous. Peorian . . ........... . ......... . ......... 8 
Contains many calcareous concretions and has some fine-grained sand 
in basal part. . 
1. Loess, brown'ish gray, leached. Loveland..... .............. .. .. ... 3~~ 
Contains some calcareous concretions, apparently of material carried 
in from above. . 
Another cut near by showed Kansan till beneath the brownish gray loess. 
O'Brien and Sioux Counties.-At Sutherland, in southeastern O'Brien 
county, at the southwest corner of town, a post. auget: hole was bored 
through soil and leached loess to a depth of thre'e ' feet and eight inches 
without reacping \he . basy of the loess. In the east part ' of . town' are ' 
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several pits in the gravel deposit along the 'headwaters of Murry creek that 
show 30 feet of leached loess overlying the gravel. 
Road cuts in northern Cherokee and O'Brien counties commonly show 
the black soil, which at a d~pth of 12 to 18 inches grades into 'the yellow 
leached loess, 'If t~e c::xposure is over three feet deep the unleached yellow 
till is commonly ~ho~n. ,A good series of road cl;1ts was exposed along the 
township line road ' lead~ng south from Primghar. 'One of these road cut~ 
'in the southwestqualt~~ ,6£ section 7, :aighland township, showed 30 feet 
:of leached loess', bverlying unleached till of the Iowan type. A road cut 
passing beneath the railway on the east line of section 12, Union township, 
showed five feet ',of leached loess over 12 feet of ' ligh~ yellow calcareous 
till which apparently is Iowan. An exposure near the southwest corner 
ef section 8, Liber;ty township, showed from above downward: (1) Leached 
'loess, 30 feet; (2) 'unleached gray gravel, 8 feet; (3) yellow Iowan till. 
, About half a 'mile north of the Sheldon railway station in a cut on the 
Chicago, St. P;:tul, Minneapolis and Omaha railway, the following section 
was measured. 
• FEET 
4, Soil." , ... .. .. : ... ........ ... ... . .. .. .. . : . : . :: . .. . ...... . ... . , .. 2 
3. Loess, leached . ............. .. .. . .. .. ... , .. , .. . .. . .... .. .. . ..... 1 ~ 
2. Loess, unleached ' .. . . ......... .... .. .... . , . . .......... '. . . . . . . . . .. Z% ' 
I 1. Till with ca1car~o~s. concretions .. .. ... ....... . . ... : ... . ... . . ...... 1 
Farther north near the crossing of Floyd river, abandoned gravd pits show 
a zone of leached loess three to five feet thick overlying the gravel. All 
these exposures of O'Brien county are in the Iowan region. . 
In Sioux county, Sheridan township, at the southwest corner of section 
_~9, an excavation for, a storm cave in the schoolhouse yard showed eight 
feet of loess, the larger .part of which is leached. Below the loess is a thin 
layer of sand and pebbles and then the unlea~hed Kansan till. Two miles 
north, at the southeast corner of section 18, in the schoolhouse yard, ma-
terial thrown from an excavation for a storm cave showed that the loess 
has a similar depth, for the till was not reached. At the northeast corner 
iof section 32, Lincbi~ to~nsnip.~ ,an excavation for a cistern showed 10 
feet o'f loess without reaching its' base. Careful search on the walls of the 
cistern and of the mp.terial thrown out did not show a single pebble. 
, Farther west in Sioux county, loess ex~sures are numerous but com-
monly show only the leached loess, except in the more rugged region near 
iBig Sioux river, where unleached concretion-bearing loess is found. 
Clay and DickinsonCounties.-In Clay c6unty, Douglas township, near 
the quarter-corner' on the south of section 25, an open trench showed the 
following: 
.' 
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FEET 
4. Soil .. . ... .. .. . ....... .. ... . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. ...... .. .. .... . .. . .. 1 
3. Loess, leached . . . .. . . .... ... .... ... ..... . .. .... ..... ... . . ..... .. 1 
2. Loess, ~nleached, with a few concretions ......... .. . ............ . ~ 
1. Till, yellow, with a few concretions . ' ,' ...... . .. . .... .. .... . ....... 2 
;this exposure is 'just half a mile west of the nQrth-south center line of 
Clay county and within fo'Ur miles of the Wisconsin boundary across the 
Little Sioux valley, but the loess horizon, although thin, is sufficiently well 
developed to be definitely recognized. To the north in central Clay county, 
towards Spencer, the loess horizon is thinner and. in some places, where it 
is less than two feet thick, it is not a definite loess zone. It forms, how-
ever, a thin mantle of dark to yellow clay commonly' concealing. the till 
and when it is traced from the counties to the west it is seen to be very 
I 
definitely' the equivalent of the loess. This is the condition over northern 
Clay and southwestern Dickinson counties outside the Wisconsin boundary. 
Osceola and Lyon Counties.-In southeastern Osceola county, Ha rison 
township, on the south line of the southwest quarter ofsectiqn 2, a post 
auger hole gave the following section. 
FEET 
3. Soil ............... . .............. .. : ............ .. ..... .... . ' .. 1~~ 
2. Loess, leached . .. ......... . ....... .. ....... ..... .. . . ..... .. : . . .. 2, 
1. Till, yellow ...................................... . ............. . 
On the west line of section 3, Harrison township, an open trench showed 
the following: 
FEET 
3. Soil . .......... .. . .... . .. . . ... .. . .... .. ..... .. ...... ... ..... ... 1 
2. Loess, unleached, with concretions and iron tubules ..... ..... ..... , 1~ 
1. Till, yellow .. .. ........ . .. ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 
On the north line of the northwest quarter of section 28, Ocheyedan town-
ship, apQst auger hole gave the following section. 
FEET 
3. Soil . ' ..... .. ........... . . . ; .... . . ... . ......... .. ... . . . ... . ... ... 1~ 
2. Loess, unleached, with concretioris .............. .. ......... . ..... _ 1~ 
1. Pebble zone .. . .......... ... .. . . . .............................. . 
All three of these sections are within one mile of the Wisconsin drift 
boundary and yet they show the loess horizon. 
Road cut exposures in southern Osceola county comm.only show the 
leached loess, which has a thickness of 2Yz feet and rests directly on the 
unleached till. I 
At Sibley, a. trench just east of the intersection of the main streets 
showed the following section: 
• FEET 
4. Fill, chiefly of black soil . ,. .. . . . . ................ . ............ .. 2 
3. Soil, dark, peaty, passing into leached loess ... .. . .. . . ... . .. ...... . 2~ 
2. Loess, unleached, with concretions and dark rootlike threads through 
it ............... . ..... .. ...... .. . ........ ..... ... .. ; . . . ........ 1 
1. Till, brownish yellow .. . . ...... . . .... .. .. . .... .. . ... .. . .. .. . .... 1 
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This trench was open from the intersection of the mairi streets south for 
two blocks to the Rock Island railway and the loess was essentially the 
same all the way. At the first street crossing (near Windsor Hotel) graveL 
appeared below the loess and thickened to the south . until the till dropped 
below the bottom of the trench. The gravel was said to be five feet thick 
near the railway. An open trench east of the park in the northeast part of 
town showed similar relations of the loess, till and gravel (figure 18, page 
143), and the gravel of the pits in the east part of Sibley is overlain by 
three to four feet of leached loess. 
At Little Rock, in northeastern Lyon county, a cellar excavation in the 
west part of town showed the following·: 
FEET 
4. Soil, passing to yellow clay at base . . . ..... . ........ .. .. ... . . ..... 1 v,' 
3. Loess, leached ........... . .. ..... ......... . ..... . .... . .. ..... .. . " 1 
2. Pebble band ........... ..... . .. . ......... . .. .. ..... . ............. ;4 
1. Till, unleached, yellow, with small calcareous concretions near the top 6 
Other exposures in the ~egion show 20 to 3 feet of leached loess, as 
near the southeast corner of section 35, at the northeast corner of section 
22, and near the southeast corner of section 18, all in Elgin township. All . 
of these exposures noted in Osceola and Lyon counties are in the Iowan 
drift region. Farther west, in Lyon county, on the Kansan region, the 
leached loess may be seen in many exposures, and in the more rolling 
country near the Big Sioux the unleached loess with concretions is com-
monly exposed. ' 
Southern Nobles County, Minnesota.~The · study of the loesslike clay 
was continued about 10 miles north of the state line to Adri(,l.n in Nobles 
county, Minnesota. At the southwest corner of section 28, Ransom town-
ship, less than two miles from the Wisconsin drift boundary, a post auger 
hole exposed 20 feet of soil and loessljke clay overlying yellow till with 
calcareous concretions. 
At the quarter-corner on the :east line of section 19, Little Rock town-
ship, a pOst hole showed the following section. 
FEET 
4. Soil, passing to leached loess ·below ..................... ... ....... IV, 
3. Gay, loesslike, slightly sandy and with a few concretions in lower 
6 inches ... ... .. .......... ... . . . .... ............................. 1 
2. Sandy pebbly zone ...... • ..... ... . . . . ................ . .... .... . . V, 
1. Till, yellow-brown, unleached, with small calcareous concretions . . .. 
At the quarter-corner on the east of section 12, Grand Prairie township, 
a p.ost hole showed the following: 
FEET 
3. Soil and leached loess . . .......... : ... . .•........ . ... . ........... 2V, 
2. Pebbly band .. .. . ' ........ ; ... . ' .' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V, 
1. Till, yellow ........ . . .......... ...... .. ........ ... ..... . ......... . 
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Three miles south of Adrian at the southeast corner of West Side town-
ship, a post hole showed the following: 
, FEET 
3. Soil, becoming yellow at base ... . .. . ...... .. . ...... . .... ... ...... 2 
2. Loess, unleached, slightly sandy .................. . ~ .. .. .. ... .. .. . 2 
1. Till, yellow-brown . ........ . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ 
The last three records are locatec;l along the crest of the ridge running 
,south from Adrian whiCh Wilder interpreted as the Altamont moraine42 
and are within the area mapped by Leverett and Sardeson as Wisconsin 
outside the , prominent moniine.48 . 
The l~ss mantle in the Adrian region is thin, as the area is far to the 
northeast of th~ region of thick'loess and so is similar to Clay and southern 
Dickinson counties farther south. ,The exposures east of Adrian are not 
of the typical leached loess, but sand grains exist more or less through-
out the whole of it. It is, however, the equivalent of the loess mantle. 
ORIGIN AND AGE OF THE LOESS 
That loess is of eolian origin has become firmly established.44 The 
chief source of the loess material of our region was the valley fiats of 
the great rivers forming the west line of the state; espeCially Misgouri 
river, and because the prev~i1ing winds of the region are ' fr~m the west, 
the thickness deposited and the extellt of the mantle are greater to the 
east than to the west of the valleys. The greatest thickness was depos~ 
ited near the Missouri and Big Sioux river valleys in western Woodbury 
and Plyt1lOUih counties, where thicknesses of 30 to 50 feet exist, pro-
ducing the distinctive loess-formed topography of that region. With 
increasing distance to the east and northeast the thickness of loess de~ 
posited decreased. It was 10 to 20 feet over Woodbury, Ida, south-
western Sac and western Plymouth counties; it ' was five to ten feet 
over western Cherokee, eastern Plymouth, Sioux and Lyon counties; it 
was three to six feet in northwestern Sac, eastern Cherokee, western 
Buena Vista, O'Brien and western Osceola counties; and it decreased 
to one to three feet in Clay and southwestern Dickinson counties. It 
covered all the Kansan drift region and all the Iowan drift region now 
exposed eastward to the Wisconsin boundary, although in Clay coun-
ty it was very thin. ., 
At the south end of the Iowan area 'm southwestetn "Sac countv·the 
, . . 
42 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. X. pp. 132·135, 1900. 
48 Minnesota Geel. Survey, Bull. 14, p. 51 and map in pocket. .' 
44 A bibliography on loess is given in Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXII, pp. 582·592. Professor 
Shimek discusses the matter brieRy, from the 'standpoint of the evidence of western Io~a, in 
Vol. XX, pp: 399·405, and lists in a footnote on page 399 some of his more important papers on 
the subiect. 
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tHickhess ' of t4e loess decreases abruptly at the ~owan boundary from 
10 to 20 feet on the, Kansan region to the south to three to fi~e ·.£eet. a}11 
the Iowan. ThiS; suggest;; that the Iowan region was prote~ted in. ~ome! ,-
wa,y, possibly by th~ 'pre ence of the ice, or that cqnd,itions were plOre 
ffl;vorable for ~c<;!ltntt1at'9n an the Kansan regiqn, . This ' ~brupt thin-
ning of the loess at the boundary is similar to the condition which 'ex-
ists around the southern' border of the Iowan area of northeastern ' 
Iowa. Farther northward, where the thick loess does not approach. the 
Iowan boundary, the thinner loess mantle passes across this boundary 
without any perceptible change. . 
Little evidence exists in northwestern Iowa as to the exact age of 
-the loess. This is due to the questions as to the exact agt; of the drift 
sheets of the region. Just south of our region in Crawford and Car-
roll counties the Missouri river loess mantles a mature erosional to-
pography which was developed from the Kansan gumbotil plain. It 
is, therefore, later than the erosion of the Kansan gumbotil plain. This 
loess mantle of Crawford and Carroll counties is without doubt the 
one th~t continues o'ver all of northwestern Iowa to the Wisconsin drift 
·boundary. The· loess terminates on the east at the Wisconsin boun-
dary, and in Carroll .county to the' south there are exposures showing 
the Wisconsin drift on top of the loess.45 The loess is, therefore, pre-
Wisconsin. ' 
It is generally agreed that the great loess deposit of the Missouri 
river region is of the same age as the great loess deposit of eastern 
Iowa, which is placed in the Peorian interglacial age and seems to have 
followed closely the Iowan ice age. If this correlation of the great 
loess deposits of western and eastern Iowa is correct, then it follows 
.thai. the loess of northwestern Iowa east to the Wisconsin boundary 
is Peorian in age . 
. The'significance of the determination recorded above, that th~ eq~iv­
alent of the Missouri river loess continues unbroken to the Wisconsin 
boundary, is that it makes the "intermediate" region pre-Missouri-river 
loess in age and, by the correlation noted above, pre-Peorian in age. 
Since the loess of this region rests directly upon a fresh, unleached till, 
it would seem to follow that this till is Iowan; that is, that the "inter-
mediate" region is an Iowan drift region in nor~hwestern Iowa, simi-
lar to the Iowan region in northeastern Iowa. However, this cotrela-
46 Iowa Geo!. Survey, Vo!' IX, pp. 89·92, 1899. 
l 
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tion of the till of the "intermediate" region with the Iowan, on the basis 
of .the freshness of . the till beneath the loess, is not very strong, since 
the till of all of northwestern Iowa over the Kansan region as well is 
fresh, unleached till, and it has not been possible in most -cases to dif-
ferentiate a till distinct from the Kansan in the "intermediate" region. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
, 
I, 
I 
I 
CHAPTER V 
THE VALLEY .GRAVELS 
Gravel deposits exist along many of the ,stream courses of north-
western Iowa. ' They are found along the larger rivers, along the 
medium-sized streams, along the small creeks even nearly to their heads 
on the uplands, and they fill in certain broad areas on the headwaters 
of some of the streams. As a rule the present stream channels are 
~ut into the gravel fillings , while the parts which remain form terraces 
which differ greatly in height, some of them being as much as 100 
feet above the streams. 
The valley gravels are present in both the Iowan and the Kansan 
drift regions. In both regions they lie upon unleached yellow till and 
are overlain by loesslike clay which has been shown to be the continua-
tion of' the Missouri river loess. There are also gravels within the 
valleys of the Wisconsin drift region, but these gravels are not dis-
cussed here. Several of the larger rivers of northwestern Iowa head 
northeastward within or along the Wisconsin drift margin and there-
fore must have carried drainage from the \Visconsin ice. This is true 
of Big Sioux, Rock, Little Sioux and Boyer rivers. The drainage 
basins of Floyd and Maple rivers, however, . are entirely beyond the 
margin of the Wisconsin ice. Also many of the tributaries of those 
stream valleys which carried Wisconsin drainage are entirely beyond 
the margin of the Wisc~'n~in ice. 
Most of the valley gravels appear to have originated within the 
Iowan drift region apparently as outwash from the Iowan ice sheet. 
, This material was gathered into the valleys of the Iowan area and some 
of it , was deposited there. Som~ of it was carried on southwest down 
the valleys into the Kansan region and deposited. This will account 
for most of the valley gravels of the Kansan region, but not for all 
of them. The gravels ot certain valleys of the Kansan region could 
not possibly have come from the Iowan ice sheet as here interpreted 
and mapped. In fact, it would probably be necessary to ext~nd the 
Iowan over all of northwe~tern Iowa, at least as far sotJth as Crawford 
and Carroll counties, to make ~uch an origin possible for all the grav.-
els. These gravels must, therefore, have originated in the Kansan 
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region. It'is not possible ,to distinguish the gravels of Iowan age 
. from those that originated in the Kansan region so alike are they in 
their general characteristics. Further, in both regions they rest on 
unleached till and are overlain by loess. 
, 
• NATURE OF THE GRAVELS , 
The material is mostly coarse sand and fine gravel, and the extremes 
in either direction, coarse gravel or silty sand, are rare. The mate-
bal 'is horizontally bedded, but not well assorted and the layers in 
inost\ases ' are ' lO to 12 inches thick rather than thin beds. Some 9f 
the layers are cross-bedded, with lens and basin sfructures. Ano~her 
~o~rrion : condition, ,especially along small valleys, is thick layers. of 
sand with small pebbles up to one or two inches in diameter scattered 
through it. , 
r T~~ rriatetial is distinctly fresh artll commonly is without the least 
mdkation of iton-rusting- or, other alteration. Much of 'the sand, 70 
'to 80 , pe,r 'cent of the whole, is 'qu:artz. ' A:mol1g the pebbles there are 
ininy kinds of rocks, but gr~1'4itPe~ton~ pebples are most abundant 
and ,give 'to' .the whol~ depbsif a light color. ' The average of eighty-
~ight '~nalys~s of IX:Qbl~s ,from ,the valley gravels is: 'Igneous rocks 
,37 ~pe'~ 'cent,' 'of ~hldi 23 per ,centf are granite,; and sedimentary rocks 
63 p~r cent, oJ whiclI 56 t:ier cent -are limestone (pages 176 to 180). 
The percehtage pf the igneous and other resistant kinds of pebbles is 
jar'geT'. dow~" the yalleys "and 16 the' west and ~Quthwest. In compari-
~on 'with the material"of ,the gravel hills, these valley gravels contain 
13 per cent 'more of igneous rocks. This is perhaps the result of the 
d~strqctipn pf the !=lay-balls and shale pebbles and a consequent rel-
; ~,tiv~ increase of other kinds. The number of limestone pebbles' worn 
'out largely offsets the relative increase due to the destruction of the 
tjay-b~lls, 'so tHat most, of the increase is in the igneous rock_'pebbles. 
1.', . -
f DISTRIB.u'TI'ON AND DESCRIPTION OF THE VALLEY GRAVELS 
The Big Sioux River Drainage Basin 
.!' . j ; , The Main Valley 
1 -Big Sioux river drained the east margin of the Dakota lobe of the 
Wisconsin Ice 'sheet from the head of the Coteau des Prairies south-
w,af-a to ~Canton, and received through its larger tributaries drainage 
,ffom the west margin of the Des Moines lobe. It also received the 
drainage from: the Iowan ice edge in southwestern Minnesota and in 
( 
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Lyon county, Iowa. The , valley contains a gravel deposit south of 
the northwest corner of Iowa and at several places this deposit . formsi 
pr ominent terraces. These gravels and these terraces were not stud-
ied in sufficient detail to separate the Iowan and Wisconsin, if in fact 
this can be done. 
N ear the northwest corner of the state, west and northwest of Granite 
(Plate I ) , there' is a terrace area two miles long and one-half to three-
fourths of a. mile wide (Granite terrace). The surface altitude is 1330 to 
1345 'feet above sea level; or 80 to 90 feet above the river. At the south . 
end of the bridge on the west line of section 19 just west of Granite, the 
terrace gravel is 20 feet thick and rests on Kansan till, which ' continues 
clown to the creek level, 20 to 25 feet lower. The north slope of the valley 
at this place shows 20 to 25 feet of fresh gravel and sand below the ter-, 
race. About a mile west of Granite, in the southwest quarter of section 
24, the , Chicago', Rock Island & Pacific Railway ,Company formerly, 
operated a gravel pit in the terrace. The following section was exposed .. 
in the pit and in a gully below. 
FEET ' 
4. Soil, . etc. .. .... .... . .. .... ... .. . .. .. . . . .. ..... . .. . .... . . . .. . .. . ... 3 
3. Bowlder bed, badly iron-rusted and partly cemented .. . . .. ... .. . . .. . 4 
The coarse-grained igneous bowlders are rotted, and the limestones 
are decayed to brown masses. 
2. Gravel and sand, relatively fresh .. ..... .. .. : ... . ... . . ... . .. . ... . . . 16 
1. Till, brownish yellow. Kansan .... .. ... . . . ... . .. . ............. .. . 35 
Continuous exposure · for 5 feet at top and at intervals for 30 feet. 
The gravel horizon in the two exposures noted has a thickness of about 
20 feet, but these exposures ' are located along the continuation of Blood 
Run valley across the terrace, and the average thickness of the deposit 
over the whole area is probably less. 
South of Blood Run the terrace continues as a p.arrower belt across 
sections 26 and 35 and is terminated 'by an eastward bend ot the river 
jhst south of the township line. It begins again in section 7, Centennial 
township, and with a width of about a mile continues south to Klondike 
(Klondike terrace). The Klondike terrace is only 45 to 55 feet above the 
river or 30 to 40 feet lower than the Granite terrace. The material was 
~een just east ' of the bridge at Klondike, where it is a coarse gravelly. 
d~po.sit, and in the north part of se<;tion 17, where it is largely coarse gravel 
~ith bowlders and is partly cemented. '1n the latter exposure the gravel 
(ests on a;tough dark drift which Shimek interpreted as "probable Nebras-
kan",46 
. From Klondike south to Canton the river follows the Iowa bluff, and , 
46 Shimek, B., Pleistocene of Sioux Falls and ,vicin it y: Bull. Geo!. Soc. Amer., Vo!' 23, p. 
144, 1912. 
r 
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the' Dakota side, although rising gradually, does not present a distinct 
terrace. Along this portion of the Big Sioux valley the Dakota lobe of 
ice pushed up to the river and such gravel deposits as exist are probably 
of Wisconsin age. 
South of Canton, terraces appear at various places along the valley to 
Hawarden and . Chatsworth. The river swings from side to side of the 
valley and the terraces are found here on one side and there on the other. 
The altitude of these benches is 20 to 30 feet above the river, decreasing 
southward. 
Rock River Valley 
Rock river heads il1 northeastern Pipestone county, Minnesota, on 
the slope of the Coteau des Prairies. It drains most of the Iowan 
belt in Minnesota and has the heads of its several branches in the edge 
of the Wisconsin region. Rock river enters Iowa at the center of the 
north line of Lyon county and flows southward and southwestward 
. across Lyon and northwestern Sioux counties to Big Sioux river; Aided 
by its tributaries from the east it drained about 50 miles of the \Vis-
cons in ice margin and an equal length of the Iowan belt.. It was, 
therefore, well located to receive gravel deposits from both of these 
ice shee~s. 
South of the state line the valley flat is about a mile wide, and 
much of this flat is a terrace about 25 feet above the river. Rock Rap-
ids, Doon .and Rock Valley are located on this terrace. At the mouth 
of Rock river valley the terrace unites with that of the Big Sioux, 
making a large level plain several miles across. 
At Rock Rapids the gravel is 25 to 30 feet thick and rests on yellow 
Kansan till. A pit about half a mile north of Rock Rapids showed cross-
bedding and basin structure and variations in the coarseness of the material. 
At Doon the gravel deposits have been extensively worked in the past by 
the Great Northern Railway .Company. A pit face here showed 25 feet 
o'f gravel, which was ' said to continue without change for at least five 
feet below the pit bottom. At Rock Valley the town well is 18 feet deep 
and is entirely in gravel, and the Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific 
Railway pit west of town has a depth of 20 feet, without reaching the 
base of the 'gravel. The material exposed at all these places along Rock 
River is relatively fresh, oxidized but unleached, and consists of sand 
and fine-grained gravel with few cobbles or bowlders. Cross-bedding, 
inclined-bedding and basin structure are common. 
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Tributaries of Rock River 
Little Rock River and Otter Creek.-Little Rock river, the principal 
tributary of . Rock river from the east, heads in southern Nobles county, 
Minnesota, within and along th~ Wisconsin drift margin. In Iowa it 
crosses the northwest corner of Osceola county and flows south and- west 
across eastern Lyon county to its union with Rock river. Its course 
southward to where Otter creek enters is within or along the margin of 
the Iowan area. This stream,- therefore, like Rock river carried both Iowan 
and Wisconsin drainage. There are gravel deposits along the valley at 
various places, forming indistinct benches which merge more or less 
gradu~lly with the flood-plain level which forms the ~ajor part of the area 
between the valley slopes. On the Lyon county map Wilder showed this 
area as a Wisconsin gravel train with a width of about half a mile and 
extending continuously along the stream. 
Just opposite Little Rock there is a low terrace 'with gravel exposures, 
and in the northeast part of the town is a small gravel pit in the terrace. 
The material is horizontally bedded and consists of fresh gravel and sand 
which is poorly assorted. The gravel of the pit is overlain by two feet •. 
of sandy, loesslike material which grades into the soil above. 
At George, 10 miles below Little Rock, the terrace on the north side of 
the valley is almost half a mile wide and 15 feet above the river. The 
south part of the village is on this terrace, and the town well, southeast 
of the railway station, has the following log. 
FEET 
4. Soil . . . .... . . . . ..... . ...... .. .. .. . ... .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. ... ..... . . 3 
3. Loesslike clay .... . .. .. .. .... . .... .. . . . ... . .. . . . ...... . . . .'... .... 7 
2. Gravel and sand, very fresh . . ; .. .. ................ . ........... . . . 12 
1. Yellow clay .. .. ... . ..... . .. .. .. . .. . .. . ......... . . . .. . . . ...... .. . 
Otter creek heads just within the Wisconsin drift margin north of 
Bigelow, Minnesota, flows south along this margin for several miles and 
at the time of maximum glacial advance drained about 10 miles of the ice-
margin. It has an irregular course southward across' western . Osceola 
county, and thence flows west and north in southeastern Lyon county to its 
union with Little Rock river southwest of George. Its entire course is 
within or along the margin of the Iowan drift region. 
This valley has very little gravel in its upper course near the Wisconsin 
drift margin, but from Gilman township in southwestern Osceola county 
across southeastern Lyon county gravel terraces are common. The material 
exposed in the terrace at Ashton is fresh, only the coarse-grained biotite 
granites being altered. An analysis of peQbles here s~owed the presence 
of 35 per cent igneous rocks and 65 per cent sedimentary rocks, 64 per 
cent of the latter being gray and buff limestones. On the county line 
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northeast of Matlock, Otter creek valley is a broad shallow depression 
with a broad flood plain and a: narrower gravel teTrace about 15 feet above 
the stream. . 
. 'Rat creek, a tributary of Otter creek in southeastern tyon cpunty, flow; 
in a broad ,sag' ls to 25 feet below the upland. The v~l1ey contains some' 
gravel, and indefinite low benches appear at several places. ,On the Lyon 
county map, Wilder J;Ily.pped a Wisconsin gravel train 'along, the entire, 
length of this cr~ek. The valley is in the Iowan drift· region, entirely , 
beyond the Wisconsin region, and aid not receive Wisconsin outwash. 
A rea East and Southeast of Sibley.-At the ,edge of Sibley there are .. 
some large gravel pits in a deposit that is not along any present stream, 
course. The ,deposit has an areal extent 'of at least 80 acres and underlies 
the east and south parts of Sibley. In the City pit 25 to 30 feet of gravel. 
and sand were exposed, and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway' 
pit to the' south showed 18 feet of gravel. The gravel rests on an 
uneven surface of un1eached till, which at one place in the City pit slopes 
{our feet in a horizontal distance of 30 feet, and greater irregularities are. 
said to exist. Several mounds of till appear in that part of the railway pit . 
from which the gravel has been removed. One of these con~ists of a mass 
of till , with the' gravel beneath it on at least one side, and in another the 
till has , irregular contacts with the surrounding gravel, and may also be 
an included mass of till. 
A small pit just west of the larger pits showed, in 1927, a lens of till 
25 feet across on the pit ,face and' four feet thick, at the top of the gravel 
horizon. It is light yellow ttn1eached till, resti'ng on un1eached gravel and 
is overlain by 3 y,; feet of leached loess. The gravel and till are certainly 
of the same age and certainly Iowan. 
The gravel of these pit~ is, in general, fresh. At the top is a zone of 
coarse material, several feet thick, which is iron-stained, and near Its 
base the gravel is in places stain~d a dark color. A well in this gravel area 
in the east part of Sibley stopped on a "cement rock" layer which is prob- : 
ably at the base of the gravel. Most of the dark coar~e-grained igneous ; 
rock pebbles are decayed so as to crumble easily, limestone pebbles are 
abundant and unaltered, and many layers or 1ami~re contain a large per~ ; 
'centage of grains of shale. The gravel is medium-grained and quite uni-: 
form. i3owlde~s are rare except at the base of the gravel, where they rest 
60' the till. ' ' ') 
A sewer pipe trench along ,the street just east of the City Park in the ; 
northeast part of Sibley was open in -August, 1911, and showed at the ' 
south, sand ' and gt;avel overlain by loess. To the north fresh 'till rose .. 
a:bove the level ' 9f the bottom of the ditch, the sand and gravel horizon } 
, . . )" '.. '" 
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Ithip.hed to zero, and the loess rested on the till. A sketch of .ihis :exposure 
,is ,shown in figure 18. The exposure wa,s apparep.tly at the edge '.pf th'e 
:gravel deposit and showed the relation of the gravel to the till ~nd . the 
.relation of the loess to both the gravel and till. ' None of the contacts 
sho~ed any alteration. Similar conditions were seen in an open trench 
along the north-south main street of Sibley at the street. crossing near the 
"Windsor Hotel (page 133). 
-: Two miles, southeast of Sibley, in the northeast quarter' of sectio~ 30, 
East Holman township, a gravel pit operated by the Chicago, Rock Island 
,& Pacific Railway Company exposed material similar to that at Sibley 
~x~ept ~hat the upper part is coarser and more bowldery. Eighteen feet 
,of g~avel was , exposed beneath a five-foot zone of loesslike clay . . A con-
siderable area south of this pit in sections 30 and 29 is quite level an,g 
js probabiy' underlain with gravel. ' , " , 
.: The mar.gi~ of the Wisconsin drift as traced by the writer, is o~ly~ a 
'few miles' to . the northeast of these deposits east and southeast of Sibley, 
,but 'tli.e small valleys leading away from this Wisconsin drift margin show 
~b indication of having carried outwash mat~rial, and the s~all va,liey '0; 
~ection 18, which passes near the deposit east of Sibley, did not head bac!c 
to the margin of the Wisconsin ice. Also these gravels are overlain by 
loess :which 'is older than the Wisconsin epoch and at one place are over-
lain by a great lens of Iowan till. In appearance and co~position these 
are ~he txpical valley gravels of the Iowan drift region. 
Tom Creek.-This creek drains . a part of northeastern Lyon county 
-near' the state line and enters Rock river at Rock Rapids. There are gravel 
ter-iaces along its course and fresh gravel and sand may be seen in several 
valley' pits in Midland township. A similar deposit is found along the north 
branch of Tom creek. ' 
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Tom creek and Little Rock river drain' the area in northeastern Lyon 
county mapped by Wil~er as Wisconsin outwash.41 Otter creek drains the 
similar outwash area in northwestern Osceola county. Although these 
areas have some gravel outside the ptesent valleys, it is not sufficient to 
form an outwash plain and they are not related to the Wisconsin boundary. 
Several of the more important gravel deposits along these valleys are 
overlain with loess and probably essentially all of the gravel is of Iowan age. 
Mud Creek."-This creek heads in the southern part of Rock county, 
Minnesota, and flows south by southeast across Lyon county to Rock 
river near Doon. From the state line southward the valley is broad with 
gentle slopes and a flat bottom. This flat :is, as a rule, a flood plain, but 
benches of gravel appear at many places. The gravel is fresh and consists 
of relatively resistant material. Jhree analyses of pebbles fromt benches 
along this valley show an average content of 51 per cent of igneous, rocks, 
which is 14 per cent higher than the average for pebbles from the valley 
gravels. Th~ analyses also show a high percentage of quartzites and cherts, 
which are · classed with the sedimentary- pebbles. This valley is entirely 
within the Kansan ' drift area and could not possibly have received any 
outwash from the Iowan area as here mapped. 
Rock river, Little Rock river and Otter creek all head at the Wis-
consin margin and therefore carried Wisconsin drainage. The head-
ward courses of Rock and , Little Rock rivers in Minnesota were not 
studied but the upper course of Otter creek valley does not contain 
much gravel. Further, the gravel of these valleys is overlain by the 
loess or loesslike clay that covers the Kansan and Iowan drift regions 
and which is older than the Wisconsin. These gravels are, therefore, 
believed to be of Iowan age. The gravels just east and southeast of 
Sibley, within the Iowan area and those along Tom creek in Midland 
township, just outside the Iowan area, apparently are of Iowan age. 
The gravels along Mud creek in western Lyon county could not have 
been derived from the Iowan and are believed to have been released 
from the Kansan till by erosion and to have accumulated in the valley. 
The greater dominance of the resistant types of pebbles might be thus 
accounted for. 
Small Tributaries of the Big Sioux 
N:one of the creeks considered under this heading is more than six to 
ten miles long and all lie. entirely within the. Kansan drift' region. The 
first of these south of the state line is Blood Run, which flows southwest-
.7 Iowa GeoL Survey; VoL X, p. 135 and map, 1900. 
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ward across Sioux township in northwestern Lyon county, and joins the 
Big Sioux valley west of Granite. The Granite terrace of the Big Sioux 
va:lley (page 139) continues into the mouth of Blood Run valley as far as 
Granite, and gravel deposits appear to the east along the valley through 
sections 20, 21 and 22. 
Plum creek enters the Big Sioux valley along the south edge of the Klon-
dike terrace a few miles south of Blood Run. This creek was not followed, 
but Beyer describes it as having a low indistinct terrace of small extent, 
and describes a pit exposure along the creek, three miles south of Larch-
wood, as showing seven to eight feet of clean sand and gravel resting on 
the blue clay.48 
Dry creek and Six Mile creek, in western Sioux county, have broad, 
- open valleys wjth narrow flood plains, and gravel deposits appear along 
them at various places, but nowhere do they form benches ' of any prom-
inence. Siniilar gravel ' deposits are found 'along the creeks of western 
Plymouth county, especially along Broken Kettle creek, and in this region 
the gravel is overlain by a deposit which is unquestionably loess. The 
gravel of all these small tributaries of the Big Sioux must have been de-
rived from the Kansan till. 
The Floyd River Drainage Basin 
The Main Valley 
N ext east of the Big S~oux lies the Floyd river basin. This is a 
smaller basin lying between the Big Sioux and the Little Sioux and is 
limited to the north by the spread of the basins of its larger neighbors. 
Floyd river heads in southern Osceola and northern O'Brien counties 
and flows south by southwest across eastern Sioux and central Ply-
mouth counties to Missouri river at Sioux City. The Floyd drain-
age basin is separated from the Wisconsin drift area by the high .di-
vide of southern Osceola county and certainly received no drainage 
from the Wisconsin ice. Its headwaters northeast of Sheldon are 
withiit the Iowan drift a,rea, of which it drains about 150 square 
miles. Southwest of Sheldon across Sioux and Plymouth counties 
the basin is within the Kansan drift region. 
In northwestern O'Brien county there are small benches in the Floyd 
valley 10 to 20 feet above the stream. Exposures in these benches are not 
common, but one on the west side of the valley on the north line of 
section21, Floyd township, showed three feet of horizontally bedded gravel 
overlain by about 18 inches of leached loess . 
• 8 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXIV, p. 426, 1914. 
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About one mjle 'north qf Sheldon on the south side of the Floyd valley 
.there r,s a large, abandoned gravel pit 'and there are also some smaller pits 
that are now being worked. In theabandoQed pit west of the railway the 
,following section was exp,osed. ' 
FEET ' 
3. Black soil .... , . . . . , ......... ' . . . .... , . . , , ... ' .. .. .. , .. , . . , . , , . . . . 1 ~ 
2. Loesslike clay, brownish yellow, leached, containing a few pebbles .. 4 
This member grades into the soil above, and in some places" by the 
inclusion of pebble bands, it grades into the gravel bed below. Al-
though not true loess in the lithological sense, this material is cer-
tainly the time equivalent of the loess. Loe!ls exists in the vicinity 
and rests on .the till, as may be seen in a railway cut between these 
pits and Sheldon (page 131). ' 
1. Sand and gravel horizon ., .................... , .. , .. ... . , .. . , . ,' 10 
This gravel is fine-grained with a few cobbles, and some of the sand 
layers show inclined laminre. The material of the layers changes 
horizontally in short distances so that any section taken fits only 
that particular pface. The base was not exposed at the pit face but 
part of the floor of the pit is a cemented zone of cross-bedded sand, 
probably at the base of ' the gravel horizon. 
In ~ small pit just north of the large abandoned pit, the gravel rests 
,on 1;1nleached brownish yellow till that may be either Kansan or Io:van. 
,A pit on the east side of the railway showed 12 feet of fine gravel. Several 
clay-balls (till) were found here, this being one of the few places where 
they were , seen in the valley gravels. This is within the lowan region and 
the gravels may have been carried only a short distance before deposition. 
Southwest of S~eldon, Floyd river has a broad, open valley with a 
gradually ~iClening valley flat. Patches of terrace about 10 feet above "the 
flood pI'ain exist at many places, and there are g.,avel pits in these terraces 
at Hospers, two miles north of Alton, at Alton, Seney, and LeMars (Plate 
I). At the east end of the Chicago & ' North Western railway bridge at 
Alton some pits expose 10 feet of gravel with thin layers of coarse sand, 
'Overlain by three feet of loesslike clay, which rises to an indistinct bench 
20 feet above the river. Other pits in a bench of similar height north oJ 
the railway station show the same loesslike zone overlying the gravel. 
A pit near. the river in the northwest part of LeMars showed the ,follow-
ing ,section ;49 
FEET 
5. Soil, sandy, black ... ..... .. , .... , ',' . .......... , , . , ... , .. , . , , ' ,' : ,, 4' 
4. Loesslike clay, leached ... .............................. , ..... , . . . 3~ 
3. Lgesslike clay,' unleach,ed, with thin layers of sand , ... , ........ , .. 6~ 
The upper part of this zone contains small ca\careo~s concretions. 
2. Gravel ... , ..... , . , .. , .. , ........ , ... , .. , . . . , .. , . . .... , ......... 3 , 
1. Sand with thin layers of silty sand ; .. , . . , ... , .. . .... .. , .. , . ..... . . 3 
The. calcareous material removed by leaching from zone number 4 has' 
been concentrated in the upper part of -?=one ,number 3 in the form of con-
...... '. 
49 This or a pit I\ear.by was described and figured by H , F . Bain in his report on Plymouth 
county. Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. VIII, p. 338 and Plate 29, figure 2. 
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cretions. These two zones are the time equivalent of the loess of the up- ' 
land and togther form a horizon much thicker here than faither up the' 
Floyd valley at Sheldon. Fr'om the pit of B. Erdman just west of the 
above several limb bones and pieces of deer horns have been taken. 
South-of LeMars the flat of the Floyd valley is a mile to a mile and a 
half wide, but it is all ess'entially at flood-plain level. This flat is probably 
underl,ain with gravel. 
The Floyd river valley contains gravels from its headwaters to its 
mouth. In the Iowan area above Sheldon these should be of Iowan 
age and those farther down the valley may also have been derived: from 
the Iowan area. However, tributary valleys which could, not have 
_received Iowan drainage, as the West Fork of Floyd river and Deep 
creek, contain similar gravels and if these latter were derived by the 
erosion of the Kansan till, then some Of those 'in ,the main 'valley may 
have been derived from the Kansan. 
Deep Creek Valley 
At LeMars Floyd river is joined by Deep creek, which rises in south-
western , O'Brien and southeastern Sioux counties and flows south to 
, ' 
Remsen and thence west to Floyd river. Fresh sand and fine gravel 
appear in benches along this creek, and exposures were seen in every 
section from Remsen to LeMars. The gravel horizon is overlain by 
yellow: lqesslih clay, as in the Floyd river valley. r 
,In the northwest quarter of section 5, Marion township, the terrace is 
30 feet above the creek, and a well on the terrace goes 45 feet into sand, 
or 15 feet below the stream level, without reaching the bottom of the 
sand. A pit in the northeast quarter of section 4, Marion township, one 
mile east of Oyens, operated by' C. H. Grimes, showed the following 
section. 
FEET 
4. Loesslike clay, leached ...... ::. ... .... .. .... ....................... 3 ' 
3. Loesslike clay, unleached, with a few bands of pebbles in the basal 
part . . , ', .. , ..... , .. , .. , ', ... ,',. , ' . " . , " ," ,. , . . .. .. ". , ... ... 3 
2, Gravel ..... . . , . . . .... . . , .. . ... . . . . . .. .... . .. . . , . ,.,., .. , . : " . . , . 3 
1. Sand and gravel; above water level ..... . .. ' .. , . . .. . ..... , . . , , ... : '. 6 
The pit was worked by a suction-dredge to a depth of about 20 feet below 
water level. The material is sand and fine gravel with some' cobbles. 
Several ver~ebne and other bone fragments hav.e been pumped up with 
the gravel. . 
In the lower course of Deep creek valley just northeast of LeMars there 1 
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are two pits from which gravel has been dredged beneath water level. One 
is located in the northeast quarter of section 10 and the other a mile 
farther west in the northeast quarter of section 9. The pit in section 10, 
now abandoned, showed the following exposure above water level. 
, FEET 
4. Soil, passing downward into yellow, sandy clay . ..... ... . .......... 6 
3. Alternating layers of fine sand and clayey sand, horizontally bedded 
and laminated ........... . ......... . ... ... . . . . .... . .. .. ....... ... 4 . 
2. Loesslike clay, qrownish, with thin partings of sand . ... . .. .. ... . .. . 6 
What are apparently' rootlet impressions penetrate this clay, and iron-
staining has taken place along these openings. 
1. Gravel, fresh, fine-grained, with a few cobbles 4 to 8 inches through; 
above water level .... . ....... . .. . ..... . ...... .... .. .. .. . ......... 10 
This pit can be worked to a depth of 47 feet below water level, where a 
layer is struck that is said to consist of fiat, slabby pebbles, too hard to be 
penetrated by the dredge scoop. The material from this pit is fine sand 
with very little gravel.' Details of stratification are of course unknown. 
At a depth of 25 feet a silty layer with stems and vegetable material is 
passed through. This was penetrated over the entire pit area, which is SO 
to 60 yards across. 
The pit in the northeast quarter of section 9 shows the following section 
above water level. 
FEET 
4. Soil, sandy, dark .......... . ....... . ,'.. .. . ...... .. ... ... .... . . . .. 3 
3. Clay, sandy, dark gray, leached ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 4 
2. ' Loesslike clay, unleached, containing thin layers of fine sand . ....... 15 
This is the usual material overlying the gravels but is here thicker and 
more sandy than common. . 
1. Gravel, fine, and sand; above water level . . .. .... . .. .. . . .... .. . . ... 5 
Gravel is dredged from this pit to a 'depth of 30 feet below water level. At 
this depth a layer of slabby pebbles is struck as in tpe other pit. .Prospect 
drill-holes have been sunk near by, one of which penetrated 58 feet of 
gravel below water level. As in the pit farther east, there is, at a depth 
of 20 to 25 feet, a dark silty layer containing vegetable material. 
A number of bones have been dredged up from these pits, but no evi-
dence could be obtained as to the horizon from which they came (page 
164). They are not greatly altered and have a more m9dern appearance 
than bones from the gravel deposits of western Iowa farther south. Six 
analyses of ,pebbles from the gravel deposit of Deep creek valley show an 
average content of 48 per cent igneous rocks, which is about 11 per cent 
higher than the average for all analyses made of the v;tlley gravels, indicat-
irig a greater wear and transportation. 
Deep creek is entirely in the Kansan drift region and the explanation 
of its thick gravel deposit is a rather difficult problem. The valley 
in which the gravel lies apparently goes through the glacial drift, at 
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least in part, for an exposure of Cretaceous rock exists -near the level 
of the creek in the southwest part of section 2, less than half a mile 
up the valley from ' the abandoned pit in section 10, where the gravel 
was worked to a depth of more than 40 feet below the creek level. 
Does this deep valley continue down Floyd river to·the Missouri? When 
was the valley eroded, and when was it filled with gravel? Much more . 
evidence concerning these gravel deposits is required before a satisfac-
tory explanation can be given. From the freshness of the gravels and 
their relation to the overlying loess, it is believed that they were de-
posited just before the loess deposition or approximately at the time of 
the Iowan glacial period. 
The Little Sioux River Drainage Basin· 
The Little Sioux is the largest of the southwestward flowing streams 
of western Iowa. In common with its chief tribut?-ry, the Ocheyedan, 
it heads on the Wisconsin drift plain, and after passing to the Iowan 
drift region near Milford in Dickinson county, it flows near the Wis-
consin drift margin south to the mouth of Brooke creek, in northwest-
ern Buena Vista county. It received the drainage of. the -Wisconsin 
ice front from a point east of Sibl~y tQ Storm Lake, a distance of about 
100 miles, and at the present time drains more than 1,000 square miles 
of the \Visconsin ,drift plain. From the mouth of Brooke creek to 
Cherokee the Little Sioux crosses the Iowan area and receives impor-
tant tributaries from this Iowan area from the north. On the whole, 
it drains more than 1,000 square miles of the Iowan drift region. 
Southwest of Cherokee the Little Sioux is on the Kansan drift region. 
The Headwaters of the Little Sioux above Spencer 
The Little Sioux river system above Spencer consists of the Little Sioux 
proper, the Ocheyedan with its tributary the Little Ocheyedan, and Stony 
creek, all of which have their upper courses within the Wisconsin drift 
region. There are gravel deposits at various places along the Little Sioux 
within the Wisconsin area in Dickinson county, but on the whole they 
do not form continuous terrace benches. 
The Okoboji outlet, which drains the lakes of north-central Dickinson 
county, joins the Little Sioux southwest of Milford. This course was 
the outlet of enormous floods of water during the Wisconsin ice epoch 
and there are great gravel deposits along the outlet and along the Little 
Sioux to the south. Gravel exposures are found in · the valley sides and 
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in pits on the_terrace. The thickness of the gravel is 10 to 20 feet and 
it is coarser and more rusty than is the gravel of most of the deposits 
that are beyond the reach of the Wisconsin ice drainage. Eight analyses 
of gravels from the Little Sioux valley between the Wisconsin boundary 
and Spencer show an average of 41 per cent igneous rocks, which is about 
5 per cent higher than the average igneous content of gravels found in . 
valleys that could not have received drainage from the Wisconsin ice. 
This gravel area extends as a terrace down the Little Sioux valley to 
the county line and south to Spencer. At Milford the terrace is 70 to 80 
feet above the river, but it declines to 50 feet at the county line, and to 20 
feet at Spencer, as shown in figure 19. In this distance the river falls 70 
FIG. 19.-Profiles along the Little Sioux river valley from west of Milford to Spencer, showing 
the gradient of the river and the gradient of the terrace. The· distance is measured 
along the central line of the gravel-filled area. 
feet while the terrace drops about 120 feet. The fall of the terrace 
measured along the center line of the filled belt is 6% feet per mile, and 
. the fall of the river along this same line is about four feet per mile. The 
fall of the river from west of Milford to Spencer, measured along its 
winding course, is 2% feet per mile. 
In the pits south of Milford the gravel is overlain by two to three feet of 
brown sandy, noncalcareous material with few pebbles. It is not the usual 
leached loess but bears some resemblance to it and, considering the location 
of the region, where the loess is almost absent on the up~and, this may be 
the equivalent of the loess. Such an interpretation of the overlying ma-
terial would make the gravel of the Milfotd bench pre-Wisconsin and 
place it with the valley gravels of the Iowan age. The more rusty charac-
ter of the gravel, the location of the deposit with respect to the Wisconsin 
drift boundary, and the decline of the bench southward ~o stream level at 
Spencer seem to separate this gravel deposit from the usual valley grav~ls 
and it is most probably Wisconsin outwash.. Gravels underlie the valley 
flats of Ocheyedan river and Stony creek, both of which head within the 
Wisconsin area and extend out onto the Iowan area to the south, but these 
flats are low, being little if any above· the flood-plain level. 
The valley flats of · the Ocheyedan, Stony creek and the Little Sioux 
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all unite in Riverton township west of Spencer in a large gravel area 
(Spencer flat) which extends from Everly eastward through Spencer 
to the southward bend of the Little Sioux southwest of Dickens. It 
covers the north half of Riverton township, a strip about two miles wide 
across Sioux township, and continues west and north up the Ocheyedan 
and Little Sioux valleys. About half of this ar,ea is a terrace 15 to 20 
feet above the river. Gravel exposures appear at many places. At the pit 
of the Spencer Cement Tile Company, the gravel is worked to a depth of 
about 20 feet by a suction-dredge which pumps the gravel from beneath 
ground water level. About 10 feet of material is exposed above water 
level, and this consists of cross-b'edded fine gravel and sand. Blue clay 
is said to uriderlie the gravel, and bowlders have been encountered toward 
-the base of the gravel. The gravel is overlain by a brown sandy material 
similar to that over the gravel at Milford. , 
Tributaries of the Little Sioux from the Wisconsin Drift Region 
From Spencer to t4e mouth of Brooke creek in the northwest part of 
Buena Vista county the Wisconsin boundary is along or near the east 
bluff of the Little Sioux and in this distance ~he valley must have 
received drainage from the Wisconsin ice. " 
East of Spencer the Little Sioux is joined by Meadow brook, which with , 
its sev:eral branches drains those parts of northeastern Clay and south-
eastern Dickinson counties which lie within the Wisconsin drift boundary. 
Small gravel deposits are present along this creek at many places in the 
Wisconsin region but not in quantities sufficient to form terraces. Five 
miles east of Spencer the Little Sioux IS joined by the outlet of Lost Island 
lake (Dickens outlet), and there are important gravel deposits along 
this valley south , and southeast of D,ickens. ' 
Through southeastern , Clay county and northern Buena Vista county 
west as far as Linn Grove n'o tributar~es of importance enter from the 
east. Elk creek, entering at Gillett Grove in southeastern Clay , county, 
has very little gravel along its course, although it drained about six miles 
of the Wisconsin ice 'margin and nOw drains probably a township of 
Wisconsin drift plain. Brooke creek, which flows north along the Wis-
consin drift margin to the Little Sioux, drained 18 miles of the Wisconsin 
ice ~argin. It has little gravel in its upper course, in \¥ ashington and ' 
Elk townships, but in its lower course, in Brooke township, there are thick 
gravel deposits into which the, creek and its tributaries have cut deep, nar-
row valleys. All these tributaries from the east between Spencer and 
Brooke creek drain the Wisconsin region. 
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Gravels of the Little Sioux Valley from 
Spencer to Its Mouth 
From the bend east of Spencer south to 
Gillett Grove, Little Sioux river flows 
through a narrow valley and there are 
practically no gravel deposits. Below Gil-
lett Grove, 111 Herdland township, there 
are some' small gravel terraces, ~hiefly 
along the east slope of the valley, which 
here marks the \Visconsin drift marg111. 
At Sioux Rapids the station of the Minne-
apolis and St. Louis Railway is on a bench 
about 50 feet above the river and a gravel 
pit just north of the railway station shows 
20 feet of gravel. To the west there are 
benches at several places, usually on the 
inner side of the gr~at bends of the valley. 
There are in places one, in places two, and 
in places three benches, and their altitudes 
above the river differ greatly. One com-
mon elevation is 45 to 60 feet above the 
rIver. All 'these benches are probably com-
posed of Wisconsin gravels derived from 
the 'Wisconsin ice front, which lay just to 
the east. 
From the mouth of Brooke creek to 
Cherokee the course of the Little Sioux is 
across the Iowan drift region. At the bend 
of the Little Sioux in southeastern O'Brien 
county, at the mouth of \Vaterman creek, 
there are gravel benches about 115 feet 
above the river, and only 15 to 25 feet 
below the adjoining upland. A gravel de-
posit at this level on the west line of sec-
tion 23, Waterman township, has a thick-
ness of 30 feet. This terrace continues 
up \Vaterman creek valley to the north 
and up Murry creek valley to Sutherland 
but is not present along the Little Sioux 
valley to the east. This is in accord with 
the .interpretation given elsewhere 50 that 
50 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 313-318, 1917. 
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the Little Sioux river came into its present course across the great divide 
in Wisconsin time and that Waterman creek is the northward continuation 
of the pre-Wisconsin Litt(e Sioux. 
South of the bend and in Cherokee county two bench levels are common; 
one near the upland, 100 to 120 feet above the river, and another 50 to ' 
55 feet above the river. The elevations of these benches along the Little 
Sioux valley across Cherokee and Woodbury counties are shown in figure 
20. In Spring township the higher terrace is found on the north line of 
section 2, in the southeast quarter of section 17, in the west half of sec-
tion 29, and at the lower ends of the valleys which enter in sections 16 and 
19. The lower terrace is found in 'sections 3, 2, 9, 16 and 29, and as a 
large area in sections 17, 20 and 30. At many places this terrace grades 
down to the flood-plain level. 
In Cherokee township the higher terrace is found in section 13, along 
the lower course of Mill creek, and southward to and through Cherokee. 
Lower terraces of considerable area are found north and south of Cherokee, 
and the town of Cherokee stands on such an area. There seems to be very 
little uniformity in the altitude of these benches. 
In section 14 there,are two pits in the terrace, which is here about 75 feet 
above the river, that go down into the deposit 50 and 60 feet, respectively. 
The material is sand and gravel, with a few bowlders.. Clay-balls are 
abundant locally. The material iS ' relatively fresh but oxidized, The pit 
of the Cherokee San.d and Gravel Company was 60 feet deep, and the 
bottom was on a bowlder zone which is said to rest on "blue clay". About 
80 rods south of this pit is the Gilleas pit which showed a fac~ 50 to 60 
feet high, made up of layers of coarse and fine gravel and sand. There are 
many cobbles and small bowlders in this pit, and some very large bowlders. 
On the basis of the evidence given elsewhere (page 57) that a great lens 
of till is interbedded with the upper part of this gravel, it is known to 
have accumulated during. the Iowan ice epoch. 
Just south of Cherokee in the southwest quarter of section 34 the 
Illinois Central Railway Company has removed the gravel from an area 
of severa.l acres, .An exposure in the east end of this pit showed till, 
probably Kansan, below about 20 feet of gravel. 
In Pilot township the most continuous terrace is 70 to 75 feet above ( 
the river, but other altitudes are represented. At Washta the lower ter-
race is not over 40 feet above the river, and the upper one is 95 feet 
above water level (figure 20). At Correctionville the terraces are still 
lower. being 30 and 80 feet above the river. Correctionville stands on the 
lower terrace'and the higher one is represented by benches at the mouth of, 
and within the valley of Pierson creek. 
The lower terrace is found in Keeron township south of Correctionville, 
\. 
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where there is a pit on the west line of section 15 ; at Anthon, where it is 
30 feet above 'the river; and in sections 17 and 18 of MUler township, three ' 
miles south of Anthon. Farther sOl.lth .terraces were not recognized, and 
practically all of the flat is flood plain, at an elevation of 20 to 25 feet above 
the river. 
The upper bench level was not positively identified south of Correction-
ville, bUf masses of gravel were seen at several places high up on the slopes 
of the valley . . In the southwest quarter of section 20, Miller township, 
there is some oxidized gravel 85 feet above the river; opposite Oto in sec-
tion 5 there is a gravel deposit about 100 feet above the river ; and in sec-' . 
tion 8 there is an exposure of sand 80 to 90. feet above the river. These 
materials are all more oxidized than the deposits found north 'of Correc-
tionville. . 
Since Little Sioux river drains so large an area of Wisconsin drift, 
it should have carried much Wisconsin drainage and much gravel along 
its valley should be of this age. If the course westward across the 
great watershed is a Wisconsin glacial diversion, then the gravel 
benches in this part of the valley must be of Wisconsin age. The 
. lower benches across Cherokee and \Voodbury counties may be of Wis-
consin age. The high bench beginning in southeastern O'Brien coun-
ty and continuing southward is continuous with benches in valleys 
that did not receive Wisconsin gravels. Also the gravel of this high 
bench is overlain by loess in the north part of 'Cherokee (page 127), 
inthe southwest part of section 31, Pilot township, and at a few other . 
places along the Little Sioux valley and at many places along the 
courses of the tributary valleys. This upper terrace is, therefore, pre-
loess in age and is interpreted as Iowan. 
Tributaries of the Little Sioux from the Iowan Drift Region 
All the tributary valleys of the Little Sioux from the west, be-
tween Spencer and Cherokee, drain the Iowan region and did not re-
ceive drainage from the Wisconsin ice, and yet these :valleys in Clay, 
O'Brien and Cherokee counties contain prominent gravel deposits, 
which continue in ' some cases to the heads of small valleys, whether. 
these head northward or to the. east or to the west toward some of the 
interstream divides. 
Willow Creek.-The first creek of importance which joins ·the Little 
Sioux from the west, south of Spencer, is Willow creek. ' Along its lower 
course in section 7, Herdland township, O'Brien county, there is a fresh 
, . 
GR,f. VELS IN WATERMAN VALLEY 
gravel deposit covering a large area and forming benches about 30 feet 
above the creek and 35 to 40 t"eet above Little Sioux rivet:. An analysis 
of pebbles showed the presence of 72 per cent sedimentary rocks, all of 
w:hich were limestone. ·These gravels are too far from the mouth 'of the 
valley to have-washed back from' the Little Sioux and therefore are not 
of Wisconsin age. They were derived from the Iowan region possibly 
during the Wisconsin epoch, for the elevation of the bench accords with 
that in the Little Sioux ~alley. 
Waterman and Murry Creeks.~In its upper course the valley of Water-
man creek, which drains eastern O'Brien county, is a broad sag 15 to 20 
feet below the general level, but it deepens within a short distance, so that 
.in its lower course it is more than 100 feet below the upland. In western 
Omega tqwnship there is a gravel bench 15 to 20 feet above the valley 
bottom, and gravel extends down to water level. The altitude of this 
bench above the stream increases greatly to the south ' so that in central 
Grant township it is 70 feet and near the mouth of Waterman creek more 
than 100 feet above the stream. Here it unites with the high-level bench 
of the Little Sioux valley. The relation of the slope of the terrace and 
the gradient of the creek is shown in figure 21. In Grant and Waterman 
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F,G. 21.-Profiles ·along Waterman creek valley from west of Hartley to its mouth, showing, 
A-B, the gradient of the stream, and, C-D, the gradient of the terrace. 
townships the terraces have ' considerable area and the gravel in most of 
them is 20 to 30 feet thick. Waterman creek and its tributaries have cut 
narrow, steep-sided valleys in the gravel-covered area, leaving level-topped 
spurs extending out toward the creek from either side and making a very 
rugged topography. The ,gravel material is very uniform, consisting of 
fine gravel wtth pebbles .and small cobbles. The sand is coarse- or medium-
grained, subangular, arid the larger grains are dominantly limestone and 
the smaller grains dominantly quartz. . 
Murry creek is a tributary of Waterman creek. It heads on the east 
slope of the high divide of O'Brien county, a mile north of Sutherland,' and 
flows south of east to Waterman creek. Its entire length is only about 10 
miles. Along its upper course at Sutherland there are several gravel 
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pits exposing 10 to 15 feet 'of fresh gravel which rests on glacial till and 
is overlain by two to three feet of loesslike clay (1eacl~ed loess). At 
Sutherland the gravel terrace is only 15 feet above the stream, but to the 
east its altitude increases as the stream descends, until at the mouth of the 
creek the terrace merges with the high-level benches of the Waterman an~ 
Little Sioux valleys at 110 feet above the valley bed. The terrace in this 
distance .drops 100 feet while the stream drops 200 feet. The slope of the 
terrace and the gradient of the stream are shown in figure 22. 
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FIG 2Z,-Profiles a long Murry creek valley from Sutherland to its mouth, showing, A-B, the 
gradient of the creek, and, C-D, the gradient of the terrace. 
This valley furnishes one of the best examples of the way the gravels 
exist in small valleys well out on the upland only a mile or so from the head 
of , the stream. It furnishes very positive evidence against the hypothesi~ 
of overwash from the Wisconsin ice margin to the north. The stream 
heads <;m a north-south divide and numerous streams flowing to the east 
and west drain the divide farther north. If water could have ' passed over 
the high divide south of Ocheyedan river, it would have been carried 
away either to the east or west by some one of a dozen valleys to the north 
of Sutherland. The 'altitude of the gravels at Sutherland is 1415to 1420 
feet above sea level. They are on the slopes of the highest watershed of 
northwestern Iowa. . 
'Mill Creek.-Mill creek, with its tributaries, drains central and southern 
O'Brien county and central northern Cherokee county. The territory 
which it drains in its upper part ,is quite level but farther ' south its basin is 
more rolling, and in northern Cherokee county it is rather rugged. Mill 
creek did not receive drainage from the Wisconsin ice, for its headwaters 
are all south of the high divide of southern Osceola county and 'their 
gathering grounds are limited on the north by the headwaters of Floyd 
r'iver and Waterman creek. However, the valleys of Mill creek and its 
tributaries contain gravel, which in many 'cases extends nearly to their 
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heads on the upland. This applies to creeks heading east anti west on the 
intervalley d~vides as well as to those heading northward. 
Three miles west of Primghar several branches of Mill creek unite, and 
at their union there is an almost level area covering several square miles 
which appears to be underlain with gravel. The area is not absolutely 
flat but rises gradually away from the creek a.nd its boundary is in some 
places quite ind.efinite. It has an altitude of about 15 feet above ,the creek 
but is not a definite terrace. Projections of this area extend up stream 
courses to the northwest, north and northeast, and it continues south 
beyond the center of Dale township. Wells near the quarter-corners on 
the south of section 33 and the east of section 32, Summit township; are 
20 feet deep in sand and 'gravel and one at the quarter-corner on the 
.south of 29 is said to be 40 '.feet deep and all in gravel. 
An east branch of Mill creek heads about two miles northeast of Prim-
ghar and flows southwest through northwestern Highland and eastern Dale 
townships. In sections 6 and 7 of Highland township, only a few miles 
from its head, this valley contains fl. gravel deposit with distinct benches 
15 feet above the creek. Two gravel 'pits ~n these benches show seven to 
eight feet of fine gravel and sand, overlain by two to four feet of leached 
loesslike clay. The stream has cut through the gravel, exposing the till 
beneath. Benches are found farther down 'the valley through Dale town-
ship, as in the southwest corner of section 13 and at the northwest corner 
of section 26. 
Near Paullina in Union township the benches are 20 to 25 feet above 
Mill creek;, and there are numerous exposures of gravel along the main 
valley and in the lower courses of tributaries. The gradient of Mill creek 
is greater than the slope of the terrace level and the elevation of the 
benches above the creek increases southward as shown in figure 23. 
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FI G. 23,-Profiles along Mill creek valley from central O'Brien county to its mouth showing, 
A-B, the gradient of the stream, and, C,-D, the gradient of the terrage, 
In section 28, Union township, there is alarge exposure in a bench 40 
to 45 feet above the stream. In part of the exposure the gravel apparently 
extends to the water level, but elsewhere it is underlain by about 10 feet of 
indefinite gray to brown silt or clay which rests on brownish yellow till, 
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apparently :Kansan. This clay material is probably the Loveland horizon. 
The gravel here is fresh fine gravel with much sand and is overlain by 
three to four feet of loesslike clay. On the south side of the , valley lin 
the west part of section 34 the bench is about 50' feet above the creek 
. (figure 23). The gravel horizon consists of 35 to 40 feet of fresh coarse 
sand with pebbles and cobbles scattered through it. It is overlain by four 
to six feet of loesslike clay and overlies till which rises six feet above the 
stream. 
Willow and Nelson creeks head in Liberty township north of Calumet, 
flow westward into Union township, tura southward, unite, and join 
MiU ,creek just beyond the county line. Willow creek has a number of 
, gravel hills along its slopes in Liberty township (pages 93 to 96) , but it 
does not have a prominent valley-gravel deposit. Below the turn to the 
south 'in eastern Union township gravel benches are common along these 
creeks, especially in sections ' 25, 26 and 36. On the south line of section 
24 a pit shows five feet of very fresh fine gravel, and a well on the bench 
along Nelson creek in the southwest quartet of section 23 penetrated 20 
feet of sand and gravel. A low area connects Nelson creek valley in the 
west part of section 23 with Mill creek valley in the south part of section 
1$. It suggests an old water course, but the surface is undulating and 
. does not appear to be underlain with gravel. 
Farther south in Cherokee county the quantity of gravel material along 
Mill creek is larger, although the benches have small areal extent and are 
, by no means continuous. The original width of the aggraded flat, as shown 
in figure 24, was about one mile, but much of this area has been cut out and 
is now in steep slopes or narrow flqod plain. The' altitude of'the benches 
above the ' creek increases southward (figure 23), so that on the south line 
of Cedar township they are' 75 to 80 fe~t above the creek and near the ' 
mouth of the valley they stand almost 100 feet above the stream. /fhe 
creek winds back anp forth from side to side of the valley, undercutting 
first one bank and then the other, and the gravel areas on the inner curves 
of the creek are found successively on alternate sides ' along the valley. r 
The Mill creek bench extends into the lower course of a tributary val ey 
in the northeast quarter of section 10 and the east half of section,3, 
Cherokee township, and from this valley a prong of the bench extends 
,southeast across · the northwest quarter of section 11 to the Little Sioux 
bench (figure 24). At the time' of maximum aggradation this prong 
(s~p'arated. an area of upland ~n the southwest part of section 11 and the 
.northwest part of section 14 from the upland to the north . 
. ' Minor Tributaries' in Cherokee County.-In section 11, Spring town- . 
ship, in the northeast corner of Cherokee county, a small creek enters the 
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Little Sioux from the east, and in · the northwest .quarter of section 12 
there are, benches along this valley lOS to 110' feet above the creek. The 
material ' exposed is relatively fresh ' sand ~ith pebbles, has a thickness of · 
FlG. 'Z4.-Map of a part of norther·n Cherokee county showing by the shaded area the ariginal 
extent of the aggraded flat · of Mill creek. Part of this area remain,; as terrace and 
, part has been cut out and now exists as steep slopes or flood plain. ·)" , 
(' 
10 to 20 feet, and rysts 0~ till. A thin 1ayer of gravel was sllen on the 
slope of this valJey -pear . its head tw~ miles farther east, in the northeast 
quart~r of. section, 7, Brooke township, Buena Vista county. 
Most of the east half of section 16, Spring township, is a terrace 110 
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feet above the Little Sioll:l~:, and a projection of this extends east up a 
valley through section 15. The creek flowing southward through sections 
18 and 19 of Spring township ~s bordered by benches 65 feet above the 
creek, "and the gravel, which is 20 to 30 feet thick, rests on till. Gravel 
benches exist also along the valley in sections 24 and 25, Cedar township, 
especially in its lower part, where they become continuous with the bench 
of the Little Sioux valley. In Cherokee township there are gravel deposits 
in tributary valleys in sections 1 and 13. 
In Pilot township two small creek valleys from the east contain notable 
gravel and silt deposits. One of these is in sections 10 and 11 and the 
other 'in the north parts of sections 22 and 23. The higher terrace of the 
Little Sioux valley continues into the lower end of the valley in section 10 
and is represented in this valley by gravel benches almost to the township 
corner. In most of the exposures the material is clean fi~e gravel and 
quartz sand, but at some places deposits of silty sand and iron-stained 
silty material are present. In the lower part of the vaHey the gravel and 
silt deposit rests on Nebraskan till, but in the upper course of the valley · 
it rests on Kansan till. 
The higher bench of the Little Sioux valley also extends into the mouth 
of the tributary valley in the north part of section 22 and is marked by 
small benches on the valley sides eastward beyond the central line of sec-
tion 23. At the mouth of the valley the terrac~ is 80 feet above the creek, 
but the gradient of the creek bed is so great that a mile east the benches 
are only 15 feet above the stream. In this distance the terrace rises 25 
feet but the creek rises 90 feet. Where the valley crosses the quarter-
seCtion line of section 23 the gravel rests on Kansan till, which in turn 
rests on Nebraskan till, but farther down the valley the Kansan till is 
absent arid the valley-filling rests on the Nebraskan. ' 
These two valleys of Pilot township are just outside the Iowan drift 
region but received Iowan drainage. Because of the bearing of the deposits , 
in the valleys on the question of the location of the Iowan boundary they 
were fully discussed on pages 72 to 77. " 
All the tributaries of the Little Sioux from the west between 
Spencer and Cherokee and the minor tributaries from the east in 
northeastern Cherokee county drain the Iowan drift region, and the 
gravels are interpreted as outwash from the Iowan ice sheet, col-
lected into the valleys which had been but slightly modified ~y the 
thin veneer of Iowan drift. 'In some places, as in the bluffs of Mill 
, creek in section 14 of Cherokee township north of, Cherokee (pages 
84 to 87) and in th~ gravel pits of the same section (page 57), the 
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gravels are interbedded with the till, showing an oscillation of the edge 
. of the ice sheet during the time of gravel accumulation. Mill creek 
and Waterman creek furnish the greatest examples of gravel deposits 
in the Iowan drift region. 
Tributaries of the Little Sioux in the Kansan Drift Region 
Through Cherokee and W oodbui:y counties, outside the Iowan boun-
dary, there are many small valleys, tributary to the Little Sioux, that 
have gravel in their lower courses. In general the benches of these 
valleys are continuous with those of the Little Sioux valley. In $ome 
cases the gravel may have been carried into the tributary valleys from 
the main valley, but in most cases it continues too far up the tributary 
valleys to have been derived in this way. 
, In Cherokee township there are gravel deposits in the valley from the 
northwest at Cherokee as far up as the central part of section 21 and in 
the valley which enters from the northwest just south of Cherokee. The 
higher bench of the Little Sioux valley continues into both of these valleys. 
These two small valleys are not far beyond the Iowan drift boundary as 
mapped, and there are some exposures in section 28 (page 129), sug-
gesting that the Iowan ice sheet may have crossed Mill creek and occupied 
the central part of Cherokee township. Such an extension would account , 
for the gravels of these two valleys as Iowan. However, there are other 
valley gravels in the Kansan region farther southwest which could not 
have been supplied by any possible extension of the Iowan region. 
In the lower course of Parry creek, which drains the western part of 
Pilot township, there are a few benches high up on the slopes about 70 
feet above the creek and about 35 feet above the lower terrace in the Little 
Sioux valley. Benches are found at intervals farther up the valley. Rock 
creek, which joins the Little Sioux north of the center of Willow township, 
also has along its lower course benches which are continuous with high, 
narrow benches along the Little Sioux valley to the north and south. These 
are present at intervals up the valley to the center of Rock township and 
decrease in altitude until they are only 15 feet above the creek. 
Opposite Correctionville, in northeastern Woodbury county, the high-
level bench of the Little Sioux valley, 80 feet above the river, continues 
into the lower end of Pierson creek valley. A gravel pit in this bench at the 
nortl1west corner of section 34, Union township, at the mouth of the valley, 
showed 23 feet of fine-grained gravel and sand. The Walsh Brothers' pit 
near the center of the southeast quarter of section 28, half a mile within 
the valley, showed 25 feet of gravel overlain by four feet of fine sand and 
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above this about three feet of leached loess. An abandoned pit at the cen-
, ter· of section 20, three miles within the valley, showed 10 feet of gravel 
over blue Kansan till and overlain by three to five feet of sand and sandy 
clay. Benches of gravel continue up the west branch of the creek to 
Pierson and are present in the lower course of the north branch. The 
material exposed in these pits is almost entirely clean quartz sand and fine 
gravel and is more worn than are the valley gravels farther north. Four 
analysei3 of pebbles from this valley show an average of 47 per cent igneous 
rocks, which is 10 per cent higher than the average of all valley gravels, and 
the sand averages about 95 per cent quartz grains. There are small snail 
shells in the gravel, and the pits in sections 34 and 28 have yielded some 
vertebrate remains (page 165). 
The material overlying the gravel of the benches in the lower course of 
Pierson creek valley is not usually distinctive loess, but leached loess over-
ljes the gravel at the Walsh pit and the sand and sandy clay of other 
exposures is undoubtedly the time' equivalent of the loess. The stratigraph-
ical position of the gravel below the loess is well shown on the north' l~ne 
of section 20 where a gully on the west 'slope of the north branch of the 
creek snows seven feet of loess, the upper three feet of which is leached, 
Qverlying 20 feet of gravel. The continuity of this gravel with that farther 
down the valley cannot be questioned, as this exposure is only half a mile . 
from the pit exposure of section 20. 
These tributary valleys south of Cherokee are entirely in the Kan-
san drift region and such deposits as they con!ain must have been de-
rived from the Kansan drift. The gravels and the benches of these 
valleys are continuous with those of the Little Sioux valley and ap-
parently were deposited at the same time. 
Maple River Drainage Basin 
Maple river ~eads in northeastern Cherokee county and flows south-
ward through eastern Cherokee and Ida counties to Ida Grove. Here 
it changes direction to southwest and holds this course to its ' union 
with the Little Sioux southeast of Onawa. In eastern Cherokee coun-
ty this river has a broad upland valley with a large flat, much of which 
is overflowed by the river at times of high water. In northeastern 
Ida county the valley 'becomes deeper where it enters the more· rugged 
part of the KClnsan drift r~gion and from here southward it is a broad, 
open valley more than 100 feet deep. 
The broad valley of Maple river through eastern Cherokee county prob~ 
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ably is underlain with gravel material, but the river has only a shallow 
channel and gravel was seen at only a few places. In Galva township of 
northeastern Ida county, gravel was seen in benches at the northwest corner 
of section 10 and in sections 22, 27 and 34. The valley joining Maple 
river valley at Galva is bordered by gravel benches through the north part 
of sectipn 23, and a p~t just north of Galva shows 10 feet of clean ,gravel 
and sand overlain by five feet of yellow loesslike clay or leached loess. 
AtJda Grove, Maple river is joined,by Odebolt creek from the east. On 
the south side of the latter, in the west part of section 19, Blain township, 
there is an exposure of about 15 feet of sand with a few pebbles, and there 
is an abandoned gravel pit just northeast of the railway station at Ida 
Grove. · 
- The headwaters of Maple river are entirely within the 'Iowan drift 
region and separated from the Wisconsin drift region by the high 
north-south divide of western Buena Vista county. No Wisconsin 
drainage could possibly have entered the valley. From section 20, 
Pitcher township, Cherokee county, to Galva in northeastern Ida coun-
ty, a distance of 13 miles, the Iowan boundary is mapped along the 
east side of Maple river. From Galva to Ida Grove the valley is out 
in the Kansan region, but its tributaries from the east head in the 
Iowan region. Southwest of Ida Grove the basin is ent'irely in the 
Kansan region. I The gravels of the Maple river basin are, therefore, 
assigned to the Iowan outwash in large part. The gravels in some 
tributary valleys southwest of Ida Grove, which drain only the Kan-
san region, must have been derived from the Kansan. 
Boyer River Drainage Basin 
Boyer river heads southwest of Storm lake in southern Buena Vista 
county and flows east of south to southern Sac county. In this por-
tion ~f its course it is four to six miles west of the Wis~onsin drift 
margin and received drainage from the Wisconsin ice by a bre·ak 
through the divide to the east just north of the Buena Vista-Sac 
county line and by the Wall lake outlet south of the town of Wall 
Lake. From southern' Sac county, Boyer river flows southwest across 
Crawford and Harrison counties to Missouri river. 
The headwaters of Boyer river above Early occupy broad, upland valleys, 
characteristic of the Iowan drift region. Flat areas, that apparently are 
underlain with gravel, are found along the valleys of Eden township, but 
the streams haye cut only shallow channels into them and exposures are 
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few. In Boyer Valley and Clinton townships the valley is deeper. Grave,l 
deposits were seen at a few places and may be of either Iowan or Wiscon-
sin age. In southern Clinton and northern Levey townships, near the 
Iowan boundary, the valley contains gravel benches, probably of Iowan 
gravels. . 
The Wall lake outlet connects the Boyer valley with the Wisconsin 
plain and with a great gravel deposit of Wisconsin age at the west end of 
Wall lake. The bottom of the outlet is a swampy flat, projections of which 
extend up small tributaries of the Boyer into northwest Levey township. 
Southwest of the Wall lake outlet, across Crawford county, the Boyer 
valley has steep slopes and a flat bottom which is at flood-plain level, and 
is in most places one-half to one mile wide. At a few places, especially 
at the mouths of tributary valleys, there are benches that look like remnants 
of a former valley filling. 
In a recent report on the Geology of Crawford county,51 Doctor 
Lees shows that gravels have a wide distribution in the valleys of 
Crawford county (pp. 328-338 and map, p. 362). They are present 
on the lower slopes of the valleys where they at places form benches 
and they exist over the upper slopes at places even to the upland level. 
They are on the slopes of a topography which is cut into the Kansan 
drift and are overlain by the loess mantle. As in the region farther 
north, they are present both in the large valleys that cross the county 
and carried drainage from the Iowan drift region, such as the Boyer 
valley, and in many of the smaller valleys that head out on the divides 
of the Kansan region. Their presence in these smaller 'valleys which 
are entirely in the Kansan region far beyond the Iowan boundary 
gives further evidence that the valley gravels were in part 'derived by 
the erosion of 'the Kansan till, as discussed on pages 168 to 170. 
FOSSILS FROM THE VALLEY GRAVELS 
The valley gravels, especially in the southern part of the area, have 
yielded some fossil remains. These include both vertebrates and mol-
lusks. 
The two deep pits just northeast of LeMars (pages 147 to 148) 
have yielded a number of bones. They were brought up by the dredge 
scoop and are said to come from different depths. Among the mate-
rial from these pits are elephant tusks and teeth, part of a pelvic girdle 
of an elephant, deer horns, horse teeth ' and a number of unidentified 
51 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXXII, 'pp. 241·362, 1927. 
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leg bones and vertebrre. Remains, chiefly deer horns, limb bones and 
vertebrre have been obtained also from the Erdman pit in the Floyd 
river valley in the northwest part of LeMars (page 147) and from the 
pit operated by C. H. Grimes in Deep creek valley one mile east of 
Oyens (page 147) . 
From the pit of the Cherokee Sand and Gravel Company north of 
Cherokee a tooth of Elephas columbi, an elephant tusk, and various 
small bone fragments have been taken. 
Two specimens obtained from the pit of the Walsh Brothers in 
Pierson creek valley west of Correctionville were identified by Dr. 
O. P. Hay52 as "a horn core and the base of a skull of a bison, both be-
longing to Bison occidentalis." The writer examined a large probos-
cidian tooth, a horn core, a horse tooth and some pieces of unidentified 
bones which were taken from the gravel pit of Paul Fleming, at the 
mouth of Pierson creek valley. A few miles soud). of C'orrectionville, 
within the Little Sioux valley, is the Gilleas gravel pit, from which a 
"buffalo head", deer horns, a worn tooth of Elephas primigenius and 
various bone fragments have been taken. 
Some proboscidian bones have been found in the gravel deposit 
of Rbck river at Rock Rapids. This locality is well out in the Kansan 
drift area, but the valley carried both Iowan and Wisconsin drainage. 
The bones found in the gravels of northwestern Iowa are, so far as 
known, . all isolated finds and many of the" bones are worn. No com-
plete skeletons have been found. The evidence is not such as to prove 
that the animals lived while the gravel was accumulating, although 
probably this was _true . 
. Small snail shells were found in the gravel at several places in the 
southern part of the area, mostly in the tributary valleys of the Little 
Sioux at or near their union with the main valley. They were found 
in coarse sand and fine gravel as well as in silty sand and silt deposits. 
In the creek valley in the northeast quarter of section 11, Pilot town-
ship, Cherokee county, gastropod shells were found in fresh coarse 
sand in a railway cut. In the next creek valley to the south, 'in the 
northeast quarter of section 22, small gastropod shells were found in 
a compact silt that forms part of the valley filling. 
The gravel in the Paul Fleming pit at the mouth of Pierson creek, 
opposite Correctionville, contains many snail shells. At least five spe-
52 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXIII, p. 74, 1914. 
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cies were collected here, although most of the shells belonged to one . 
species. 
South ' of our area, in Crawford county, shell-bearing gravels were 
found in two tributary valleys of the Boyer. Along Porter creek in 
Stockholm township, north of .the village of Boyer, there is a gravel 
deposit which forms benches 30 to 40 feet above the creek, and snail 
shells were found at several places in the fresh sand and fine gravel 
in these benches. At the lower end of the valley just southwest of 
Boyer, mussel shells (unios) were found in a brownish yellow to blue-
gray silt zone. Farther south in the southwest part of section 6, \Vash-
ington township, just above the mouth 9f the valley of Buck creek, 
which joins the Boyer near Arion, there is a bed of fresh, clean gravel 
which contains many gastropod shells. The zone is part of a 30-foot 
bank of sand and gravel which is overlain by fossiliferous loess. 
, All the gravels containing molluscan fossils and practically all those 
containing vertebrates lie outside the Iowan drift area. None of the 
gravels of the northern part of our area are fossiliferous. The depos-
its along Mill creek and elsewhere were examined carefully for fo~sils 
but none was found. South of Cherokee within two miles of the 
Iowan drift boundary fossiliferous gravels wer~ found and at ihany 
places to the south. The gravels deposited by the waters flowing out 
from the Wisconsin ice sheet and the Iowan gravels deposited within 
the. Iowan drift area evidently accumulated under conditions unfavor-
able for the gastropod fauna. 
ORIGIN AND AGE OF THE VALLEY. GRAVELS 
The term valley gravels is intended particularly for those gravels 
which occupy valleys in the Iowan drift area and are of Iowan age. 
In those valleys of the Iowan area that head back into the Wisconsin 
drift region and which, therefore, carried drainage from the Wiscon-
sin ice front, there, may al~o be gravels of vVisconsin age, but it was not 
possible in most cases to distinguish the two types. Further, there are 
similar gravels in many valleys of the Kansan drift region which 
could not have been reached by drainage from the Iowan or the Wis-
consin ice sheets and which, therefore, must have originated in some 
manner within the Kansan area. In ' the above discussion of the dis-
tribution of the gravels, all gravels occupying ,valleys have been treated, 
and in most of those cases in which valleys must have received drainage 
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from two ice sheets it was not possible to differentiate the gravels of 
different ages. 
In the Iowan dri ft region most of the ' gravels probably rest on 
Io~an till, although it is not as a rule possible to distinguish this till 
from the Kansan. ' In the valleys of the Kansan drift area the gravels 
rest on the Kansan till, except where the Kansan till had been entirely 
re~oved at the time of gravel deposition, as in the Little Sioux valley 
and the lower courses of some of its tributaries, in which case they rest 
on the Nebraskan till. 
In composition the gravels are like those of the clay-ball hills (pages 
90 to 102) and the inclosed gravel masses (pages 111 to 115) anddosely 
r-esemble the pebbles that may be picked from the Iowan and Kansan 
tills. Clay-balls and shale pebbles are not common, as they are in the 
.gravels of the gravel hills, indicating that the valley gravels were sub-
jected to some transportation; and yet they were not transported far 
enough to wear out the limestones or to round the pebbles, most of 
which are subimgular. Masses of Iowan till included in some of the 
gravel deposits, as in the gravel pits north of Cherokee (page 57), show 
that in ' these cases the Iowan ice was near. The composition is dis-
tinctly against an interglacial age. 
, The , gravels of both the Iowan and the Kansan drift regions are 
generally overlain by pebble less loesslike clay which is continuous with 
a similar . deposit over the upland. In the west and southwest parts 
of the area studied, this deposit over the upland is the undQubted loess; 
and over the ,remainder of the Kansan drift and over the Iowan drift 
this deposit, although thinner and in many places leached for its en-
tire thickness, is the time equivalent of the loess (page 120). The 
loesslike clay apparently was deposited soon after the gra~els, for 
the top of the gravel deposit does not show the least indicatiot; ofa 
weathered zone. In fact it appears that there was a transition from 
gravel deposition to deposition of loess like clay, for there is at many 
places alternation of the two materials near the contact and a recur-
rence of sand and pebble bands in the 'lower 12 to 18 inches of the 
loesslike .clay. The lower part of this loesslike clay shows banding 
in some exposures and must be water laid. The upper part must be 
eolian, a method of origin which would accord better with its tex-
ture and its general lack of bedding. The gravels apparently were 
deposited just before the formation of th~ Peorian loess. 
.1 
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Most of these valley gravels of northwestern Iowa were interpreted 
as Wisconsin gravels by Macbride and Wilder. At first they were in-
terpretedas being largely within the area of the Wisconsin drift, the 
boundary of that drift sheet being placed far enough southwest to 
include O'Brien county. Later, when the Wisconsin drift boundary 
was shifted to the Ocheyedan-Little Sioux course, the gravels of the 
extra-morainic region were interpreted as being due to waters which 
broke over the great divide and flooded the country to the southwest. 
With the margin located across Sac, Buena Vista, Clay, Dickinson and 
Osceola counties as described in the report of 1917,53 it is possible to 
determine which streams could have received drainage from the Wis-
consin ice. These are Big Sioux river; Rock river and its tributary, 
Little Rock river, with Otter creek; Little Sioux river and its tribu-
tary, Ocheyedan river; with the Little Ocheyedan; and Boyer river. The 
drainage courses of Floyd river, Mill creek, Waterman creek, Maple 
river and others which contain valley gravels could not have received 
Wisconsin drainage. Therefore, from the viewpoint of the possible 
distribution of Wisconsin outwash, the valley gravels could not all be 
of Wisconsin age. 
The great bulk of the valley gravels are here interpreted as of Iowan 
age,. deposited by the waters flowing out from the retreating Iowan ice 
front. The valleys had not been obliterated by the thin sheet of Iowan 
till (page 41) and from the beginning were stream courses and sites 
of deposition for the overloaded glacial waters. Where the waters 
passed beyond the Iowan drift area and deposited material in the val- . 
leys of the Kansan drift area the deposits occupy true erosion valleys 
and rest on either Kansan or Nebraskan till. This explanation applies 
to all the gravels in valleys that carried the drainage from the Iowan ice 
sheet. 
The gravels in those valleys of the Kansan area that could not have 
received drainage from the Iowan ice sheet are more difficult to inter.., 
pret. In general characteristics they are like those of the Iowan area 
and are overlain by the same loess deposit. Further,the benches 
formed by the gravels in those valleys of the Kansan area that did not 
carry Iowan drainage connect exactly with the benches in the main 
valleys that did carry Iowan drainage and these ' latter benches con-
tinue up the main valleys into the Iowan area. It appears, therefore, 
68 Iowa Geol. Survey, Vol. XXVI, pp. 255-293, 1917. 
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that the valley gravels and the resulting benches of the -Iowan and the 
Kansan regions are of the same age. 
The only difference of any significance noted for the gravels in 
those 'valleys of the Kansan area that did not receive Iowan drainage 
is that they contain a somewhat larger percentage of the more resistant 
kinds of pebbles. Thirteen analyses of pebbles from benches in val-
leys that are entirely in the Kansan drift average 47 per cent igneous 
rocks, while 42 an~lyses of pebbles from the valley gravels' of the 
Iowan drift area average only 27 per cent igneous. There is also a 
larger percentage of the resistant types of sedimentary rocks in the 
analyses from the Kansan drift region, where quartzites average 7 
per cent and cherts 4 per cent, while in ' the analyses from ' the Iowan 
drift area each of these types averages only 1 per cent. The sand 
likewise contains only the more resistant material, about 95 per cent of 
it being quartz grains. This all shows a greater amount of transpor-
tation and wear for this gravel of the Kansan region. 
It is believed that this gravel, in valleys of the Kansan region that 
were not reached by drainage from the Iowan ice sheet, was derived 
from the Kansan till, from which it was released by erosion, and that 
it collected in the valleys ' as the finer material was carried beyond the . 
region. The conditions under which fresh, unleached gravels would 
accumulate so widely in erosional valleys are not well understood. They 
may be climatic and associated with the decreased vegetation and 
increased erosiort of the Iowan ice age, during which, although the . 
ice did not actually cover the region, its climatic effects were strongly 
felt. . This would explain the agreement of bench levels and the con-
tinuity of the gravels and overlying loess of the two types of gravels, 
which indicate that they Were being accumulated at the same time. 
That is, the gravels released ~y erosion of Kansan till were being de-
posited in the tributary valleys while the main valleys were being ag-
graded by Iowan outwash. Of course, if this origin is applicable for 
those gravels of the valleys of the Kansan region which were not 
reached by the Iowan drainage, the same origin must hold for some of 
the gravels in those main valleys of the Kansan region which also car-
ried Iowan drainage. 
By this interpretation the accumulation of the gravels came after the 
uplift of the postulated gumbotil plain and after its erosion to a st~ge 
which had removed all remnants of the gumbotil and leached zones. 
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In the valleys there then accumulated the valley gravels. No leaching 
of the underlying till took place before the gr~vels were deposited and 
no leaching of the gravels took place before the deposition of the overly-
ing loess. The gravels were derived largely from unleached 'materials 
and accumulated relatively rapidly, for they are not leached, as , is 
commonly true of gravels that accumulate slowly duting an interglacial 
age. If these gravels were derived from the Kansan till by erosion 
and removal of the finer material as here outlined, they are remarkably 
fresh and unaltered for such an origin, since they cannot be distin-
guished from those of the Iowan region which are. interpreted as out-
wash gravels. Perhaps . this gravel accumulation was an incident of 
the declining stage of a period of more rapid, active erosion of the 
Kansan region during the Iowan ice age. 
CHAPTER VI 
ANALYSES OF PEBBLES 
During the progress of the work in: northwestern Iowa about 200 
analyses of pebbles from the several types of gravels were made. The 
method followed was to count out 100 pebbles just as they came from 
the gravel, ta.king all those above one-fourth inch and under two 
inches in diameter. These were then classified according to certain 
s~lected rock types and the percentages of the several types determined, 
as shown in the following tables'. 
These analyses were made -with the hope that a composition basis 
might be found for the separation of the several types of gravels, but 
the analyses from these several types are ,so similar that they cannot 
be used for this purpose. The variations within one type are commonly 
greater than the differences between the averages for the several types. , 
There are, however, a few distinctive characteristics, such as the pres-
ence of clay-balls in the gravels of the gravel hills, which can be used 
with a fair degree of accuracy in the differentiation of certain types of 
gravels. The study was, on the whole, so inconclusive that the data 
were not included in the report of 1917. The tabulated analyses are 
here presented for what value they may have. ' They should be of some 
assistance to anyone who contemplates a similar study in this region 
or elsewhere. 
Tables of Analyses of Pebbles 
For convenience of comparison the analyses of the several types are 
brought together here in one s~ction rather than distributed through 
the report where the several types of gravels are described and inter-
preted. In the tables which follow, the analyses are grouped according 
, to type of deposit, but a few of the placings are somewhat questionable. 
, A number of the analyses made are not included in the tables because 
they could not be definitely placed in one of the several types of depos-
its indicated by the headings of the several tables. 
One hundred sixty-two analyses of pebbles are here tabulated. They 
are grouped in eight tables which represent eight more or less definite 
types of gravels. The last column of each tab~e gives the aven~ge for 
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Granite-syenite 
-----
13 14 :~\ 24 26 28 17 19 26 20 14 27 18 23 19 20 Diorite-gab.bro 
- ----
2 2 8 
--
3 2 3 2 
-- --
I 6 1 2 2 
Basalt 
-------------
10 5 121 16 5 6 9 14 6 12 15 3 4 6 7 9 
Quartz 
--- ---------
2 1 3 1 1 2 2 
--
I 
--
3 4 3 1 2 2 
Miscel. igneous 
----
2 4 4 2 
--
2 1 
-- --
2 
-- --
3 
--
15 2 
Total igneous 
------
29 26 32 51 32 41 31 36 35 34 32 35 34 31 45 35 
Quartzite 
----------
3 3 10 
--
4 
--
4 2 6 
-- -- --
3 1 2 3 
Chert and flint 
-----
1 2 
-- --
I 2 1 ' 3 I 
-- --
3 1 1 1 1 
Limestone and dolo-
mite 
-------------
66 60 55 47 59 50 54 57 57 45 64 57 61 58 40 55 
Shale 
-------------- --
9 
-- --
I 5 
--
2 
--
I 
--
I . 1 5 5 2 
Sandstone 
-------- -
1 
--
3 
-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
I 0 
Clay-balls ---------7) -- -- -- -- -- -- 9 -- -- 17 -- -- -- I 5~1 2 Miscel. sedimentary __ -- -- 2 3 ~ 1 -- I 3 4 4 -- 3 2 Total sedimentary __ 71 74 68 49 68 59 69 64 65 66 68 65 66 69 65 
the analyses of that table, using the nearest unit number. Table IX 
presents a summary of the averages of the eight types represented 
by the eight tables. 
The several rock types selected for the classifi.c"ation are quite ,gen-
eral divisions and the determinations were made in the field from the 
freshly broken pebbles. The granite-syenite division is almost entirely 
granite but might include any light-colored coarse-grained igneous 
rock. Likewise the diorite-gabbro division might it;lclude any dark-
colored fine-grained igneous rocks. The light-colored fine-grained 
igneous rocks are very rare and are included in the miscellaneous 
igneous. The quartz pebbles are included in the total igneous. Only 
an occasional pebble of gneiss or schist was found and these are in-
chIded with the miscellaneous igneous. The quartzite pebbles are in-
cluded in the total sedimentary. 
The gravels of northwestern Iowa are, in general, quite fresh and 
unaltered. This is, of course, ' in keeping with the general freshness of 
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TABLE II 
Analyses of Pebbles from Valley Gravels of the Wisconsin Region 
Granite-syenite _____________________ _ 
Diorite-gabbro _____________________ _ 
Basalt _____________________________ _ 
<)uartz , _____________________ ~ _______ _ 
25 31 23 14 29 
2 1 1 
11 8 11 13 
2 2 1 
23 :~12i 37 31 4 2 
8 5\ 4 5 6 1 1 1 Miscel. igneous _____________________ _ 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 
Total igneous __________ :. ___________ _ 39 36 33 27 44 37 26 33 46 39 <)uartzite __________________________ _ 6 1 2 5 8 5 3 1 Chert and flint _____________________ _ 1 3 1 
Limestone and dolomite ____________ _ 55 58 65 65 46 53 52 59 50 53 Shale ______________________________ _ 4 19 2 1 6 Sandstone __________________________ _ 2 1 1 Clay-balls __ ~ _______________ , ________ _ 
Miscel'. sedimentary _________________ _ 
Total sedimentary __________________ _ 
the tills. In practically all the analyses limest<?ne and dolomite domi-
nate, being about one-half of the whole, and are almost entirely gray 
compact stone. Other types of sedimentary' rocks are not common, 
sandstone 'and shale being almost negligible. The second most abun-
dant type is granite, which constitutes about one-fourth of the whole 
and is dominantly pink in color. Basalt, including greenstone, com-
monly forms about 10 per cent, and other igneous rocks are not 
common. 
Table I gives the analyses of pebbles from till or gravel :within the 
Wisconsin region. The first three ' analyses Of this table are. of peb-
bles taken directly from the Wisconsin till; the remainder are of peb-
bles from gravel deposits associate4 with the till but do not include 
gravels in valleys. Table II records the analyses from gravels in 
valleys of the Wisconsin region, and Table III includes the analyses 
from gravels of probable Wisconsin age in valleys beyond the Wis-
cons in boundary. Tables I, II andIII include all the analyses of. grav-, 
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els interpreted as Wisconsin in age. The average of " the 43 analyses 
of these three tables is given in column 3a of Table IX. It shows no 
distinctive differences from "the gravels of the Iowan or Kansan 
regions. 
Table IV gives the analyses of the pebbles from the gravel hills 
of the Iowan regioq_ This type of gravel has a distinguishing charac-: 
teristic in the abunda~ce 'of clay-balls or small rounded masses of till. 
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TABLE VI, SHEET 1 
Analyses of Pebbles from Valley Gravels in Iowan Drainage Lines 
of the Kansan Region ' 
Granite-syenite ______ _ 
Diorite-gabbro ___ ___ _ 
Basalt ______________ _ 
Quartz _____________ _ 
Mjscel. igneous ______ _ 
Total igneous _______ _ 
Quai"tzite ___________ _ 
Chert and flint ______ _ 
Limestone and dolomite 
21 39 35 
2 2 __ 
8 19 13 
2 1 1 
__ 3 __ 
33 64 49 
723 
3 2 2 
57 32 46 
23' 30 
4 2 
15 13 1 __ 
I __ 
44 45 
5 2 3 __ 
48 53 
321 34 22 2 __ 7 
638 
1 1 2 
2 __ 4 
43 38 43 
348 1 3 __ 
53 55 45 
33 34 42 31 32 39 32 
5 5 2 __ 4 5 3 
6 4 12 18 13 4 10 2 __ __ 3 __ 4 1 
2 1 1 1 __ 1 1 
48 44 57 S3 49 53 47 
2 : 8 1 4 6 7 5 3 2 1 '2 __ __ 2 
47 46 38 41 45 40 46 Shale __ ,______________ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ o 
o 
o 
o 
Sandstone ___________ __ __ __ 
5~ 
Clay-pails _____ ~------ __ __ __ 
Miscel. sedimentary __ __ __ __ 
Total sedimen~ary __ _ 67 36 51 
Their P,resence indicates that this gravel was not transported far by 
running water. These clay-balls ate present in 19 of the 21 analyses 
of Table IV and average 12 per cent for the 21 analyses. Oneanalysis 
shows S9 per cent of clay-balls. Tbe presence of ' the clay-balls cuts 
down the percentages of other types of pebbles, so that granites, and 
igneous rocks as a whole" show lower percentages than in the .other 
types ,( Table IX, column 4). Table V records the analyses from val-
ley gravels of the Iowan region and Table VI the analyses from valley 
gravels in Iowan drainage' lines of the Kansan region. These two types 
do not contain clay-balls. Tables IV, V and VI include all the gravels 
interpreted a~ Iowan in age. The average of the 96 analyses of these 
three tables is given in column 6a of TaHe IX. It is low in granite and 
total igneous and high in limestone, clay-balls and total sedimentary, 
but the ,differences are not such as can be used to differentiate Iowan 
gravels. 
Table VII shows the analyses of valley gravels which are believed 
to' have been derived from Kansan till, and Table VIII shows analyses 
of ,gravels inclosed in, or associated with Kansan' till. ' The average 
-- ---.-
TABLE VI, SHEET 2 
Analyses of Pebbles from Valle)' Gravels in Iowati Drainage Lines of the Kansan Region 
Granite-syenite _____________ _ 
Diorite-gabbro _____________ _ 
Basalt ________________ ~-----
Q'uartz ____________________ _ 
Miscel. igneous _____________ _ 
Total igneous ---------------Quartzite _______ . ___________ _ 
Chert and flint ~ __ . ________ . __ _ 
Limestone and dolomite ____ _ 
Shale _________ . _____________ _ 
Sandstone __________________ _ 
Clay-balls _____________ :.. _.-.:c..-
Miscel. sedimentary ______ ' ___ _ 
Total sedimentary __ . ____ . ____ _ 
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TABLE VII 
Analyses of Pebbles irom Valley Gravels of the Kbnsan Region in Drainage Lines 
Not Reached by Towa1l or Wisconsin Drainage 
- c:i. c:i. c:i. 
c:i. c:i. ct ~..; it it ~ c:i. c:i. c: it d d it . it..; Eo< Eo< Eo< it it it Eo< E-<'" E-<u E-<u ~ a.: .. .. E-<..; E-<.; E-<.; u 
-gd cCI. . ~ a.: u . c:: *S, t' a. c:i. "-<, " -<, 
.§ e- CCI. ".:u .~ ... cU ~ CI." CI." 0" .2 ~ tu ~u 0 0 . 9..c .... 0-<, t~ t::.1 ... " . ~ " ;;Q "CI. ~fr ~fr .~ C . ~.= E-< > it " "Q ;;Q e" Co <= 0> c .. <A po> p-;; p-;; ... . 
-5::.1 <= • <= • ::.1, ::.1 . ::.1.; 
" 
," ... 
";i: ";i: " " " j~ 0" ot: ." .Q .Q . " -c:-a.: "C 8~ " .~ :0 oC 0 , .. . C 8~ .; 8 . 0 0 ~; Q:=: QCI. 0" 0 . ...; o '~ u~ u. u . ... u~ u- u-<= 
.=;i: "'z "'~ "'~ E-<W> ciZ ,eli Jvi .=" .s~ .s~ .=Z " 0 ~u ~Z "liZ ... ... tIl ... tIl ~~ U • u.,; ~~ 5_" 5 . 5 . gS" ~~ " . " . 8~ bo-c~ <l- Eo' so' :g1(l :g1(l .... e . e- e'" e . o . o . o . ... c ~d ~~ ~d "'u "'.; "'.; "'.u "'.; "'.; ou o,u ou u.; " .. 
..:IJl ..:IJl -" ri:Jl ri:Jl -" -" -u ;i:Jl ;i:Jl ;i:Jl ~Jj <~ ..:I til "'tIl "'tIl "'tIl "'tIl 
Granite-syenite 
------------
27 44 29 27 17 21 24 33 28 22 23 19 14 25 
Diorite-gabbro' 
------------
4 2 6 6 6 1 4 1 1 
--
3 
--
4 3 
Basalt 
--------------------
19 7 9 9 17 20 18 14 16 10 21 18 16 15 
Quartz ~ ---~------- - ------ -- -- 2 -- 3 1 4 3 2 3 7 -- 4 2 Miscel. igneous 
-----------
5 
-- --
I 
. ' --
4 2 
--
3 1 5 2 6 2 
Total igneous 
-------------
55 53 46 43 43 47 52 51 50 36 59 39 44 47 
Quartzite 
-----------------
7 11 7 11 6 
--
5 3 4 9 10 5 9 7 
Chert and flint 
------------
2 5 4 6 2 5 5 5 6 5 5 3 1 4 
Limestone and dolomite 
---
35 31 38 36 49 46 37 40 34 44 26 47 40 39 
Shale 
--------------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
0 
Sandstone 
---------------- -- -- --
3 
--
2 1 1 1 
-- --
3 2 1 
Clay-balls 
----------------- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --
0 
Miscel. sedimentary 1 
--
5 1 
-- -- -- --
5 6 
--
3 4 2 
Total sedimentary __ _______ 45 47 54 57 57 53 48 49 50 64 41 61 56 ' 53 
for the 23 analyses of tables VII, and VIII combined, being all the 
, Kansan-derived material! is shown in column 8a of Table IX. It is 
high in basalt and total igneous and low in limestone-- and total sedi-
mentary. In general, those gravels which are farther down the val-
leys to the south and southwest show a somewhat larger percentage 
of the more resistant rock types, such as basalt, quartzite, chert and 
flint. This is illustrated by comparing the analyses of columns 5, 6 
and 7 of Table IX. 
Table IX presents in summary form for ready comparison the aver-
ages of the several types of gravels in columns 1 to 8. Columns 3a, 
6a and '8a give the averages for all the analyses of gravels interpreted 
as Wisconsin, Iowan and Kansan in age, respectively. Column 7a 
shows the average of the analyses in tables V, VI and VII combined, 
which include all the typical valley gravels of the Iowan and Kansan 
regions, a total of 88 analyses. Column 9 gives the average for all 
the analyses of all types recorded in the eight tables. 
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TABLE VIn: 
Analyses of Pebbles from Gravel Masses Enclosed in, or Associated with' Till 
tha! Is Apparently Kansat~ 
d ,:, ~ 
", -;;; 
"' .. .. 
c:i. it~ c:i. >< 
it c:i. Eo< " -- • c:i. c:i. it g it ,,-:0 '0 
'" 
it it .~ Eo< "'0 it Eo< Cii Eo< e~ it ... Eo< Eo< ~;i "" Eo<~ Eo< ;:; u . ....:i .. .. _u ..... Eo<~ 8 .:: !tt="' " ~ .. - ..... .2 " .... ~ ~ ..- > ><~ it ~o 0 (,!) ;:3"> .c 
" 
.. " '" Po. Po. ,,~ ~ P,.; ~:;; .. . .. " " 0 ~Z " 8 '0 :;; Vi · J;i ." -.. " ~;i c;i 8~ 8'~ .. . -~ 0 0: llo.. U· u Eo<'" 
c;iCll .z u" u~ _z -CIl "Z "Z ... ... .. u 
" 
.. .... u~ UvS 8..: ,," ~N" 
c;i _ 8~ " ~ " - " . " 0 
" -
u~ "'- ~!IS :gl(! .aU .. -,,'" ,,'- .~ .... ~c.i 0 "" .... ~ ~ .. .... ... . ~~ ~d o . ~d ~o !'q.,j .. " .. " 0" 0 0 " .. ~cti .. ... Jl ... Jl oJl oJ! OJ! OJl UCIl uJ! ~Jl <Sl 
Granite-syenite _____________________ _ 12 22 30 25 20 23 30 31 19 26 24 
Diori.te-gabbro ______________________ _ 1 3 1 3 1 4 1 1 Basalt _____________________________ _ 5 9 · 5 5 5 3 15 12 12 14 9 <Juartz _____________________________ _ 1 2 2 2 2 1 
Miscel, igneous _____________________ _ 1 18 3 6 6 3 Total igneous ______________________ _ 19 35 56 30 30 27 52 50 33 48 38 <Juartzite ___________________________ _ 12 6 9 3 1 4 3 2 4 
Chert and flint _____________________ _ 4 10 1 1 2 7 3 
Limestone and dolomite ____________ _ 50 59 13 64 68 64 39 42 62 37 50 Shale ______________________________ _ 3 6 6 1 Sandstone __________________________ _ 0 Clay-balls ___________ ..: ______________ _ 12 1 
Miscel. sedimentary _________ ..: _______ _ 
Total sedimentary . __________________ _ 12 2 7 3 6 3 81 65 44 70 70 73 48 501 67 52 62 
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TABLE IX 
Summary of Averages of Analyses of Pebbles from the Several Types of Gravel 
Granite-syenite _______________ 20 26 29 25118 18 28 21 25 23 24 
Diorite-gabbro _____ .___________ 2 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 3 2 1 
Basalt __________________ ____ _ 9 7 7 8 4 7 12 8 15 10 9 
Quartz _______________________ 2 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 '2 1 3 
Miscel.igneous _______________ 2 1 2 2 __ __ 1 1 2 1 1 
Total igneous ________________ 35 36 40 37 24 27 46 33 47 37 38 Quartzite ____________________ 3 3 3 3 2 1 4 2 7 3 4 
Chert and flint ____ ____ _____ ___ 1 l ' IIi 1 3 1 4 2 3 
Limestone and dolomite ______ 55 55 54 55 55 70 46 ' 58 39 56 50 Shale ________________________ 2 3 2 2 5 1 __ 2 __ 1 1 
Sandstone ___ ____ ____ _________ __ 1 __ 0 __ __ __ 0 
Clay-balls ____________________ 2 __ __ 1 12 __ __ 3 
Miscel. sedimentary ___________ 2 1 __ 1 1 __ 1 1 
Total sedimentary ___________ _ 65 64 60 63 76 731 54 67 
1 ___ _ 
__ __ 1 
2 1 3 
53 63 62 
24 23 
2 2 
12 8 
2 1 
3 2 
43 36 
5 3 
3 1 
44 55 
1 2 
1 0 
1 2 
2 1 
57 64 
CHAPTER VII 
GEOLOGIC HISTORY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Pleistocene History 
The geologic history of northwestern Iowa was traced in the report 
of 191754 but the changes of interpretation used in the present report 
'require that a part of the Pleistocene history be restated. The bases 
f.or the interpretations, and most of the interpretations have been stated 
in earlier parts of this report but are repeated here as a part of a con-
nected tracing of the history. 
Nebraskan A ge.--:-The first ice sheet which invad~d northwestern 
Iowa was the Nebraskan, the oldest ice sheet recognized in the Missis-
sippi basin. ,It covered all of western Iowa, pushing southward into 
Missouri, and on its withdrawal left a mantle of 200 to 300 feet of till 
over much of northwestern Iowa. The Nebraskan ice advanced over 
a region underlain largely by soft Cretaceous shale and it left a com-
pact, calcareous till with very little sand or gravel. 
During the Aftonian interglacial age which followed there was 
developed over the level Nebraskan till plain in southern Iowa a 
horizon of gumbotil formed chiefly by long-continued chemical weath-
ering; In northwestern Iowa the evidence is not so clear and decisive, 
but it is sufficient to show that a similar gumbotil zone developed as 
far north as Cherokee county and it probably extended over all of 
northwestern Iowa. This gumbotil plain was then dissected, probably 
quite completely so, before the close of the Aftonian intergl.acial age. 
In the Cherokee region the, erosion surface had ' a relief of 50 to 75 
feet (page 76) . 
Kansan A ge.-Following the Aftonian interglacial age the Kan-
san ice sheet developed. It advanced southward across Minnesota and 
Iowa, eastern North and ' South Dakota and eastern Nebraska and cov-
ered northern Missouri and northeastern Kansas. Its thickness in 
northwestern Iowa was probably several thousand feet. As the Kan.,. 
san ice sheet advanced over the eroded surface of Nebraskan tiil it 
plowed up great quantities of the Nebraskan, which it mixed' with the 
54 I owa Geol. Survey , Vol. XXVI , pp: 430.443, 1917. 
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mat~rial already carried, to make part of the Kansan till. Some small 
masses were inclosed without mixing in the Kansan till and at places 
the Kansan ice plowed up the Nebraskan surface but only partly mixed 
the tills, thus forming a transition zone. The thickness of Kansan till 
deposited was in most places between 100 and 200 feet. . 
For the history of the time following the withdrawal of the Kansan 
ice sheet we are again dependent upon the region farther south in Iowa. 
Over southern Iowa, as far north as Crawford and Carroll counties, 
the even drift plain left by the Kansan ice sheet remained for a long 
time ,undissected and on this plain there was developed a gumbotil zone. ' 
It is believed that a similar gumbotil zone was deveioped also over 
northwestern Iowa (pages 108 to 111). The development of these 
Nebraskan and Kansan gumbotils must have taken place very slowly 
and the Aftonian and Yarmouth intervals must have been very long. 
Following the development of the Kansan gumbotil, the Kansan 
drift region was elevated and erosion began. In southern Iowa this 
erosion has lowered most of the country 'below the gumbotil plain but 
has left a few remnants. In northwestern Iowa there are no rem-
nants of the gumbotil, and erosion is believed to have reduced all the 
country below the level of the original plain and to have removed every 
remnant of the gumbotil and of the leached zone of Kansan till below 
(pages 108 to 111). 
The interval of time from the Kansan to the next ice invasion of 
northwestern Iowa (Iowan) includes the Yarmouth and Sangamon 
interglacial and the Illinoian glacial ages. The Kansan gumbotil 
was formed during the Yarmouth age. The dissection of the region 
continued through the Illinoian and Sangamon ages. During the 
later part of this interval silts and fine sands accumulated in some of 
the valleys of western Iowa, forming what are known as the Loveland 
deposits. 
Iowan Age.-After the erosion of the Kansan region had pro-
gressed nearly to its present condition, northern Iowa was invaded by 
another ice sheet, the Iowan, which pushed into our region from the 
northeast to a line extending from eastern Lyon county through Chero-
kee to southwestern Sac county (Plate I). The Iowan ice sheet ap-
pears to have deposited only a thin veneer of drift in most places. It 
did not, therefore, make a distinctive constructional topography, but 
merely mantled the then existing topography cut in the Kansan drift, 
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producing a region in which the larger relief features are erosional but 
with the slopes modified by minor construction~l features (page 41). 
During the general stage of ice advance there were temporary with-
drawals, and during the general stage of retreat there were temporary 
advances. As a result of these oscillatio\ls of the ice front, gravel 
that was laid down just beyond the ice front was later overridden .and 
buried under till. In some places the oscillations were repeated sev-
eral times and resulted in several alternations of the till and gravel as 
described for the Mill creek bluffs north of Cherokee (pages 84 to 88) . 
Deposits in moulins in the ice or at the edge of the ice formed the 
kamelike gravel hills (pages 90 to 102). 
During the advance, and partieularly during the withdrawal of the 
Iowan ice sheet, great floods of water loaded with debris flowed out 
from its front, down the valleys to the south and southwest and de-
posited gravel in most of the valleys of the region, forming the de-
posits which have been described in Chapter V as the valley gravels. 
After the Iowan ice age, and apparently soon ' after the depositiolJ 
of the valley gravels, northwestern Iowa was covered with ,a mantle of 
loess, the 'material for which was derived chiefly from the valley flats 
on the west line of the state. N ear Missouri river 20 to 30 feet of 
loess were deposited, but this decreased eastward across the Kansan 
region to two to four feet over most of ~he Iowan region. Since the 
loess was formed it has been leached to a depth of two to four feet, 
but on the whole the Iowan drift region has suffered little erosion and 
the till is notably fresh. ' , 
Wisconsin Age.-At a still later date a lobe of the Wisconsin ice 
sheet advanced southward across north-central Iowa, with its west 
edge across the eastern part of our region, as shown on Plate 1. The 
Wisconsin iee sheet left a drift surface with definite glacial features, 
including prominent morainic topography. Very little modification 
of this topography has been produced by the erosi~n of post-Wisconsin 
time except along some of the larger streams, which have cut promi-
nent trenchlike valleys. 
Summary of Conclusions 
Conclusions and interpretations have been given in connection with 
each subject discussed put brief statements of the more important con-
clusions are brought together here in the form of a summary. 
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Iowan Region.-Twodrift regions exist in northwestern Iowa west 
of the Wisconsin drift boundary in the area previously interpreted as 
Kansan (Plate II) . The eastern part of this area, lying between the 
definite Wisconsin on the "east and the more definite Kansan on the 
west, is here differentiated as a distinct drift region formed' by an' ice 
sheet that pushed into northwestern Iowa from the northeast and ad-
vanced about halfway across our region to a boundary shown on Plate 
I and traced on pages 59 to 84. The peculiar topography of this region. 
consisting of a well developed valley system with faintly constructional 
slopes, is e:xplained by the interpretation that the ice sheet which formed 
this region deposited only a thin mantle of drift which modifies slight-
ly a pre-existing erosional topography (page 41). 
This drift region is assigned to the Iowan age and correlated with 
the Iowan ()f eastern Iowa on the bases of similar topography, similar 
relations to the Kansan below and to the overlying mantle of loess, 
and similar geographical positions with respect to the later Vlisconsin 
drift region (page 39) . 
Kansan Region.-That part of northwestern Iowa west of the Iowan 
bo~ndary is interpreted as Kansan. The absence of leached till in this 
Kansan region as contrasted with the Kansan region farther south in 
western Iowa is explained by the interpretation that northwestern Iowa 
suffered more extensive erosion which completely removed the leached 
zone and gumbotil zone, if these had been developed (pages 108 to 
111) . This erosion took place before the Iowan age. The possi-
bility of explaining the absence of the leached zone by assuming that 
it was never developed, owing to some climatic differences, is recog-. 
nized. 
The Loess.-Both the Kansan region and the Iowan region are cov-
ered with loess (pages 116 to 136) . In the southwest: part of our 
area, near Missouri river, this is typical loess and is thick. To the 
northeast' it becomes .thinner and over much of the Iowan region it is 
only two to four feet thick. Lithologically this thin loess may not be 
typical loess, but it is certainly the time equivalent of the. loess. The 
age of this loess is interpret~d as Peorian, as in eastern Iowa (pages 
134 to 136). 
Interbedded Gravel and Till.-An interbedding of gravel and till 
characterizes several exposures within the Iowan region (pages 84 to 
'89). These deposits were formed by oscillations of the ice front 
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during the general stages of advance and retreat. By these oscilla-
tions, gravel deposited just beyond the ice edge may have been laid 
down on till only recently deposited and may soon have been buried 
by till. The freshness of the gravel and till -of these layers shows that 
neither was exposed long at the surface before t,he onext higher member 
was deposited. 
The Gravel Hills.~The kamelike gravel hills of the Iowan region 
(pages 90 to 102) are interpreted as gravel masses deposited in moulins 
or other openings in the Iowan ice sheet. On the melting of the ice 
these masses were left on or in the upper part of the drift sheet. 
_ The Valley Gravels.-The valley gravels of t~e Iowan region and of 
the valleys of the Kansan region that carried Iowan drainage are in-
terpreted as outwash from the Iowan ice chiefly during the withdrawal 
of the ice sheet (pages 166 to 170) . The valley gravels in those val-
leys of the Kansan region that did not receive Iowan drainage are be-
lieved to have been released from the Kansan till during an especially 
active period of erosion, owing to the lack of vegetation during the 
Iowan ice age, ~nd to have accumulated farther down the valleys 
(pages 168 to 170). 
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B.enches, see valley. gravels 
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Big Sioux river, gravels in, 138 ; tribu-
taries, gravel in, 144 
Boyer, fossils from, 166; loess near, 124 
Boyer river, gravel in, 163; Iowan 
boundary near, 82 ' 
Buena Vista county, analyses of peb-
bles from, 172, 174, 177; drift in, 31 ; 
gravel masses in, 113; Iowan drift 
in, 39, 43, 58, 126; Kansan drift in, 
127; loess in, 126; valley gravels in, 
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from, 172; drift in, 26; gumbotil in, 
109, 110; Kansan drift in, 106 
,Chamberlin in' Geikie's Great Ice Age, 
24 
Cherokee, glacial deposits' near, 51 ; 
gravel masses near, 114; Iowan boun-
dary near, 70; Iowan gravels ne'ar, 
71; loess near, 127 
Cherokee county, analyses of ,pebbles 
from, 175-177, 179, 181 ; drift in, 31 ; 
fossils from, 165 ; gravel and till in, 
84 ; gravel hills in, 96; gravel masses 
in, 114; Iowan boundary in, 68; 
Iowan drift in, 39, 43, 52; Kansan 
drift in, 103, 128; loess in, 117, 126, 
127; Loveland beds in, 50, 73 ; Ne- , 
braskan in, 74; Pilot Rock in, 108; 
valley gravels in, 153, 156, 161 
Cherokee Sand and Gravel Company, 
pits of, 56; fossils from, 165 
Clay-balls in gravels, 85 ft, 172 ft ; in 
gravel hills , 100 , 
Clay county, analyses of pebbles from , 
172, 174,177,181; drift in, 30; gravel 
in, 113, 151 ; Iowan drift in, 39, 42, '58; 
loess in, 120, 131 
Concretions, calcareous, in Kansan till, 
106 
Correctionville, fossils, from , 146; grav-
el near, 153, 161 
Coteau des Prairies, Iowan boundary 
on, 63 
Crawford county, fossils ' from, 166 ; 
gravel in, 164, 166; gravel masses in, 
114; gumbotil in, 109; loess in, 124 
Cretaceous sys tem of northwestern 
Iowa, 107 
D 
Deep creek, gravel in, 147 
Devonian rocks, source of pebbles, 107 
Dickens outlet, gravel in, 151 
Dickinson county, analyses of pebbles 
from, 172-174; drift in, 30; Iowan 
drift in, 39, 43; loess 'in, 120, 131 ' 
Doon, gravel near, 140, 144 
Doupe farm, exposures on, 53 
Drift, source of material , for, 107 
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Early, gravel near, 163; leess near, 125 
Emmet ceunty, analyses ef pebbles 
frem, 172, 173 ' 
F 
Ferrette, lacking In nerthwestern 
Iewa, 108 
Fleming, Paul, pit, fessils frem, 165 
, Fleyd river, gravel in, 145; lewan' 
beundary near, 64 
Fessils frem ' vaHey gravels, 164; in 
gravels, 148 
Galva, gravel near, 163; Iewan beun-
dary near, 78; leess near, 119, 125 
Geikie's Great Ice Age; 24 
Geelegic histery and cenclusiens, 183 
Geerge, gravel near, 141; ' Iewan drift 
near, 64 
Gillett , Greve, gravel near, 152 
Granite, gravels near, 139 
Gravel and sand masses included in till, 
111,115 
Gravel qnd till, interbedded, 84; erigin, 
89, 186 
Gravel beulders and gravel hills in 
,nerthwestern Iewa, 35, 111-115 ' 
Gravel hills, distributien and descrip-
tien, 91; lecation, 100; material, 100; 
nature, 90; erigin, 99, 187; in Chero-
. kee ceunty, 78, 96; in Ida ceunty, 98; 
in Iewan drift area, 90; in Lyen 
ceunty, 91; in Nebles ceunty, Min-
neseta, 92; in O'Brien ceunty, 93 ; 
in Osceela ceunty"92; in Sac ceunty, ' 
98 
Gravel masses, analyses ef pebbles 
frem, 181, 182; descriptien, 113; eri-
gin, 115 ; size and character, 112 
Gravels, analyses, 171-182; cempesitien, 
112, 138, 167; in Mill creek vaHey, 
68; reck types ef, 172; see alsO' Grav-
el Hills, VaJey Gravels 
Gravels, vaHey, age, 144, 149, 150, 152, 
154, 160, 162, 163, 166; analyses ef 
pebbles frem, ISO, 182; fessils frem, 
164;, nature,.138; erigin, 137, 166, 187; 
. distributien ' and descriptien, 138-164; 
in Big Sieux river basin, 138; in 
Reck' river basin, 140; in Fleyd river 
. basin, 144; in Little Sieux river ba-
sin, 149; in Maple river basin, 162; in 
Beyer river basin, 163 
Grimes, C. H., pit ef, 147 
Gumbetil, absent frem nerthwestern 
Iewa, 109; altitude, 110 ; Kansan, fer-
matien, 184; in seuthern Iewa, 109; 
Nebraskan, fermatien, 183; ' in Chere-
kee ceunty, 52; erigin and character, 
109 
H 
Harrisen ceunty, gravel in, 115 
Hay, O. P., cited, 165 
Helstein, leess near, 126 
I 
Ida cqunty, analyses ef ,pebbles frem, 
175, 179; drift ,in, 32; gravel hills in, 
98; Iewan beundary in, 78 ; Iewan 
drift in, 39, 43; Kansan drift in, -103, 
125; leess in, 116, 124;, Leveland in, 
126 
Ida Greve, gravel near, 163 
Igneeus pebbles ef till, erigin, 107 
Illineian glacial age, histery, 184 
Intermediate drift regien, cerrelatien 
with lewan, 39, 135 
Iewa, nerthwestern, glacial Qistery, 
109; repert en, 1917,21 
Iewan age, histery, 184 
Iewan beundary, ceurse ef, 59; in 
Cherekee ceunty; 68; in Ida ceunty, 
78; in Lyen . ceunty, 60, 63; in N 0'-
bles ceunty, Minneseta, 60; in 
O'Bri~n ceunty, 66; in Sac. ceunty, 
79, 81; in Sieux ceunty, 64 
Iewan (?) drift in Plymeuth ceunty, 26 
Iewan drift, expesures, 52; general 
character, 48; interbedded with 
gravel, 84; relatien to' Leveland de-
pesits, 49; in Buena Vista ceunty, 58 ; 
in Cherekee ceunty, ' 50, .52; in Clay 
ceunty, 58; in Dickinson ceunty, 39; 
in Ida ceunty, 34; in Lyen ceunty, 
39; in nerthwestern Iewa, 21 , 25; in 
O'Brien ceunty, 51 , 58; in Osceela 
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county, 61; in Sac county, 39, 43, ' 59 ; 
in Sioux county, 39; near Wall Lake 
outlet, 59 
Iowan d~ift region .of · northwestern 
Iowa, aggraded areas, 46; analyses 
of pebbles from 175, 176, 182; area, 
39; ,boundary, 59-84; character, 186; 
correlation, 39 ; drainage, 154; drain-
age pattern, 41; erosional topography ' 
along valleys, 44 ; gravel benches, 46 ; 
gravel hills, 46, 96, 99; gravels, 168; 
level area, 42; moderately rolling ' 
areas, 43; relation to loess, 116, 118; 
slightly rolling areas, 42 ; topography, 
40-48, 60-84 
Iowan gravels in Cherokee county, 71, 
78, 84 ; in Little Sioux valley, 73; see 
also Gravels, Valley 
Sardeson, cited, 40, 60; work of, in 
Minnesota, 36 
Limestone pebbles of till, origin, 107 . 
Little Rock, gravel hills near, 60; loess 
near, 133 
Little Rock river, gravel in, 141, 144; 
Iowan boundary near, 60 
Little Sioux valley, exposures in, 51; 
gravel in, 149; Iowan boundary near, 
70 ; Iowan gravels in, 73; profile 
across tributary, 45 ;' topography 
along, 45 
Loess, characteristics and distribution, 
116, 120, 186; formation, 185, 186; 
medium t4ickness, region of, 119; 
origin and age, 134; pebbles in and 
on surface, 121 ; Peorian age, . 135, 
186; n~ture and thickness, 123, 134; 
thick, region of, 116; thin, region of, 
K 119; topography, 116; in Buena Vista 
Kames in gravel hills, 60, 78, 101 county, 126; in Cherokee county, 127; 
Kansan age, history, 183 in Clay county, 131; in Crawford 
Kansan drift, character, 105; in north- county, 124; in Dickinson county, 
western Iowa, 21, 27, 35, 50-55; oxi- 132; in Ida county, 124; in Lyon 
dized phase, 105; pebbles in, 106; county, 132; in Nobles county, Minn., 
unoxidized phase, 106 133 ; in O'Brien county, 130; in Osce-
Kansat:r drift region, analyses of peb- ola county, 132; in Plymouth county, 
bles from, 178-182; area, 103; charac- 130; ill Sac county, 124; in Sioux 
ter, 186; gravels, 168; history, 108; county, 131 
mature erosion, 104; topography, 65, .. ' Loess and till, relations, 122 
103 Loess overlying gravel, 167 
Kansan gumbotil, formation, 184; in Loveland deposits, formation, 184; in 
southern Iowa, 109 Cherokee county, 50, 73; in Ida 
Kay, George F ., cited, 109-111, 115; use county, 126; in northwestern Iowa, 
of term Loveland, 49; work of, in 49; in O'Brien county, 51; in Plym-
northwestern Iowa, 34, 37 ; ' and Ap- outh county, 130 
fel, cited, 51 Lyon county, analyses of pebbles from, 
Kiron, gumbotil near, 109 175, 178-181; drift in, 27; gravel hills 
Klondike, gravels near, 139 in, 91; gravels in, 139; Iowan ' boun-
L 
Lees,)ames H ;; cited, 109, 164' 
Leighton, M. M., see Alden and Leigh-
ton 
Le Mars, fossils from, 164; gravel near, 
146 . 
Leverett, Frank, beli~fs on age of 
Iowan, 34, 36, 37, 40; Iowan boun-, 
dary mapped i~ Minnesota by, 60; 
work of, in Iowa, 28, 33, 37, 51; and 
dary in, 60, 63; Iowan drift in, 133 ; 
foess in, 116, 133 . 
M 
Macbride, T. H., cited, 48, 96, 98, 168; 
work of, 30-32 
MacClintock, work of, in Iowa, 37, 51 
Maple River valley, gravel in, 162; 
' Iowan boundary near, 70, 78 
Milford, gravel near, 150 
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Mill creek valley, age of, 69; exposures 
in; 59; gravels in, 68, 153, 156; Iowan 
boundary near, 66 ; profiles along, 
157; till and gravel in, 84 
Minnesota, analyses of pebbles frwn, 
175; Iowan· drift in, 39; Nobles 
county, gravel hills in, 92; Iowan 
boundary in, 60; loess in, 133 
Missouri river loess, 135 
Monon a county, gravel masses in, 115; 
loess in, 117 
Moulins or wells in Iowan ice, 99 
Murry creek, gravel in, 155 ; profile 
along, 157 
N 
Nebraskan age, history, 183 
Nebraskan drift in northwestern Iowa, 
52, 73; in Cherokee county, 52, 74; 
source of drift material, 108 
Nebraskan gumbotil, formation, 183; 
near Cherokee, 52 
Nobles county, Minn., analyses c;>f peb-
bles' from, 175; gravel hills in, 92; 
Iowan boundary in, 60; loess in, 133 
~orthwestern Iowa, geological work 
in, 24 
o 
O' Brien qJUnty, analyses of pebbles 
from, 175-177, 181; drift in, 30; 
gravel hills in, 93;. gravel masses in, 
113; Iowan boundary in, 66; Iowan 
drift in, 42, 58, 131; Kansan drift in, 
103; loess in, 119, 120, 130; Loveland 
beds in, 51; valley gravels in, 145, 152 
Ocheyedan-Little Sioux system, di-
version, 46 
Odebolt, Iowan boundary near, 79; 
loess near, 118, 124 
Okoboji outlet, gravel in, 149 
Ordovician fossils in limestone, 107 
Ordovician rocks, source of pebbles, 
107 
Osceola county, analyses of pebbles 
from, 172, 175, 176; drift in, 30; 
gravel hills in, 92; Iowan drift in, 42, 
61; loess in, 120, 132; valley gravel 
in, 141 
Oto, grav~1 near, 154 
Oyens, gravel near, 147 
P. 
Palo Alto county, analyses of pebbles 
from, 173 
Paullina, gr!lvel near, 157; Iowan boun-
dary near, 69 
Pearce, J. N., cited, 1.09 
Pebbles, analyses, 171 ; in and on sur-
face of loess, 121; in drift, origin, 
107 . 
Peorian age of loess, 135, 186 
Peorian loess, see loess 
Peterson, gravel masses near, 113 
Pierson, gravel near, 162 
Pilot Rock, Cherokee county, 108 
Pleistocene history of northwestern 
Iowa, 183 
Plymouth county, analyses of pebbles 
from, 180; drift in, 25; gravel in, 145 ; 
Kansan in, 103; loess in, 116, 122, 126, 
130; Loveland in, 130 
Pre-Cambrian rocks, source of pebbles, 
107 
Primghar, Iowan gravels near, 69, 157 
Profile across tributary of Little Sioux, 
45 
Profiles along Little Sioux river, 150, 
152; Mill creek valley, 157; Murry 
creek va1ley, 156; Waterman creek 
valley, 155 
R 
. Rock Rapids, fossils from, 165; gravel 
near, 140 
Rock River valley, gravels in, 140, 144 
Rock types of gravels, 172 
Rock Valley, gravel near, 140 
s 
Sac county, analyses of pebbles from, 
173,' 175, 180; drift in, 32; gravel hills 
in, 98; gravel in, 163; Iowan 
boundary in, 79, 81; Iowan drift in, 
43; Iowan- drift topography in, 83; 
Kansan in, 103; loess in, 116, 124 
. Salisbury: R . D., work of, in Iowa, 24 
Sand and griveI bowlders, description, 
111; origin, 115 
Sangamon interglacial age, history, 
184; Loveland deposits of, 49 
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Sardeson, Frederick W., cited, 36; and 
Leverett, cited, 60 
Schaller, loess near, 125 
Sheldon, gravel near, 146; Iowan' boun-
dary near, 64; loess near, 131; Love-
land beds near, 51 
Shimek, B., cited, 134, 139; naming of 
Loveland, 49 
Sibley, gravel near, 142, 144; loess near, 
Topography, pre-Iowan, 41; of Iowan 
drift, 40-48, 60-84; of Kansan drift 
region, 103 
Turner, F. R., gravel pits on farm of, 
57 
u 
Union county, gravel in, 115 
Uplift in northwestern Iowa, 111 
132; till near, 133, 142 V 
Silurian rocks, source of pebbles, 107 Valley gravels in northwestern Iowa, 
Sioux county, analyses of pebbles from, • . 35; see Gravels 
178, 179; drift in, 27; gravel in, 140, 
145; Kansan in, 103; loess in, 116, 130 
Sioux Falls, gravel masses near, ' 114; 
Sioux quartzite near, 107 
Sioux quartzite in drift, 107 
Sioux Rapids, gravel masses near, 113; 
gravel near, 152 
South, Dakota, gravel masses in, 114; 
Iowan drift in, 39; Sioux quartzite in, 
107 
Spencer, gravel near, 149, 151; Iowan 
topography near, 43 
Spencer fiat, sand hills north of, 47 
Storm lake, gravel masses near, 114; 
loess near, 126 
Sutherland, gravel near, 156 
T 
Terraces, see valley gravels 
Till, gravel and sand masses included 
in, 111 • 
Till and gravel interbedded, 84 
Till and loess, relations, 122 
Todd, J. E., work of, in Iowa, 28 
W 
Wall Lake, loess near l 117, 118, 124 
Wall Lake outlet, gravel in, 164; 
Iowan boundary near, 82; rowan 
drift near, 59 
Walsh Brothers pit, 161; fossils frqm, 
165 
Waterman creek, gravel in, 155; pro-
files along, 155 
Wilder, F. A., cited, 168; woj.~ in Lyon 
and Sioux counties, 27 
Wisconsiri age, history, 185 
Wisconsin drift in northwestern Iowa, 
28 
Wisconsin drift region, analyses of 
pebbles from, 172-174, 182 . 
Wisconsin boundary, drainage of, 151 
Woodbury county, ahalyses of pebbles 
from, 179-181; gravel in, 153, 161; 
loess in, 116 
Y 
Yarmouth inter.glacial age, history, 184 


